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ABSTRACT
The water solutions of hydroxylammonium nitrate (HAN) are the main ingredient of
several liquid propellants developed for a variety of propulsion applications. This research focuses
on the thermal decomposition mechanism of HAN-water solutions.
The detailed chemical mechanisms for solution-phase reacting systems were developed
based on the quantum mechanical (QM) calculations using the density functional theory (DFT) and
implicit solvation model. The rate constants of elementary reactions were calculated using the
barrier-and-diffusion controlled kinetic model. As an intermediate in HAN decomposition, HNO
has a strong tendency to dimerize and decompose to N2O and H2O. This study reveals that the
related reaction pathways and kinetics are strongly affected by the acid-base equilibria in solution.
The mechanism developed for aqueous HAN decomposition describes multiple kinetic
processes: nitration of hydroxylamine, HNO dimerization, HONO-scavenging via nitrosation
reactions, and HONO regeneration involving hydrogen-abstraction reactions. Kinetic modeling
results on dilute HAN solutions show reasonable agreement with the experimental data from
previous flow-reactor tests. The sensitivity analysis results suggest an acid-catalyzed nitrationnitrosation pathway, and thus the autocatalysis of aqueous HAN decomposition should be enhanced
by the rise of solution acidity.
Classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed to acquire data for the
thermophysical properties of HAN-water mixtures as functions of concentration and temperature.
The force fields (FF) for the separate ions were developed based on the DFT calculations.
Combined with the SPC/E water model and scaled atomic charges, the FFs reasonably reproduce
the densities and viscosities of various concentrations at room temperature. Other studied properties
include specific heats, enthalpies of vaporization, ionic and thermal conductivities, and radial
distribution functions.
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The isothermal decomposition of 13-16 M HAN was investigated using the confined rapid
thermolysis (CRT) experiments and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. The major
IR-active thermolysis products are H2O, N2O, HNO3, NO, and NO2. Measured species evolutions
are reasonably reproduced by the kinetic modeling using optimized reaction and evaporation rate
constants. The activation energy was deduced based on the induction periods. Evaluation of the
reported Arrhenius parameters for HAN decomposition reveals an approximately linear relation
between ln(A) and Ea, which indicates the existence of a kinetic compensation effect.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background and Objectives
Hydroxylammonium nitrate (NH3OH+·NO3-, or HAN) has been of interest for a wide

variety of propulsion applications. Its molecular structure is shown in Figure 1-1. HAN is the main
ingredient of multiple liquid propellants (Table 1-1) designed for liquid gun and space propulsion
systems [1-4] and primarily serves as the oxidant to fuel-rich components. HAN-based propellants
have been pursued as alternatives to hydrazine in rocket thrusters [2-4]. Hydrazine is highly toxic
and volatile. In comparison, the HAN-based propellants have significantly reduced toxicity and
vapor pressure, making them much easier to handle and store. Other advantages include low
flammability, high energy density and specific impulse, low freezing point, and nontoxic emissions.
Therefore, HAN-based propellants are regarded as candidates for the next-generation “green”
propellants [3, 4]. For non-propulsion applications, HAN has long been used in nuclear
reprocessing in the PUREX (plutonium-uranium-redox-extraction) system, in which plutonium and
uranium are separated and recovered from used nuclear fuel in concentrated nitric acid solutions
[5].

Figure 1-1: Molecular structure of HAN.
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Table 1-1: The compositions of various HAN-based propellants.

LP1846 (XM46)

weight (%)
HAN ANa HNb water
60.8
20.0

fuel
TEANc 19.2

LP1845 (XM45)

63.2

-

-

16.8

TEAN 20.0

HANGLY26

60.0

-

-

26.0

Glycine 14.0

HAN269MEO15

69.7

0.6

-

14.9

Methanol 14.8

HAN284MEO17

77.3

0.7

-

4.9

Methanol 17.2

SHP069

81.9

4.3

-

6.9

Methanol 6.9

SHP163

73.6

3.9

-

6.2

Methanol 16.3

HNP115

46.0

-

23.0

6.0

TEAN 25.0

name

AF-M315E
a

confidential
+

-

AN: ammonium nitrate (NH4 NO3 );
HN: hydrazinium nitrate (N2H5+NO3-);
c
TEAN: triethanolamine nitrate (HN(CH2CH2OH)3+NO3-);
b

Many studies have been carried out to characterize the combustion behavior of HAN and
HAN-based propellants. In a series of studies using the strand burner technique, Vosen examined
the flame structures and kinetics at pressures up to 340 atm [6-8]. The propellants were ignited by
an electric discharge. For LP1846, the luminous flame front over the liquid-gas interface was only
observed at high pressures (≥ 26.7 MPa). At low pressures, the propellant exhibited a corrugated
liquid surface, an opaque zone above the surface, and no visible flame. The burning rate remained
almost constant at pressures above 26 MPa but decreased as the pressure increases from 6.7 to 26
MPa. LP1846 also had similar burning rates as 9.1 M HAN at low pressures. For HAN-water
solutions (5.2-13 M), only the regressing liquid surface was observed. The burning rate increased
with increasing concentration but decreases with increasing pressure in the low-pressure range.
Based on the observations, Vosen proposed a two-stage combustion model for LP1846 [7]: The
liquid-phase decomposition of HAN is followed by the oxidation of TEAN in the luminous flame
region, and the overall combustion rate is governed by the decomposition of HAN.
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The staged-combustion characteristics were also observed in other HAN-based propellants.
Chang and Kuo tested three HAN-based propellants (HAN269MEO15, HAN284MEO17, and
HANGLY26) using a similar strand burner [9, 10]. For HAN269MEO15 and HAN284MEO17
[10], luminous flames were observed at high pressures (≥ 1.2-3,5 MPa), whereas a translucent
brown-color gas region (NO2) on the top of dark-colored products was observed at low pressures.
The temperature of the dark-colored products was between the boiling points of water and methane,
implying the significant impact of the boiling process on the combustion behavior. For
HANGLY26 [9], neither the luminous flame nor the brown-color gas was observed, and the
temperature of the combustion products did not exceed the boiling point of water. The pressuredependences of burning rates differed in different propellants and different pressure regimes.
Katsumi et al. studied the combustion of HAN-water solutions (50-95 weight %) in the
pressure range 1-10 MPa [11, 12]. The burning rates increased with increasing pressure but became
pressure-independent at a high burning rate (> 100 mm/s). At a given pressure, the 80% solution
had the highest burning rate, whereas the lowest burning rate occurred in the 95% solution. Three
combustion modes were identified based on the observed bubbling structures. Large bubbles were
formed in the low burning rate model, and the exothermic reactions occurred in the gas phase. In
the high burning rate model, exothermic reactions occurred in the fine bubbles in the two-phase
region. The two wave structures appeared alternatively in the mixed mode.
Considering its importance, the thermally-induced decomposition of HAN has been
extensively studied using a wide variety of experimental techniques, such as flow reactor [13, 14],
rapid thermolysis apparatus [15-18], thermogravimetry and differential scanning calorimetry
(TG/DSC) [19-21], and adiabatic calorimeter [22-24]. Results of the TG/DSC analysis on HAN
solutions over a wide range of concentrations (24-95%) can be found in several references [19-21].
The same pattern was observed in the mass loss curves at slow heating rates (1-50 K/min); that is,
HAN decomposition only started after the nearly complete evaporation of water leading to almost
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pure liquid HAN. The onset decomposition temperature was in the range 150-220 °C depending on
the concentration and heating rate. The addition of appropriate active catalytic phase can reduce
the decomposition temperature by 20-50 °C.
Cronin and Brill studied the thermal decomposition of solid and concentrated aqueous
HAN at a heating rate of 130 K/s with pressures of 2-1000 psi [15]. Several thermolysis products
(HNO3, N2O, and NO2) were quantified using Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy.
HONO and NO were not detected. Measured product profiles exhibited oscillating behavior, which
can be delayed by increasing the initial H2O content. The origin of the oscillation was unknown.
N2O and NO2 emerged after the evolution of HNO3, indicating an early proton transfer step from
NH3OH+ to NO3-. Brill et al. also studied the decomposition of dilute HAN solutions (≤ 1.75 m) at
27.5 bar in flow reactors [13, 14]. Evolutions of species (NH3OH+, NO3- and N2O) were monitored
by FTIR or FT Raman spectroscopy. The product profiles of 0.1-0.2 m HAN showed a zero or firstorder behavior, and the decomposition rate greatly increased in the equimolar HAN-HNO3 solution.
For 0.74-1.74 m HAN, rapid, exothermic reactions only occurred after an induction period,
suggesting a strong autocatalytic behavior. Apparent Arrhenius parameters were derived based on
the product profiles and the induction periods. The activation energy (Ea) was in the 60-70 kJ/mol
range at relatively concentrations (> 1.5 m) but greater than 100 kJ/mol at lower concentrations.
The authors attributed this phenomenon to the potential catalytic effect of HNO2 in HAN
decomposition.
Mannan et al. conducted a series of studies focused on the autocatalysis in aqueous HAN
decomposition [22-24]. In the adiabatic calorimetry tests [23, 24], the sample (24 weight% HAN)
was heated stepwise and stabilized at different temperatures until the self-heating rate exceeded a
threshold. The temperature and pressure profiles of the autocatalytic decomposition exhibited a
two-stage process: a slow initial stage followed by a fast explosion stage. The onset temperature
for the exothermic event depended on the heating mode and the cell material. The temperature
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profile was later fitted to an autocatalytic kinetic model to derive the Arrhenius parameters. The
decomposition of more dilute HAN solutions (≤ 18%) was also studied in the isothermal
calorimetry [22]. An intermediate was observed by the liquid chromatography that was likely
responsible for the autocatalysis. In comparison with the decomposition of hydroxylamine, the
authors speculated that the detected intermediate was most likely NH2-.
Depending on the experimental techniques and conditions, the product composition of
HAN decomposition may vary significantly. Several global reactions have been reported in
different studies [13, 14, 25, 26]:
4HAN → 3N2 O + 7H2 O + 2HNO3

(1.1)

HAN → 0.8N2 O + 1.8H2 O + 0.4HNO3 + 0.1O2

(1.2)

7HAN → 4N2 O + N2 + 4H2 O + 12HNO3

(1.3)

6HAN → 2NO + 3N2 + 10H2 O + 4HNO3

(1.4)

6HAN → 2N2 O + 2N2 + 10H2 O + 4HNO3

(1.5)

Despite not being included in the reported reactions, NO2 were also often detected in the products.
It is generally accepted that HAN decomposition begins with the endothermic proton transfer
reaction:
HAN → NH2 OH + HNO3

(1.6)

Based on the simplified mechanisms proposed by Oxley and Brown [27] and by Klein [26], Lee
and Litzinger [18] proposed the following reactions to explain the formation of the gas products
detected in the rapid thermolysis tests:
HAN + H2 O → NH2 OH + HNO3 + H2 O

(1.7)

NH2 OH + HNO3 → HONO + HNO + H2 O

(1.8)

NH2 OH + HONO → N2 O + 2H2 O

(1.9)

HNO + HNO → N2 O + H2 O

(1.10)

6
NH2 OH + HNO → N2 + 2H2 O

(1.11)

3HONO → 2NO + HNO3 + H2 O

(1.12)

HNO + HNO3 → 2HONO

(1.13)

HONO + HNO3 → 2NO2 + H2 O

(1.14)

They also derived the Arrhenius parameters for the above reactions via inverse analysis to
reproduce the measured species evolutions. Kappenstein et al. examined the decomposition of 80%
HAN at 200°C in a fixed bed reactor with a mass spectrometer [25]. It was observed that N2 and
NO are the primary products in the early stage, whereas N2O and NO2 only emerge later. As a result,
the authors proposed the following reactions:
6HAN → 2N2 + 2NH4 NO3 + 6H2 O + 4HNO3

(1.15)

2NH4 NO3 → 2NO2 + 2N2 O + 4H2 O

(1.16)

Based on the decomposition study of HAN aerosol on heated copper targets, Vaghjiani et al.
proposed that HNO3 can also undergo the decomposition reaction producing the OH radical, which
may contribute to the development of ignition [28]:
HNO3 → NO2 + OH

(1.17)

However, the above reaction has a relatively high energy barrier (≥ 50 kcal/mol), making it
insignificant under most of the studied thermolysis temperatures. In a recent low-pressure
decomposition study, Lemmer et al. observed two particular signals in the mass spectra (m/z = 30
and 46) [29]. Based on the analysis using the reaction mechanism generator (RMG), the authors
claimed that the signals represent HNO and H2N2O, respectively. The following reactions were
proposed:
NH2 OH → NH2 + OH

(1.19)

NH2 OH + NO → H2 N2 O + OH

(1.20)

NH2 + HONO → H2 N2 O + OH

(1.21)
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NH2 + NO → H2 N2 O

(1.22)

H2 N2 O → N2 + H2 O

(1.23)

Many studies have reported the kinetic parameters of the decomposition and combustion
of HAN in various states and concentrations [13, 14, 20, 23, 30-32]. Wide discrepancies can be
observed in the reported Arrhenius parameters: The activation energy ranges from 13 to 50
kcal/mol, and the magnitude of the preexponential factor ranges from 103 to 1024. These parameters
do not show a strong dependence on the material state or concentration. The apparent rate constants,
however, only differ by 1-2 orders of magnitudes at normal decomposition temperatures (150250 °C).
In summary, the thermal decomposition of HAN-water solutions is a very complicated
chemical process. The primary objective of this research is to develop a detailed solution-phase
reaction mechanism for aqueous HAN decomposition using quantum mechanical calculations.
Validation of the proposed mechanism is performed by comparing the kinetic modeling predictions
with the results from previous and new experimental studies. The thermophysical properties of
aqueous HAN as functions of temperature and concentration are also developed based on the
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The proposed mechanism and thermophysical property
data may help researchers and developers to further understand the performance of aqueous HAN
and other HAN-based materials in combustion and propulsion systems.

1.2

Dissertation Overview
This dissertation is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the background and

objectives of this research. Chapter 2 describes the computational approaches to develop and
validate detailed chemical mechanisms for solution-phase reacting systems. The mechanism of the
dimerization and the subsequent decomposition of nitroxyl (HNO) is first investigated, and the
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solvation effects on the solution-phase reaction pathways and kinetics are discussed. Chapter 3
presents the detailed mechanism developed for the thermal decomposition of aqueous HAN, which
is then validated against previous experimental results on dilute HAN solutions up to 2 M. The
predominating autocatalytic pathway is identified based on the sensitivity analysis results. Chapter
5 focuses on the thermophysical properties of HAN-water mixtures acquired from the molecular
dynamic simulations using a newly developed force field. Chapter 6 reports the results of the
confined rapid thermolysis tests on 13-16 M HAN. The theoretical rate constants are optimized to
reproduced the measured evolutions of the thermolysis products. The deduced apparent Arrhenius
parameters are compared with the previous reported values. A potential kinetic compensation effect
is discussed.

Chapter 2
MECHANISM OF THE YIELD OF N2O FROM NITROXYL (HNO)

2.1

Introduction
The reactivity of HNO (nitroxyl) in the solution phase has been of great interest in several

different communities. In propellant chemistry, HNO has been considered to be an important
intermediate in the decomposition of several nitrogen-containing energetic materials, such as liquid
RDX [33], HMX [34], and aqueous HAN [18]. Studies in biochemistry have suggested that the
HNO dimerization may play an essential role in the formation of the N-N bond in the denitrification
products of certain bacteria [35, 36]. Recently, many investigations have been focused on the
physiological effect of HNO as a potential pharmacological agent for vasorelaxation in the
treatment of heart failure [37-39].
One of the most important and well-discussed chemical processes for nitroxyl’s
consumption is its rapid dimerization and the subsequent dehydration reaction:
HNO + HNO ⟶ HONNOH ⟶ N2 O + H2 O

(H1)

The gas-phase kinetics of H1 are well-studied both experimentally [40, 41] and theoretically [4244]. Using the flash photolysis technique to generate gaseous nitroxyl from hydrogen and NO
mixtures, Callear and Carr reported a 2nd-order decay rate of nitroxyl with an activation energy of
0.91 kcal/mol [40]. Later using a similar technique with different source gases (NH3 and O2),
Bryukov et al. reported an Arrhenius energy barrier for the dimerization of HNO of 3.6 kcal/mol
with a preexponential factor of 3.7×108 M-1s-1 [41]. Both experiments were conducted at very dilute
initial HNO concentrations (<2×10-7 M). Theoretical studies have also been performed to elucidate
the detailed mechanism for the gas-phase reaction. According to Lin et al. [42], the initial
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dimerization step favors the formation of the trans- dimer, which would then undergo several
intramolecular hydrogen-transfer and isomerization reactions before its final decomposition; the
RRKM method with BAC-MP4 thermochemistry data predicted a 3.1 kcal/mol Arrhenius energy
barrier with a preexponential factor of about 109 M-1s-1.
Previous works have suggested that H1 may have very different behavior in aqueous
solutions compared to its gas-phase kinetics. The solution-phase rate constant was first reported to
be 1.8×109 M-1s-1 [45], but later largely reduced to (8±3)×106 M-1s-1 [46]. Both results were
indirectly deduced to reproduce the measured evolutions of species other than HNO or N2O. To
explain the reported rate enhancement in solution, Fehling and Friedrichs provided a thorough
discussion about the implicit and explicit effects of solvent molecules on the gas-phase mechanism
[47]. They reported that the cis- pathways are favored in the solution phase, which is opposite to
the gas-phase preference. They concluded that the subsequent pathways after the initial
dimerization step are dominant by fast proton transfer reactions between solute and solvent
following the acid-base equilibrium scheme. There are still some unsolved issues with their results.
Their predictions of the acid dissociation constants (pKa) were based on the concept of proton
exchange. It is difficult to evaluate the reported pKa’s except for the reference values due to the
lack of experimental data. The authors also attributed the experimental rate constant to the initial
dimerization step without reasoning, and the proposed kinetic data has not yet been validated.
Recently, a quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) molecular dynamics
(MD) simulation was performed to study the kinetics of the system in an explicit solvent
environment [48]. The free energy profiles of several key steps were characterized using the
umbrella sampling technique. No free energy barrier was found for the formation of cis- dimer,
which suggested a diffusion-controlled rate constant. The authors also reported that the calculated
anionic pathway via cis-HONNO- is about 5 orders of magnitude faster than the pathway via cisHONNOH. As a result, they suggested a strongly pH-dependent global kinetics for N2O formation.
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Their results did not contradict the proposed mechanism by Fehling and Friedrichs; however, the
proposed global reaction rate was first order on the initial concentration, whereas the second-order
behavior was observed in previous experimental studies.
The reactivity of nitroxyl under strongly acidic conditions (pH<1) also draws interest
considering its potential presence in some chemical processes with a large excess of acid [18, 49].
Hyponitrous acid (trans-HONNOH) was reported to have an enhanced decomposition rate as the
acidity increased under strongly acidic conditions, from which the following reaction was
suggested [50, 51]:
+
(trans-) HONNOH + H+ = H3 N2 O+
2 → N2 O + H3 O

(H2)

The pKa of the protonated intermediate (H3 N2 O+
2 ) is essential for the kinetics of the above pathway
but has not been reported either experimentally or theoretically. The kinetics of H1 may also be
affected by the protonation of the neutral intermediates, although no direct experimental evidence
has been discovered.
The objectives of this chapter are to 1): describe the theoretical approaches implemented
in this study to develop and evaluate the complex solution-phase reaction mechanisms and kinetics;
2): elucidate the detailed mechanism of H1 in aqueous solutions and offer explanations to the
previously reported kinetics under various conditions.
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2.2

Theoretical Background and Method Description

2.2.1

Theoretical Calculations

Quantum Mechanical (QM) calculations
The reaction mechanisms presented in this work were developed based on the quantum
mechanical (QM) calculations. The fundamental postulate of QM is the existence of a wave
function (Ψ), which provides probability information about the properties of the chemical system
[52, 53]. The Schrödinger equation states that the system energy E is the eigenvalue of the
̂ ):
Hamiltonian operator (𝐻
̂ Ψ = 𝐸Ψ
𝐻

(2.1)

For a many-particle molecular system, the Hamiltonian operator is composed of the kinetic energy
operators for the electrons and nuclei and the potential energy operators concerning the electrostatic
Coulomb interactions:
𝐻 = −∑
𝑖

ħ2 2
ħ2 2
𝑒02 𝑧𝑘
𝑒02
𝑒02 𝑧𝑘 𝑧𝑙
∇𝑖 − ∑
∇𝑘 − ∑ ∑
+∑ +∑
2𝑚𝑒
2𝑚𝑘
𝑟𝑖𝑘
𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑟𝑘𝑙
𝑘

𝑖

𝑘

𝑖<𝑗

(2.2)

𝑘<𝑙

where i and j sum over electrons, and k and l sum over nuclei. According to the Born-Oppenheimer
Approximation, the motion of nuclei is negligible compared to that of electrons, so the electrons
can be considered moving in the field of fixed nuclei. The electronic Hamilton in atomic units
becomes:
𝐻el = − ∑ ∇2𝑖 − ∑ ∑
𝑖

𝑖

𝑘

𝑧𝑘
1
+∑
𝑟𝑖𝑘
𝑟𝑖𝑗

𝐻el Ψel = Eel Ψel

(2.3)

𝑖<𝑗

(2.4)

The above equations cannot be solved exactly. Several theories have been proposed to
derive approximate solutions, such as the Hartree-Fock (HF) theory, the Moller-Plesset (MP)
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perturbation theory, coupled cluster (CC) methods, and density functional theory (DFT). Most
theories use the basis set, which is a finite set of basis functions which are combined to create
molecular orbitals.
Unlike other methods that directly deal with electronic wavefunctions, DFT is based on the
electron density (ρ(r) = |Ψ(r)|2). According to the Kohn-Sham theory [54], the DFT energy contains
one term known as the exchange-correlation energy (Exc), which models parts of the electronelectron interactions that are neglected in the HF method. Exc can only be calculated using
approximate models. Many DFT methods have been developed based on different approximate
techniques. The DFT method used in this work is ωB97X-D [55], with the 6-311++G** basis set
[56]. ωB97X-D is a long-range corrected hybrid density functional with empirical atom-atom
dispersion corrections. According to previous studies, ωB97X-D can provide satisfactory
predictions for thermodynamics, kinetics, and non-covalent interactions including hydrogen
bonding [55, 57].

Solvation Free Energy and Implicit Solvation Model
The most important thermodynamic property describing the interaction between a solute
with surrounding solvent is the free energy of solvation (∆Gsolv), which is defined as the free energy
change of a molecule A transferring from the gas phase to a condensed phase. ∆Gsolv is determined
via the equilibrium of the solute A between the gas-phase and liquid-phase concentrations [52]:
∆𝐺solv =

lim [−𝑅𝑇 ln (

[A]sol ⟶0

[A]sol
)]
[A]gas

(2.5)

eq

where “[A]sol→0” ensures the ideal solution behavior. The value of ∆Gsolv depends on the choice
of standard states. The gas phase normally uses the pure ideal gas state at a standard pressure P°=
1 bar, whereas the solution phase standard state is normally defined as a standard concentration c*
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= 1 M. Most reported solvation free energy data uses the standard state c* = 1 M in both phases.
Then the relation between the solution-phase and gas-phase free energies for the solute A can be
expressed as:
∗
∗
∘
∆𝐺solv
= 𝐺soln
− 𝐺gas
− ∆𝐺 ∘→∗

(2.6)

The last term accounts for the transition of the standard states and can be calculated as follows:
∆𝐺

∘→∗

𝑐 ∗ 𝑅𝑇
= 𝑅𝑇 ln ( ∘ )
𝑃

(2.7)

In this work, the solvation free energy was computed using DFT with the implementation
of the universal solvation model (density) or SMD [58]. SMD is an implicit solvation model, which
describes the solvent as a continuous medium instead of individual explicit molecules. The
solvation free energy in an implicit solvation model can be separated according to:
∆𝐺solv = ∆𝐺el + ∆𝐺non-el

(2.8)

∆Gel represents the contribution from the electrostatic interaction between the solute and the
continuous solvent medium. The latter is defined by the bulk dielectric constant (ε). The solvation
model evaluates ∆Gel based on the polarization energy (Gp):
𝐺P = − ∫ 𝜌(𝒓)𝜙(𝒓) 𝑑𝒓

(2.9)

where ρ(r) represents the solute charge density. ϕ(r) represents the electrostatic potential, which is
determined by solving the Poisson equation:
𝛻 2 𝜙(𝒓) = −

4𝜋𝜌(𝒓)
𝜀

(2.10)

The non-electrostatic contribution to the solvation free energy (∆Gnon-el) is associated with
the free energy changes due to solvent cavity, dispersion effect, and changes in local solvent
structure. SMD calculates ∆Gnon-el as a sum of terms that are proportional to the solvent-accessible
surface areas of individual atoms of the solute with the constants called atomic surface tensions.
The parameters employed in SMD are the atomic radii used in the ∆Gel calculations and the atomic
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surface tensions used in the ∆Gnon-el calculations. These parameters were trained against the
experimental ∆Gsolv’s (298 K) of over 300 solutes in water and multiple nonaqueous solutions [58].

Theoretical Calculation Procedures
QM calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 (g09) software [59]. The method
is denoted by SMD-ωB97X-D. The equilibrium geometry of a species is corresponding to a
stationary point on the potential energy surface (PES) and was determined using the default Berny
optimization algorithm (“opt”) employed by g09 [60]. A transition state (TS) is a first-order saddle
point on the PES. The TS structure for a potential reaction was determined as follows: An initial
geometry was first built by placing the optimized reactants at proper positions. A relaxed PES scan
was performed along the internal coordinate of interest (bond/angle/dihedral) using the keyword
“opt=modredundant”. The structure corresponding to the highest energy on the PES was picked as
the initial guess of the TS structure, which was then optimized via the Berny algorithm (“opt=TS”)
[60]. The intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculation were later conducted to assign the correct
reactants and products to the identified TS. The solution-phase free energies were computed as
follows:
∗
∗
∘
𝐺soln
= 𝐸gas + 𝐺corr
+ ∆𝐺solv
+ ∆𝐺 ∘→∗

(2.11)

Egas + ∆Gsolv can be directly obtained from the output of the SMD-ωB97X-D method as the
“electronic energy”. The zero-point vibrational energy (ZPVE) was calculated using the vibration
frequencies obtained by SMD-ωB97X-D. Gibbs free energy corrections were computed based on
the ideal-gas partition functions and the rigid-rotor harmonic oscillator approximation [61]. To
compensate for the breakdown of the harmonic oscillator of low-frequency modes for free energies,
vibrational frequencies lower than 100 cm-1 were raised to 100 cm-1 [62]. SMD was only
parameterized at room temperature. As a result, when implementing SMD at elevated temperatures
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(Chapter 3), we neglect the potential temperature-dependence of ∆Gsolv, which may contribute to
the errors in the computed solution-phase free energies.

2.2.2

pKa Predictions
The theoretical predicted thermodynamics was first evaluated by examining the predictions

of the acid-base equilibria, which has a strong impact on the production yields and kinetics of the
studied systems. Specifically, the acid dissociation constants (pKa’s) is defined based on the
deprotonation reaction:
HA ⇌ H+ + A−
p𝐾a (HA) =

∆𝐺rxn,H3
𝑅𝑇 ln(10)

(H3)
(2.12)

Table 2-1 compares the experimental pKa’s (T = 298 K) of several related acid-base pairs
with the computed values using the SMD-ωB97X-D predicted free energies. The proton free energy
was taken as -0.43073 hartree [63]. The predictions generally capture the trend of the experimental
data in the range of 0 to 10. For higher pKa’s, the predictions often exceed the experimental values
by 7-10 pKa units. A clear linear correlation between the experimental pKa and the SMD-ωB97XD predicted ∆Grxn has been obtained (Figure 2-1) [64-66]:
p𝐾a = 0.3318∆𝐺rxn,H3⁄𝑅𝑇 + 0.3647

(2.13)

To derive accurate theoretical pKa values in HNO solutions, Fehling and Friedrichs
considered the following proton-transfer reaction [47]:
HA + Ref− ⇌ A− +HRef
p𝐾a (HA) =

∆𝐺rxn,H4
+ p𝐾a (HRef)
𝑅𝑇 ln(10)

(H4)
(2.14)

trans-Hyponitrous acid was chosen as the reference acid (pKa,1 = 7.18 and pKa,2 = 11.54) [50]. This
method avoids the error-prone solvation free energy of proton and offers accurate predictions if the
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acids of interest all have similar structures as the reference acid. However, for more complicated
systems with diverse types of species (like HAN solutions under thermal decomposition
conditions), it is generally difficult to find an appropriate reference acid for all the acids.

Figure 2-1: The experimental pKa’s as a function of the SMD-ωB97X-D predicted free energies.
Table 2-1: Theoretically predicted pKa’s in comparison to the experimental values.

NO3-

calc.
pKa
-5.13

exp.
pKa
-1.5a

t-HONO

NO2-

2.29

3.3a

HNO

NO-triplet

H2CO3

HCO3-

3.59

3.6a

HOOH

HO2-

NH3OH+

NH2OH

2.32

5.94a

CH3OH

CH3O-

26.52

18a

NH2NO2

HNNO2-

9.26

6.5a

HNO

NO-singlet

32.32

23c

9.24

7.18b

NH3

NH2-

44.09

32a

CH4

CH3-

55.16

51a
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HNO3

t-HONNOH t-HONNO-
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N2H4

8.36

8.1a

NH4+

NH3

10.11

9.3a

CH3NO2

CH2NO2-

17.29 10.21a

MDd

HCO3-

CO32-

18.62 10.33a

ADmaxe

a

f

CH3NH3
e

base

N2H5+

+

a

acid

CH3NH2

11.45 10.56

calc.
pKa
21.80

exp.
pKa
11.5b

9.58

11.6c

18.51 11.62a

3.36

MAD

12.09
4.80

Ref. [67];b Ref. [50];c Ref. [46]; d MD: mean deviation;
ADmax: maximum absolute deviation; f MAD: mean absolute deviation.
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Table 2-2: The pKa predictions by the cluster-continuum method in comparison to the
experimental values.
n=0

1

calc. pKa
2

NO-triplet

9.58

8.00

7.35

7.13

8.39

11.6

HNO

NO-singlet

32.3

29.9

28.9

29.0

25.2

23
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NO2-
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1.35

1.09
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0.09

3.3

HNO3

NO3-

-5.13 -6.04

-6.00 -6.48 -7.14

-1.5

+

NH3

10.1
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9.16

9.28

9.3

NH2OH

2.32

2.15

1.89
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5.94

N2H4

8.36

5.99

4.96

5.40

6.33

8.1

9.24

8.02

7.83

5.87

6.64

7.18

21.8

17.7

15.9

15.2

13.0

11.5

MAD

3.63

3.00

2.62

2.68

2.08

ADmax

9.92

6.92

5.86

5.95

5.64

acid

base

HNO

NH4

NH3OH+
N2H5

+

t-HONNOH t-HONNO-

t-HONNO

2-

t-ONNO

3

4

exp. pKa

-

Many works have reported that the inclusion of explicit solvent molecules can improve pKa
predictions in the continuum solvation model [66, 68-71]. These so-called explicit-implicit solvent
methods [66, 68, 69] or cluster-continuum methods [70, 71] adopt different models by adding
explicit waters to the ionic structures and/or the neutral structures with or without considering small
water clusters. In this chapter, the following scheme which includes the base-solvent cluster
structures are implemented:
AH + 𝑛 H2 O = [A(H2 O)𝑛 ]− + H+

(H5)

The pKa can be calculated based on the deprotonation free energy (∆Gdp):
∆𝐺dp = ∆𝐺rxn,H4 − 𝑛𝑅𝑇 ln(55.9)
p𝐾a (HA) =

∆𝐺dp
𝑅𝑇 ln(10)

(2.15)
(2.16)

At most 4 explicit water molecules were considered in the ionic-solvent clusters. As shown in Table
2-2, the inclusion of water molecules does decrease the average error of the pKa predictions for the
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studied acids. For trans-hyponitrous acid, the predictions are most accurate when n = 4. For HNO3
and HONO, the original definition H3 gives better results compared to H5. In summary, there is no
guarantee that the computed pKa would surely be improved by implementing the cluster-continuum
scheme with the SMD-ωB97X-D free energies. However, because of the decent agreements
achieved for trans-hyponitrous acid, we still consider H5 as a proper model to derive accurate pKa’s
in the studied system.

2.2.3

Kinetic Modeling

Rate Constants of Elementary Reactions
The rate constants of elementary reactions were calculated by considering both the TSrelated barriers and the diffusion-limited kinetics. The thermodynamic formulation of the
conventional transition-state theory (TST) was applied to calculate the chemical rate constants for
solution-phase reactions [72]:
‡,∗
𝑘B 𝑇
∆𝐺soln
𝑘TST = 𝛤(𝑇)𝜎
exp (−
)
ℎ(𝑐 ∗ )𝑛−1
𝑅𝑇

(2.17)

The tunneling factor (Γ) was estimated using the Wigner correction [73]:
2

𝛤(𝑇) = 1 +

1 ℎ𝑣 ‡
(
)
24 𝑘B 𝑇

(2.18)

where v‡ is the magnitude of the imaginary frequency of the transition state. The statistical factor
𝜎 was included to account for molecular symmetry and degeneracy of reaction paths [72, 74].
It is well-accepted that molecular diffusion has a strong impact on the kinetics of rapid
reactions in solution. A reaction can have diffusion-limited kinetics when the chemical conversion
rate (kchem) is much higher than the diffusion rate of reactants; then the reaction would occur as soon
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as the reactants approach each other to a small distance. In this work, the overall rate constants of
elementary reactions were calculated by considering the barrier-and-diffusion controlled kinetics.
For a unimolecular reaction (A = C), no diffusion process is involved, and thus the overall rate
constant is exactly kchem (= kTST). For a bimolecular-to-unimolecular reaction (A+B = C), an
encounter complex is assumed for the bimolecular side:
𝑘1
𝑘chem
A + B ⇌ A…B ⇌ C
𝑘-chem
𝑘-1
where k1 and k-1 are the rate constants related to the diffusion of species. The chemical rate constants
(kchem and k-chem) were calculated using TST by ignoring the free energy difference between the
encounter complex and the free molecules (∆G‡ = G‡ - GA…B ≈ G‡ - GA- GB). By applying the quasisteady-state assumption (QSSA) to the complex A…B, the overall conversion rate of A can be
expressed as:
𝑑[A]
= −kf [A][B] + kb [C]
𝑑𝑡

(2.19)

kf =

𝑘1 𝑘chem
𝑘-1 + 𝑘chem

(2.20)

kb =

𝑘-1 𝑘-chem
𝑘-1 + 𝑘chem

(2.21)

For a bimolecular-to-bimolecular reaction (A+B = C+D), the encounter complexes are
assumed for both sides, and the reaction rates are derived by applying QSSA to both A…B and
C…D:
𝑘1
𝑘chem
𝑘-2
A + B ⇌ A…B ⇌ C…D ⇌ C + D
𝑘-1
𝑘-chem
𝑘2
𝑑[A]
= −kf [A][B] + kb [C][D]
𝑑𝑡

(2.22)
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kf =

𝑘1 𝑘chem 𝑘-2
𝑘-1 (𝑘-2 + 𝑘-chem ) + 𝑘chem 𝑘-2

(2.23)

kb =

𝑘-1 𝑘-chem 𝑘2
𝑘-1 (𝑘-2 + 𝑘-chem ) + 𝑘chem 𝑘-2

(2.24)

For a trimolecular reaction (A + B + E = products), a two-stage diffusion process is
assumed:
𝑘3
𝑘1
𝑘chem
A + B + E ⇌ A…B + E ⇌ A…B…E ⇌ products
𝑘-chem
𝑘-3
𝑘-1
The apparent rate constants (kf,r and kb,r) for the right part of the conversion can be
calculated using the bimolecular-to-unimolecular or bimolecular-to-bimolecular models discussed
above:
𝑘f,r
𝑘3
A + B + E ⇌ A…B + E ⇌ products
𝑘b,r
𝑘-3
The overall consumption rate of A can be expressed as:
𝑑[A]
= −kf [A][B][E] + kb [products]
𝑑𝑡

(2.25)

kf =

𝑘3 𝑘f,r
𝑘-3 + 𝑘f,r

(2.26)

kb =

𝑘-3 𝑘b,r
𝑘-3 + 𝑘f,r

(2.27)

Considering the extreme rarity of the reactions participated by four or more species
together, the corresponding rate constants were assumed to be zero. The equations for diffusion
rate constants can be found in Ref. [75]. The following equations were used to calculate the rate
constants related to the diffusion between two charged species:
𝑘1 =

4𝜋𝑁a 𝑧A 𝑧B 𝑒02
𝜀𝑘B 𝑇

𝐷A + 𝐷B
𝑧 𝑧 𝑒2
exp ( A B 0 ) − 1
𝜀𝑟A_B 𝑘𝑇

(2.28)
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𝑘-1 =

4𝑁a 𝑧A 𝑧B 𝑒02
𝜀𝑘B 𝑇𝑉A_B

𝐷𝐴 + 𝐷𝐵
𝑧 𝑧 𝑒2
1 − exp (− A B 0 )
𝜀𝑟A_B 𝑘𝑇

(2.29)

For the diffusion between uncharged reactants or between a neutral molecule and an ion, the rate
constants can be expressed as follows:
𝑘1 = 4𝜋𝑁a 𝑟A_B (𝐷A + 𝐷B )
𝑘-1 =

4𝜋𝑟A_B (𝐷A + 𝐷B )
𝑉A_B

(2.30)

(2.31)

The radius of the complex rA_B is taken as rA + rB, and VA_B = 4/3π(rA + rB)3. The radii of species
were obtained from the DFT calculations by implementing the command “volume”. StokesEinstein relation was used to calculate the diffusion coefficients by assuming that all reactant
molecules and encounter complexes are spherical particles:
𝐷=

𝑘𝑇
6𝜋𝜂𝑟

(2.32)

For dilute solutions discussed in this chapter, the liquid physical properties (η and ε) were
approximated using the experimental values of water. The viscosities and dielectric constants of
liquid water can be found in Ref. [76] and Ref. [77], respectively.

Conservation Equations
For every acidic species (HA), the following reactions were incorporated in the mechanism
to describe its acid-base transition under a wide range of pH and H0 (Hammett acidity function)
conditions:
HA + H2 O = H3 O+ + A−

(H6)

HA + OH− = H2 O + A−

(H7)
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Both reactions are assumed to be barrierless. The free energy changes of H6 and H7 were calculated
based on the pKa predictions described in Section 2.2.2:
∆𝐺rxn,H6 = 𝑅 ∗ 298 (K)[p𝐾𝑎 ln(10) + ln(55.9)]

(2.33)

∆𝐺rxn,H7 = 𝑅 ∗ 298 (K)[(p𝐾a − p𝐾w ) ln(10) + ln(55.9)]

(2.34)

The water equilibrium constant (Kw) is 1.0×10-14 M2. The activities of hydronium (H3O+) and
hydroxide (OH-) ions were approximated as follows:
𝑎H3 O+ = 10−pH or 10−H0

(2.35)

𝑎OH− = 𝐾w/𝑎H3 O+

(2.36)

The activity coefficients of other species and TSs were assumed to be unity. The overall conversion
rates of species (ẃ) were calculated following the rate law based on the reaction orders. The ODE
system comprises equations for every species involved:
𝑑𝑌𝑖
= 𝜔̇ 𝑖
𝑑𝑡

(2.37)

The highly non-linear ODE system was then solved using the double precision version of
VODE developed by Brown et al. [78]. The apparent rate coefficients of consumption or formation
were determined from the half-times (t1/2). The first-order and second-order rate coefficients were
calculated as follows:
𝑘1st =

𝑘2nd =

ln(2)
𝑡1/2
1
𝑡1/2 𝑐0

(2.38)

(2.39)
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2.3

Results and Discussion

2.3.1

DFT Results

HNO dimerization
As the initial step of H1, HNO dimerization leads to the formation of both the cis- and
trans- isomers:
HNO + HNO ⇌ cis-ON(H)N(H)O

(H8)

HNO + HNO ⇌ trans-ON(H)N(H)O

(H9)

Previous theoretical works focusing on the gas-phase kinetics suggested that the trans- dimer
(trans-ON(H)N(H)O) is thermodynamically more stable than the cis- dimer (cis-ON(H)N(H)O)
[42-44]. There is still a discrepancy in the literature about the activation energies (Ea) of the above
reactions. Using different theoretical methods, the reported Ea for H9 ranged from 0.5 kcal/mol
[42] to over 10 kcal/mol [43]. To stress the importance of this issue, the dimerization reactions
were studied at various levels of theory including multiple DFTs [55, 79-81], MP2, single point
energy calculations using CCSD(T) [82], and the G4(MP2) compound method [83]. Results are
shown in Table 2-3. All methods predict that in the gas phase, H9 has a lower ∆Grxn (free energy
change of reaction) than H8, which agrees with the previous conclusion that trans-ON(H)N(H)O
is thermodynamically favored. However, different methods give quite different predictions of ∆Grxn
and ∆Gf‡ (forward free energy barrier), which might be related to the potential multireference
character of the system. To support this conjecture, the T1 diagnostics for HNO, HNO dimers, and
both TSs were computed with CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ using the ωB97X-D geometries [84]. The
widely-accepted upper limit of T1 value for a closed shell system is 0.02, above which the single
reference coupled cluster method may become unreliable [84]. The computed T1 values are 0.02227
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for trans-ON(H)N(H)O, 0.02099 for cis-ON(H)N(H)O, 0.01564 for HNO, 0.02934 for TS(H9),
and 0.02672 for TS(H8). These results imply that the multireference methods may provide more
reliable predictions than the CCSD(T) results for the HNO dimerization reactions. Such
calculations have not been performed in this work.
The experimentally reported gas-phase rate constant for HNO dimerization H8 and H9 was
(3.2±1.1)×106 M-1s-1 (at 293 K) [40], corresponding to a free energy barrier of 8.6 kcal/mol based
on TST. Among the DFT methods, B3LYP gave the more accurate ∆Gf‡ prediction for H9;
however, relaxed potential energy surface scans along the N-N bond using B3LYP suggested that
H8 is barrierless in the gas phase. The second best results are from the ωB97X-D method, which
successfully identifies TSs for both reactions, but predicts higher energy and free energy barriers
compared to B3LYP. According to Fehling and Friedrichs, two opposite effects compete with each
other in the formation of HNO dimers [47]: the stabilization due to the formation of the N-N bonds
and the repulsion among the lone pairs of oxygen and nitrogen atoms. B3LYP may have
overpredicted the stabilization effect as shown in the low computed free energies for the HNO
dimers and thus no apparent TS for H8, whereas ωB97X-D and other methods may have
underestimated the stabilization or overpredicted the repulsion among lone pairs.
Both dimers are further stabilized in the solution phase. Similar to the gas-phase results,
the SMD results also show large uncertainties in the predictions of ∆Grxn and ∆Gf‡ using different
methods. Results by the SMD-ωB97X-D method show that cis-ON(H)N(H)O has lower free energy
than trans-ON(H)N(H)O, which according to Fehling and Friedrichs is caused by the strong dipoledipole interaction between cis-ON(H)N(H)O and the solvent molecules [47]. Moreover, due to this
extra stability of cis-ON(H)N(H)O caused by solvation, Fehling and Friedrichs [47] also predicted
a decreased free energy barrier for H8 and an increased N-N distance in the corresponding TS
structure, both of which are also captured by the SMD-ωB97X-D results. As a result, in the solution
phase, cis-ON(H)N(H)O is favored both thermodynamically and kinetically, which is opposite to
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the preference in the gas phase. The solution-phase rate constant of H1 was reported to be 8×106
M-1s-1 (at 293 K) [46]. Fehling and Friedrichs attributed it to the initial dimerization steps H8 and
H9 [47]. Bringas et al. considered that H8 and H9 have diffusion-controlled kinetics, and thus the
reported rate constant is associated with the last decomposition step (H11) [48]. Here, we believe
that the reported rate constant does reflect the kinetics of H8 and H9 but only in very dilute HNO
solutions. A detailed discussion will be presented in Section 2.3.2.
Table 2-3: Predictions of the HNO dimerization reactions using different levels of theory.
method

2HNO = cis-ON(H)N(H)O
∆Grxn

∆Ef‡

∆Gf‡

rN-N

B3LYP/6-311++G**

-11.8

-

-

B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311++G**

-13.3

-

ωB97X-D/6-311++G**

-10.3

M06-2X/6-311++G**

‡

2HNO = trans-ON(H)N(H)O
∆Grxn

∆Ef‡

∆Gf‡

rN-N‡

-

-14.2

0.249

7.71

2.04

-

-

-15.7

-1.31

6.07

2.07

3.22

11.1

1.92

-12.9

5.28

13.0

1.85

-4.37

6.99

15.1

1.79

-7.29

9.49

17.4

1.74

MP2/6-311++G**
CCSD(t)/aug-cc-pVTZ//
ωB97X-D /6-311++G**
G4(MP2)

-10.4

13.4

21.3

1.80

-11.7

13.4

21.3

1.79

-5.03

7.53

15.4

1.92

-6.77

9.59

17.3

1.85

-5.29

-

-

-

-7.09

5.40

12.4

2.15

SMD-B3LYP/6-311++G**
SMD-B3LYP-D3(BJ)/
6-311++G**
SMD-ωB97X-D/6-311++G**

-26.8

-

-

-

-22.6

1.13

7.95

2.23

-28.4

-0.900

6.49

2.23

-24.1

-0.536

5.89

2.33

-27.0

2.69

10.2

2.04

-22.2

5.55

13.2

1.92

SMD-M06-2X/6-311++G**

-22.2

5.23

13.0

1.92

-17.4

8.98

16.8

1.81

SMD-G4(MP2)

-20.2

-

-

-

-15.4

5.01

12.0

2.25

* All energies and free energies have the unit kcal/mol.
** rN-N‡ is the N-N distance of the TS structure in Å.

Acid-base equilibria
Table 2-4 lists all considered acid-base pairs. The pKa’s were computed using the original
scheme (n = 0) as well as the cluster-continuum scheme by including four explicit water molecules
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(n = 4). No experimental data have been reported about the pKa’s of other tautomers except for
trans-HONNOH and trans-HONNO-. As for the indirect evidence, previous studies using the
solutions of Angeli’s salt (Na2N2O3) as the HNO donor detected a maximum OH formation at pH=5
and suggested that cis-HONNOH might be the dominant species under this condition [85]:
cis-HONNOH = N2 + 2OH

(H10)

The predicted pKa (n = 4) for cis-HONNOH is 5.40, which implies that under higher pH conditions,
the deprotonated acid (cis-HONNO-) and its fast decomposition (H11) would predominate:
cis-HONNO− = N2 O + OH−

(H11)

Fehling and Friedrichs predicted the pKa of cis-HONNOH to be 3.1, which is lower than
expected [47]. Previous studies also reported that maximum production of N2O from Na2N2O3
solutions occurs in the pH range 4-8 at a rate of 10-4 s-1 [85, 86]. Considering the fast kinetics of
H1, this pH range should reflect the equilibria among N2O32- and its protonated acids rather than
the conversion among the (HNO)2 tautomers. The computed pKa (n = 4) for cis-HONNO- is 16.8,
which is close to the prediction (17.5) by Fehling and Friedrichs [47]. Both values are consistent
with the experimental observations that the cis-ONNO2- salt is stable in liquid ammonia (pKa = 34),
but highly reactive in water (pKw = 14).
In the solution phase, proton transfer reactions between the solute and water molecules are
considered to be the fastest reactions ever observed. The measured rate constant for the
recombination of H3O+ and an acid anion (H3O+ + A- = HA + H2O) is about 1010-1011 M-1s-1 [75].
The model of the barrier-and-diffusion controlled kinetics predicts the rate constants of a barrierless
proton transfer reactions to be in the same orders of magnitude, much faster than the reactions
involved in the gas-phase mechanism. The fast nature of these proton transfer reactions would lead
to fast equilibria among acid/base species.
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Table 2-4: Computed pKa’s of the considered acid-base pairs compared to the values reported in Ref. [47].
trans- species
acid

base

ON(H)N(H)O 3

ON(H)NO-

ON(H)NO- 5

ONNO2- 11

5

-

calc. pKa
n=0 n=4

ref.
pKa

cis- species
acid

-2.55

-5.70

-3.2

ON(H)N(H)O 2

17.2

8.81

7.4

ON(H)NO- 4

calc. pKa
n=0 n=4

ref.
pKa

ON(H)NO- 4

-2.16

-5.50

-2.6

ONNO2- 6

19.2

11.3

9.5

-

base

HONN(H)O 10

ON(H)NO 5

5.70

2.55

4.4

HONN(H)O 7

ON(H)NO 4

6.09

2.76

6.7

HON(H)NO 9

ON(H)NO- 5

6.45

3.30

4.3

HON(H)NO 8

ON(H)NO- 4

6.07

2.73

6.1

-

-

HONN(H)O 10

HONNO 15

1.45

-1.72

0.2

HONN(H)O 7

HONNO 12

1.09

0.34

-1.3

HON(H)NO 9

HONNO- 15

2.21

-0.97

0.1

HON(H)NO 8

HONNO- 12

1.06

0.31

-1.9

HONNOH 14

HONNO-

6.14

5.40

3.1

HONNO- 15

24.2

16.3

17.5

9.24

6.64

7.18

HONNOH 13

HONNO-

ONNO2- 11

21.8

13.1

11.5

HONNO- 12

ONNO2- 6

H2ONNO 17

HONNO-

-12.6

-15.7

-

-

-

HON(H)N(H)O+

ON(H)N(H)O 3

-10.3

-9.75

-

HON(H)N(H)O+

ON(H)N(H)O 2

-12.2

-14.5

-

HONN(H)O 7

-20.5

-22.1

-

15

15

12

-

HON(H)N(H)O+

HONN(H)O 10

-18.5

-15.7

-

HON(H)N(H)O+

HON(H)N(H)O+

HON(H)NO 9

-19.3

-20.0

-

HON(H)N(H)O+

HON(H)NO 8

-20.4

-21.2

-

ONN(H)O+

-28.2

-29.8

-

ONN(H)O+

H2

HONN(H)O 10

-26.9

-24.0

-

H2

HONN(H)O 7

H2ONN(H)O+

H2ONNO 17

-12.8

-12.9

-

-

HONN(H)O 7

-11.1

-12.8

-

-

HON(H)NOH+

HONN(H)O 10

-10.8

-7.99

-

HON(H)NOH+

HON(H)NOH+

HON(H)NO 9

-11.6

-12.3

-

HON(H)NOH+

HON(H)NO 8

-11.1

-11.8

-

HONNOH 13

-16.2

-17.3

-

HON(H)NOH+

HONNOH 14

-19.2

-21.9

-

HON(H)NOH+

H2ONNOH+

HONNOH 14

-26.0

-28.7

-

-

-

-

H2

ONNOH+

H2ONNO 17

-3.59

-3.61

-

-

-

-

H2ON(H)2NO+

HON(H)NO 9

-15.6

-16.3

-

H2ON(H)2NO+

HON(H)NO 8

-16.1

-16.9

-
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Recall that in an aqueous solution, the cis- pathways are favored over the trans- pathways.
Among all the neutral cis- isomers, the one with the lowest free energy is cis-HONNOH (13).
Between the two cis- anionic acids 4 (cis-ON(H)NO-) and 12 (cis-HONNO-), 12 is favored. Both
12 and 13 can decompose to form N2O directly with calculated barriers of 9.6 and 18.7 kcal/mol,
respectively. As a result, the sequential pathways and kinetics after the formation of cisON(H)N(H)O (2) should be pH-dependent: At low pH conditions, the following pathway is
identified:
(cis-)ON(H)N(H)O (2) [↔ ON(H)NO- (4) ↔ HONN(H)O (7)/HON(H)NO (8) ↔ HONNO- (12)
↔ HONNOH (13)] → N2O + H2O
In the square bracket are the fast equilibrium steps. At higher pH (>5.4), the feasible reaction
pathway would be:
(cis-)ON(H)N(H)O (2) [↔ ON(H)NO- (4) ↔ HONN(H)O (7)/HON(H)NO (8) ↔ HONNO- (12)]
→ N2O + H2O
For the minor trans- pathways, HONNOH (14) and HONNO- (15) are the ones with the
lowest formation free energies. The computed free energy of activation for the decomposition of
15 is 21.8 kcal/mol, whereas no direct decomposition step for 14 has been identified. Therefore,
the following pathway may occur over a wide range of pH conditions except for the strongly acidic
conditions:
(trans-)ON(H)N(H)O (3) [↔ ON(H)NO- (5) ↔ HON(H)NO (9)/HONN(H)O (10) ↔ HONNO(15)] → N2O+H2O

Implicit and Explicit Solvation Effect
Previous theoretical studies revealed that the gas-phase pathways after the formation of
HNO dimers comprise several intramolecular hydrogen-shift reactions, cis-trans isomerization
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reactions, and the final decomposition step forming N2O and H2O [42-44]. The solvation can affect
the gas-phase mechanism in various ways. The implicit solvent effect means that elementary
reactions in a continuum solvent field may shift from the gas-phase equilibria and kinetics, which
can be represented by the non-zero differences in the solvation free energies of reactants, products,
and TSs. The explicit solvent effect means that the solvent molecules may directly participate in
reactions, altering the reaction rates and possibly forming new reaction pathways.
The implicit solvation effect on the gas-phase pathways is exhibited in Figure 2-2, which
shows the solution-phase structures and free energies. A new transition state was identified in the
solution phase between cis-HON(H)NO (7) and cis-HONN(H)O (8) via the H-transfer between the
N atoms. A new intermediate (trans-H2ONNO) was also identified between the trans- tautomers
and the final decomposition products, followed by a TS with a small energy barrier but no apparent
free energy barrier. A similar ground-state structure was mentioned by Ashcraft et al. using
IEFPCM(UAHF) solvation model [87]. No such intermediate was found for the cis pathway. By
only considering the implicit solvent effect, all the possible pathways after HNO dimers to form
N2O and H2O have to overcome at least one free energy barrier greater than 40 kcal/mol.
Several water-catalyzed H-transfer reactions were also reported by previous works [47,
87]. Table 2-5 lists several additional reactions with participation of either one or two H2O
molecules. The barriers are significantly lowered with the participation of solvent molecules by
forming five-to-seven centered transition states. As a result, most of the pathways in Figure 2-2
with significantly high barriers now become potentially feasible at room temperature. However,
almost all the H-transfer reactions presented in Figure 2-2 and Table 2-5 can be realized via the fast
acid-base equilibrium reactions as discussed in the last section. Then the gas-phase mechanism
except for the final decomposition steps is expected to have a very small effect on the solutionphase kinetics.
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Figure 2-2: The solution-phases structures and free energies for the species and TSs presented in
the gas-phase pathways.
Table 2-5: Computed free energies changes and barriers for H-transfer reactions.
∆Gf‡
reaction

∆Grxn

2-7

-11.3

47.9

13.0

4.06

-

7 - 13

-6.89

48.9

18.1

9.18

-

8 - H2O + N2O

-48.7

43.6

18.9

-

-

7-8

0.040

45.9 (5.93)

19.0

-

14.7

13 - H2 O + N2 O

-41.9

18.7

-

-

18.6

9 - 17

20.1

53.4

21.1

13.1

-

3 - 10

-11.2

48.3

12.5

4.04

-

10 - 14

-9.77

49.3

16.0

7.29

-

10 - 17

19.1

33.6

15.5

-

-

9 - 14

-8.74

31.2

12.1

-

16.1

3-9

-12.3

29.5

7.56

-

-

14 - H2O + N2O

-43.7

-

-

-

30.5

unimolecular

H2O2H2OH2O+/H2Ocatalyzed catalyzed catalyzed
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Reactions under Strongly Acidic Conditions
Previous experiments on trans-ONNO2- compounds reported increased decomposition
rates as pH of the solution further decreased to the strongly acidic pH region (pH≤1), which was
attributed to the protonation of trans-HONNOH (14) and the fast decomposition to form N2O and
H3O+ (H2) [50, 51]. The decomposition of the protonated acid (H2ONNOH+) has a quite low free
energy barrier (~4.4 kcal/mol). However, H2ONNOH+ has a significantly low pKa (< -20), which
means the full protonation of trans-HONNOH is almost impossible under normal experimental
conditions. H3O+ itself can hardly serve as the hydrogen-bond acceptor/donor as H2O molecules in
the H2O-catalyzed H-transfer reactions due to its positive charge. Here, another type of
H3O+/solvent-catalyzed reactions is proposed. Instead of forming the protonated intermediate with
a high formation free energy, the protonation and deprotonation of 14 can be realized in one
elementary step by having H2O and H3O+ on the proper hydrogen-bonded positions:
trans-HONNOH + H2 O + H3 O+ → N2 O + H2 O + H2 O + H3 O+

(H12)

The computed free energy barrier of the above reaction is 30.5 kcal/mol. The TS structure is shown
in Figure 2-3(a). Several other H3O+/solvent-catalyzed pathways have also been found, and their
free energy barriers are presented in Table 2-5.

Figure 2-3: The SMD-wB97XD predicted TS structures for (a) H12 and (b) H19.
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2.3.2

Kinetic Modeling Results

Decomposition of the trans-Hyponitrite (trans-ONNO2-)
Figure 2-4 compares the experimental and computed apparent rate coefficients for the
decomposition of trans-ONNO2- (11) over a wide range of pH and H0 conditions [50, 51, 88]. In
the positive pH region, the experimental data suggest a maximum decomposition rate in the pH
range 8-11, which can be associated with the following reactions:
trans-ONNO2− + H+ = trans-HONNO−

(H13)

trans-HONNO− = N2 O + OH−

(H14)

The kinetic modeling using the original kinetic parameters successfully reproduces the
measured rate constant in this pH range. The decomposition rates under higher pH condition are
overpredicted, which is most likely caused by the overprediction of the pKa of trans-HONNO-. The
improved results (represented by the red line) was acquired by decreasing this pKa value by 3. The
computed results generally capture the decreasing trend of the measured data as pH decreases from
8 to 4, which can be explained by the protonation of trans-HONNO-:
trans-HONNO− + H+ = trans-HONNOH

(H15)

At lower pH, the original predictions underestimate the apparent decomposition rate by over one
order of magnitude. Previous studies suggested the following reactions for this pH range:
trans-HONNOH = cis-HONNOH

(H16)

cis-HONNOH = N2 O + H2 O

(H17)

Relaxed potential energy scans using the restricted ωB97X-D (RωB97X-D) predicts a significantly
high energy barrier (>70 kcal/mol) for H16. The unrestricted ωB97X-D (ωB97X-D) for the brokensymmetry singlet state (using the keyword “guess=mix”) suggests a much lower ∆Gf‡ (47.7
kcal/mol) and a diradical transition state structure for H16. This barrier is still much higher than
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the value deduced from the experimental rate (~26 kcal/mol). Instead, the following pathway could
be feasible under low-pH conditions:
(trans-)HONNOH (14) ↔ HON(H)NO (9) ↔ (cis-)HONN(H)O (8) ↔ HON(H)NO (7) ↔
HONNOH (13) → N2O+H2O or
(trans-)HONNOH (14) ↔ HON(H)NO (9)/HONN(H)O (10) ↔ H2ONNO (17) → N2O+H2O
Most of the conversions can be realized through fast acid-base equilibria or water-catalyzed Htransfer reactions. The maximum free energy rises (∆Gmax) are 28.6 kcal/mol (= G‡(9-8) - G(14))
for the first pathway and 28.9 kcal/mol (= G(17) - G(14)) for the second pathway. The experimental
trend can be accurately reproduced by decreasing either ∆Gmax by about 2 kcal/mol, which is well
within the uncertainty of the theoretical predictions. The experimental data show a monotonical
rate increase as the acidity rises in the H0 region. The kinetic simulation suggests that the pathway
via the protonation of trans-HONNOH (H2) only takes place when H0<10. By incorporating H12
with a reduced ∆Gf‡ (-2.5 kcal/mol), the computed results show reasonable agreement with the
experimental data

Figure 2-4: The apparent decomposition rate coefficients of the trans-hyponitrite as a function of
(a) pH and (b) H0. The square symbols represent the experimental data from Ref. [51]. The dash
lines and the solid red lines represent the computed results using the theoretical free energies with
or without modifications, respectively.
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Decomposition of the cis-Hyponitrite (cis-ONNO2-)
No direct evidence has been reported about the existence of cis-hyponitrite (6) or cishyponitrous acid (13/12) in aqueous solution. Several experiments using N isotopes suggested a
symmetrical intermediate for N2O formation in the reaction between HNO2 and NH2OH under
neutral to strongly acidic conditions, implying the existence of HONNOH or HONNO- [27, 89].
The decomposition of the trans-species is too slow under these conditions compared to the high
conversion rate deduced from the experimental data. Then the only possible symmetric
intermediate is the cis- hyponitrous acid, which according to the discussion above, exists in the
form of cis-HONNOH (13) at pH < 5, and cis-HONNO- (12) over pH range from 5 to 16. Both
species can directly decompose to form N2O via H17 and H11, respectively. Figure 2-5 shows the
computed decomposition rate coefficients of cis-ONNO2- by assuming an initial concentration of
10-6 M. The high plateau at pH > 5.5 can be associated with the fast kinetics of H11. An abrupt
reduction of the computed rate is predicted once the pH drops to 5.2, implying the takeover of the
following protonation reaction:
cis-HONNO− + H+ = cis-HONNOH

(H18)

Figure 2-5: The apparent decomposition rate coefficients of the cis-hyponitrite as a function of (a)
pH and (b) H0.
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The trend of the computed decomposition rates in the H0 region is similar to that of the
trans-hyponitrite. It reflects the kinetics of the following reaction, which has not been validated by
any experimental study:
cis-HONNOH + H2 O + H3 O+ → N2 O + H2 O + H2 O + H3 O+

(H19)

Global kinetics of H 1
As shown in Figure 2-6(a), the kinetic modeling reveals an almost constant consumption
rate coefficient of HNO and NO- (knitroxyl) of about 4.1×105 M-1s-1 in the pH range from 0 to 8. This
upper limit range is close to the predicted pKa of HNO (8.39), above which the equilibrium between
HNO and NO¯gradually dominates over the HNO dimerization. The upper limit can be raised to
above 11 if the experimental pKa (11.3) is adopted. knitroxyl is also independent of the initial HNO
concentration ([HNO]0) as expected. The formation rate coefficient of N2O production (kN2O)
depends on both the pH and [HNO]0. The pH-dependence of kN2O agrees with our expectation: The
trend of kN2O as pH varies should be similar to that of the cis-hyponitrite decomposition, considering
that the cis- pathway is largely favored over the trans- pathway. H1 begins with the formation of
cis-ON(H)N(H)O, which can rapidly convert into cis-HONNOH or cis-HONNO- before
decomposition.
The concentration-dependence of kN2O is more complicated. In a relatively concentrated
HNO solution ([HNO]0 = 0.1 M, e.g.), the ratio between knitroxyl and kN2O at pH = 1 exceeds 105 at
pH = 1 and 10 at pH = 7. As [HNO]0 decreases, this ratio gradually diminishes in the entire pH
range and almost approaches unity at 10-8 M [HNO]0. This trend reflects the shift of the ratedetermining step. As discussed above, knitroxyl can be approximated by the rate constant of H8, which
is second-order on the concentration of HNO. Therefore, the characteristic time (or half-time) is
inversely proportional to [HNO]0. The final decomposition steps (H17 and H18), however, are first-
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order reactions, and the characteristic times are independent of any concentration. In a very dilute
HNO solution (10-8 M), the characteristic time of H8 is much longer than those of H17 and H18.
Therefore, H8 would be the only rate-determining step for kN2O, even though H17 has a much higher
free energy barrier. In a relatively concentrated HNO solution (>10-3 M), H8 can have a shorter
characteristic time than H17 and H18, leading to a reduced kN2O. Especially under the low pH
conditions, cis-HONNOH may accumulate to a certain concentration before decomposition into
final products.
As discussed in Section 2.3.1, the SMD-ωB97X-D method may have overpredicted the
free energy barriers of the initial dimerization steps, which leads to the underestimation of the
apparent rate coefficients of H1 (knitroxyl and kN2O). By decreasing the free energy barriers of H8 and
H9 by 1.8 kcal/mol, the computed knitroxyl would be very close to the experimentally suggested value
of 8×106 M-1s-1. The new profiles are shown in Figure 2-6(b). The general trends are unchanged,
even though the pH-dependence of knitroxyl under strongly acidic conditions becomes somewhat
more dominant.

Figure 2-6: The computed apparent rate coefficients of H1 as a function of pH and [HNO]0 by:
(a) using the theoretical free energies; (b) reducing the free energy barriers of H8 and H9 by 1.8
kcal/mol.
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2.4

Conclusions
This chapter is focused on the mechanism and kinetics of HNO dimerization and the

subsequent N2O formation in aqueous solutions. The SMD-ωB97X-D method has been found to
give reasonable predictions on the free energy barrier of the initial dimerization reactions and the
pKas by using the cluster-continuum approach. It is found that the cis- pathways are favored in the
solution phase, and the fast rate measured in experiments is related to the fast
protonation/deprotonation reactions following the acid-base equilibria. The H3O+/H2O reactions
are proposed to explain the enhanced decomposition rate under strongly acidic conditions. The
kinetic simulation reasonably reproduces the experimental rate constants using modified free
energies. The apparent formation rate constant of N2O via H1 depends on both pH and the
concentration of HNO, whereas the consumption rate of HNO largely reflects the kinetics of H8.

Chapter 3
THERMAL DECOMPOSITION MECHANISM OF AQUEOUS HAN

3.1

Introduction
As summarized in Chapter 1, the thermal decomposition of HAN-water solutions has been

extensively studied using a wide range of experimental techniques. Most previous works reported
N2O to be the main gaseous thermolysis product, and the widely cited global reaction is given by:
4HAN → 3N2 O + 2HNO3 + 7H2 O

(R1)

Depending on experimental conditions, other gaseous species have also been reported, including
NO, NO2, N2, and O2. Several simplified mechanisms have been proposed to explain the product
formation, which has been reviewed in Chapter 1. One of the most important features of HAN
decomposition is the autocatalytic kinetics. An obvious induction period often exists before the
intense reaction and heat release, although non-autocatalytic behavior was also observed for highly
dilute solutions [13]. The reactions listed in Chapter 1 do not include any autocatalytic steps and
thus cannot adequately explain the experimental observations. Most of the previous studies
attributed the autocatalysis to the emergence of nitrous acid (HONO). Several studies reported that
HONO scavenging via R2 is much faster than the reactions between hydroxylamine and nitric acid
[90-92]:
NH2 OH + HONO → N2 O + 2H2 O

(R2)

HONO also generates autocatalytically in concentrated nitric acid solutions when a small amount
of hydroxylamine is present [92-94]:
NH2 OH + 2HNO3 → 3HONO + H2 O

(R3)
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Pembridge and Stedman reported the activation energy to be 15.5 kcal/mol for HONO scavenging
R2, but 25.1 kcal/mol for HONO generation R3 [92]. Most studies that focused on HONO were
conducted at near room temperature, and normally in solutions where the concentration of nitric
acid is much higher than hydroxylamine. For aqueous HAN, which is an equimolar mixture of
HNO3 and NH2OH, the above reactions have not been appropriately examined. Based on previous
analyses, the kinetics of HAN decomposition should reflect the competition between HONO
scavenging and its autocatalytic generation. Qualitatively, if the scavenging pathway predominates,
then HONO can hardly accumulate to a considerable level, and N2O would be the dominant gaseous
product; otherwise, an appreciable amount of HONO would also be present in the product mixture.
Even though the importance of HONO has been widely accepted, no direct evidence of HONO
generation has been reported in HAN decomposition studies.
QM calculations have been used to investigate the chemical mechanisms of HAN-related
systems. Ashcraft et al. investigated the HONO-scavenging and generation pathways using B3LYP
method and the IEF-PCM implicit solvation model [49]. Their mechanism reveals that HONO
scavenging begins with nitrosation of hydroxylamine to first form NH3ONO+, which would first
deprotonate and undergo several intramolecular H-transfer reactions before finally decomposing
into N2O and H2O. HONO regeneration is realized via free radical pathways involving several Habstraction steps by NO2. Later, a similar mechanism with updated thermodynamic and kinetic
parameters was used to predict the induction behavior of HONO regeneration in concentrated nitric
acid solutions [87, 95]. Izato et al. investigated the decomposition pathways of aqueous HAN using
ωB97X-D DFT method [96]. They proposed that the initial decomposition involves reactions
between NH3OH+/NH2OH and HNO3/N2O5 leading to the formation of HONO and HNO.
NH3OH+/NH2OH would then react with HONO and its derivatives (N2O3/ONONO2) with the
production of N2O. No clear autocatalytic pathway was identified. A similar but abridged
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mechanism was proposed by Katsumi et al. [97]. based on B3LYP and CBS-QB3 calculations.
Several elementary steps were introduced to explain the formation of NO, NO2, and N2.
Our objective is to develop a detailed mechanism for thermal decomposition of aqueous
HAN, based on previous understandings of the interactions among hydroxylamine, nitric acid, and
HONO. In Section 3.3, we attempt to identify potential pathways for multiple kinetic processes
involved in HAN decomposition. In section 3.4, the validity of the mechanism is examined by
comparing the kinetic modeling predictions with the experimental data from the flow reactor tests
by Brill et al.

3.2

Methods Description
The procedure of the QM calculations is similar to that used in Chapter 2. The ωB97X-D

DFT method with the 6-311++G** basis set and the SMD implicit solvation model were utilized
to perform energy calculations, geometry optimizations, and frequency analyses. The same
methods were also used to investigate the PESs via scanning and IRC calculations. All the free
energy (∆Grxn) of reaction and free energy barriers (∆Gf‡) for the forward reaction presented in
Section 3.3 were calculated at 298 K and a steady state of 1 M. The involved pKa’s were predicted
by the corrected dependence on the theoretical ∆Grxn (Eq. (2.13)).
For each elementary reaction, the rate constants were computed at every 25 K in the
temperature range 300 to 600 K by implementing the TST and the diffusion model described in
Section 2.2. The rate constants were then fitted into the three-parameter Arrhenius formulation:
𝑘 = 𝐴𝑇 𝑛 exp(−

𝐸a
)
𝑅𝑇

(3.1)

The following reaction was considered for each acid-base conjugate acid-base pair, and the
corresponding free energy change was estimated based on the predicted pKa (Eq. (2.12)):
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HA + H2 O = H3 O+ + A−
∆𝐺rxn = 𝑅 ∗ 298.15(K)[p𝐾𝑎 ln(10) + ln(55.9)]

(3.2)

The rate constant was then estimated by assuming a barrierless reaction with diffusion-controlled
kinetics. To improve the results, the experimental pKa’s of HNO3, NH3OH+, and HONO were
utilized instead of the predicted values. The species’ ODEs (Eq,(2.37)) were integrated numerically
using the DVODE code [78].
Reaction pathway analysis was performed based on the first-order sensitivity coefficients
(Sab) with respect to the rate constants:
𝑆𝑖𝑗 =

𝑥𝑖 @1.05𝑘𝑗
𝑘𝑗 𝑑𝑥𝑖
1
≈
𝑙𝑛(
)
𝑥𝑖 𝑑𝑘𝑗 0.05
𝑥𝑖 @𝑘𝑗

(3.3)

where xi represents a prediction by the kinetic modeling, such as a characteristic time and the
concentration of a species.

3.3

DFT Results

3.3.1

Dissociation of HAN molecules
Although no direct experimental evidence has yet been discovered, HAN molecules or

even larger clusters may exist in both gas and solution phases, considering the multiple hydrogen
bonding sites on NH2OH and HNO3, as well as the conjugate ions. Using the B3LYP DFT method,
Thompson and Alavi identified three hydrogen-bonded HNO3… NH2OH configurations for the
gas-phase HAN molecules [98]. Our SMD-ωB97X-D calculations identified three similar liquidphase configurations (Figure 3-1), two of which are NO3-… NH3OH+ ion pairs. The
thermodynamically most stable configuration (IV) has two hydrogen bonds: O…H-O and O…HN. The dissociation of HAN molecules can be expressed as:
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HAN ⇌ NH3 OH+ + NO3 −

(R4)

HAN ⇌ NH2 OH + HNO3

(R5)

The ionic dissociation R4 is thermodynamically favored in the solution phase considering the
further stabilization of ions due to solvation. Our mechanism includes both dissociation reactions
for the configuration (IV), and the corresponding ∆Grxn’s are predicted to be 1.3 kcal/mol and 12.5
kcal/mol, respectively.

Figure 3-1: Theoretically predicted gas-phase (I-III) and solution-phase (IV-VI) configurations of
HAN molecules. E and G represent the DFT predicted energy (with ZPVE correction) and free
energy in hartree. Bond distances are in Å.

3.3.2

HONO Formation from Nitric Acid and Hydroxylamine

Decomposition begins with the nitration (-NO2) of hydroxylamine. Potential nitration agents in
HAN solutions include HNO3, NO2+, N2O5 (O2NO-NO2), and after HONO formation, N2O4 (ONONO2 and O2N-NO2) and N2O3 (ON-ONO and O2N-NO2). The following reactions are considered
for the decomposition initiation:
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NO3 − + H+ ⇌ HNO3

(exp. pKa = -1.5) (R6)

NH3 OH+ ⇌ NH2 OH + H+

(exp. pKa = 5.94) (R7)

HNO3 + H3 O+ ⇌ NO2 + + 2H2 O

(R8)

HNO3 + HNO3 ⇌ O2 NONO2 + H2 O

(R9)

NO2 + + NO3 − ⇌ O2 NONO2

(R10)

The equilibrium between NO3-, HNO3, and NO2+ depends on solution acidity. The ∆Gf‡ and ∆Grxn
for the protonation of HNO3 (R8) are predicted to be 17.7 kcal/mol and 7.32 kcal/mol, respectively.
The formation of O2NONO2 via R9 has a slightly higher ∆Gf‡ (23.4 kcal/mol), whereas R10 is
expected to have diffusion-limited reaction rates. Most hydroxylamine exists in the ionic form
(NH3OH+) in the acidic HAN solutions. The following nitration reactions of NH3OH+ are
considered:
NH3 OH+ + HNO3 ⇌ NH3 ONO2 + + H2 O

(R11)

NH3 OH+ + NO2 + + H2 O ⇌ NH3 ONO2 + + H3 O+

(R12)

NH3 OH+ + O2 NONO2 ⇌ NH3 ONO2 + + HNO3

(R13)

in which R13 has the lowest ∆Gf‡ of 8.4 kcal/mol. Despite the low concentration of NH2OH, its
nitration could still be very important because of the diffusion-controlled reactions (R16 and R17):
NH2 OH + HNO3 ⇌ NH2 ONO2 /HONHNO2 + H2 O

(R14)

NH2 OH + O2 NONO2 ⇌ NH2 ONO2 /HONHNO2 + HNO3

(R15)

NH2 OH + NO2 + ⇌ NH2 O(H)NO2 +

(ΔGrxn = 3.0 kcal/mol) (R16)

NH2 OH + NO2 + ⇌ O2 N-NH2 OH+

(ΔGrxn = -20.6 kcal/mol) (R17)

The nitration of HAN complex by NO2+ has a relatively low ∆Gf‡ of 9.5 kcal/mol:
HAN + NO2 + ⇌ NH3 ONO2 + + HNO3

(R18)

The protonated nitro- products all have exceptionally negative pKa’s and tend to first deprotonate
before decomposition:
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NH3 ONO2 + ⇌ NH2 ONO2 + H+

(pKa = -6.6) (R19)

NH2 O(H)NO2 + ⇌ NH2 ONO2 + H+

(pKa = -18.5) (R20)

O2 N-NH2 OH+ ⇌ HON(H)NO2 /O2 N-NH2 O + H+

(pKa = -14.3/-5.2) (R21)

The unimolecular decompositions of NH2ONO2 and HON(H)NO2 are via intramolecular hydrogen
transfer, both of which have moderate ∆Gf‡’s (13.3 and 18.7 kcal/mol).
NH2 ONO2 ⇌ NH2 O…NO2 ⇌ trans-HONO + HNO

(R22)

HON(H)NO2 ⇌ HON(O)…N(H)O ⇌ trans-HONO + HNO

(R23)

The acid-catalyzed decomposition of NH2ONO2 has an even lower ∆Gf‡ of 7.8 kcal/mol:
NH2 ONO2 + H3 O+ ⇌ trans-HONO + H2 NO+ + H2 O
H2 NO+ ⇌ HNO + H+

(R24)
(pKa = -11.6) (R25)

Figure 3-2 shows the free energies and TS structures of the important steps in the nitration pathways
leading to the HONO formation.
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Figure 3-2: The free energies and TS structures of the important steps in the nitration pathways
leading to HONO formation.
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3.3.3

Reactions Between HONO, HNO, and Hydroxylamine
HONO has at least three stable configurations: trans-HONO, cis-HONO, and HNO2. Our

DFT calculations predict that at 298 K, the solution-phase free energy of trans-HONO is about
1.1 kcal/mol lower than cis-HONO, and 5.3 kcal/mol lower than HNO2. The rotational
isomerization from cis-HONO to trans-HONO has a relatively low ∆Gf‡ of 10.2 kcal/mol. The
conversion can also be realized via rapid proton transfer with adjacent solvent molecules:
HONO + H3 O+ ⇌ NO+ + 2H2 O
HONO ⇌ NO2 − + H+

(ΔGrxn = 3.0 kcal/mol) (R26)
(exp. pKa = 3.3 for t-HONO) (R27)

The conversion among the HONO isomers should be very fast at elevated temperatures or under
strong acidic/basic conditions. Our mechanism treats cis-HONO and trans-HONO as separate
species, and both reactions are included when the same reaction can be realized with the
participation of either of the isomers.
Reactions between hydroxylamine and HONO lead to two diverging reaction pathways:
HONO scavenging and regeneration. HONO scavenging is realized via nitrosation reactions, in
which hydroxylamine first converts to nitroso- (-NO) species. Potential nitrosation agents include
HONO, NO+, N2O4 (ON-ONO2 and O2N-NO2), N2O3 (ON-NO2 and ON-ONO) and N2O2 (ONNO). The following reactions are expected to be important for the formation of nitrosation agents:
HNO3 + HONO ⇌ ONONO2 + H2 O

(R28)

trans-HONO + cis-HONO ⇌ ONONO/ONNO2 + H2 O

(R29)

HNO3 + HNO ⇌ ONONO + H2 O

(R30)

HNO3 + ONONO/ONNO2 ⇌ O2 NNO2 + HONO

(R31)

HONO + HNO ⇌ ONNO + H2 O

(R32)

NO+ + NO3 − ⇌ ONONO2

(ΔGrxn = -4.3 kcal/mol) (R33)
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NO2 + + NO2 − ⇌ ONONO2 /O2 NNO2

(ΔGrxn = -27.0/-28.9 kcal/mol) (R34)

NO+ + NO2 − ⇌ ONONO/ONNO2

(ΔGrxn = -11.5/-16.4 kcal/mol) (R35)

The ∆Gf‡’s of (R30-33) are predicted to be higher than 40 kcal/mol, making them almost irrelevant
for the temperatures of interest. Nitrosations are realized via the following reactions:
NH3 OH+ + HONO ⇌ NH3 ONO+ + H2 O

(R36)

NH3 OH+ + ONONO2 ⇌ NH3 ONO+ + HNO3

(R37)

NH3 OH+ + ONONO/ONNO2 ⇌ NH3 ONO+ + HONO

(R38)

HAN + NO+ ⇌ NH3 ONO+ + HNO3

(R39)

NH3 OH+ + NO+ + H2 O ⇌ NH3 ONO+ + H3 O+

(R40)

NH2 OH + NO+ ⇌ NH2 O(H)NO+

(ΔGrxn = -0.4 kcal/mol) (R41)

NH2 OH + NO+ ⇌ ON-NH2 OH+

(ΔGrxn = -10.2 kcal/mol) (R42)

The overall ∆Gf‡’s of the above nitrosation reactions are all about 2-18 kcal/mol lower than their
nitration counterparts, except for R41 and R42, which are expected to have diffusion-controlled
kinetics. Our theoretical predictions agree with previous experimental observations that the
oxidation of hydroxylamine by nitrous acid is much faster than by nitric acid [90-92]. The
nitrosation products are predicted to have relatively higher pKa’s compared to the nitration species:
NH3 ONO+ ⇌ NH2 ONO + H+

(pKa = -2.4) (R43)

NH2 O(H)NO+ ⇌ NH2 ONO + H+

(pKa = -10.1) (R44)

ON-NH2 OH+ ⇌ ON-NH2 O/trans-HON(H)NO + H+

(pKa = 2.6/-11.7) (R45)

NH2ONO can undergo the following transitions:
NH2 -ONO ⇌ NH2 -NO2

(R46)

NH2 O-NO ⇌ ON-NH2 O

(R47)

NH2 O-NO ⇌ NH2 O + NO

(R48)
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Nitramide (NH2NO2) is predicted to have a much lower free energy compared to ON-NH2O.
However, the ∆Gf‡ of R46 (54 kcal/mol) is significantly higher than that of R47 (84.2 kcal/mol).
Thus, R46 cannot be kinetically favored at least under mild temperature conditions. The homolytic
dissociation R48 has a relatively low ∆Gf‡ of 17.7 kcal/mol. ON-NH2O can rapidly transform into
other hyponitrous acid isomers via intramolecular or H2O/acid-catalyzed hydrogen transfer, or via
protonation/deprotonation:
ON-NH2 O ⇌ HON(H)NO/ HONN(H)O/ ON(H)N(H)O

(R49)

ON-NH2 O ↔ ONN(H)O− / ONNH2 OH+ / HONNH2 O+ / ON(H)NH2 O+
(R50)
↔ HON(H)NO/ HONN(H)O/ ON(H)N(H)O
The decomposition pathways and kinetics of the hyponitrous acid isomers have been discussed in
Chapter 2. Figure 3-3 shows the free energies and TS structures of the important steps in the
nitrosation pathways leading to the formation of N2O and H2O.
As for HONO regeneration pathways, we first consider the nitration reactions involving
N2O4:
NH3 OH+ + ONONO2 /O2 NNO2 ⇌ NH3 ONO2 + + HONO

(R51)

The computed ∆Gf’s of R51 are all above 28 kcal/mol, much higher than the corresponding
nitrosation reaction (R37), and thus R51 is not kinetically feasible. Another pathway is via the ionic
fission of ONONO2 (R34), after which both NO2+ and NO2- can fast convert to HONO via nitration
and protonation, respectively:
HNO3

HONO →

NH2 OH

ONONO2 → NO2 + +NO2 − →

O2 N-NH2 OH+ +NO2 − → 2HONO+HNO

However, the above pathway may still not be kinetically preferred compared to the nitrosation
reactions, considering the high free energy barrier existing in the ionic fission step (27.0 kcal/mol).
Other potential HONO-regeneration pathways will be discussed in Section 3.3.3.
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Figure 3-3: The free energies and TS structures of the important steps in the nitrosation pathways
leading to the formation of N2O and H2O.

As discussed in Chapter 2, HNO has a strong tendency to dimerize to form either trans- or
cis-(HNO)2, both of which are isomers of hyponitrous acid:
HNO + HNO ⇌ ON(H)N(H)O ↔ HONNOH ⟶ N2 O + H2 O

(R52)
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The following reaction was mentioned in several previous studies to explain potential N2 formation
in HAN decomposition [18, 26, 27]:
NH2 OH + HNO → N2 + 2H2 O

(R53)

The above reaction is most likely realized via several consecutive elementary steps. The following
elementary reaction is identified in our DFT calculations with a moderate ∆Gf‡ of 27.5 kcal/mol:
NH2 OH + HNO ⇌ HON(H)-N(H)OH

(R54)

R54 may still not be favorable compared to the HNO dimerization or the diffusion-controlled
reactions involving NH2OH. An alternative pathway is via the nitrosation of HONNOH [90, 93]:
(trans-)HONNOH + HONO ⇌ HONNONO + H2 O

(R55)

(trans-)HONNOH + NO+ + H2 O ⇌ HONNONO + H3 O+

(R56)

The computed ∆Gf‡ of R56 is merely 6.0 kcal/mol. The above reactions are plausible considering
that HONNOH may accumulate under acidic conditions from N-nitroso products or HNO dimers.
The unimolecular decomposition of HONNONO leads to the formation of either N2 or N2O:
HONNONO ⇌ N2 + HNO3

(R57)

HONNONO ⇌ N2 O + HONO

(R58)

The above two reactions have very close ∆Gf‡’s (36.6 and 36.7 kcal/mol), even though the ∆Grxn of
R57 is significantly lower than that of R58. Another possible pathway involves NH3 as the
intermediate:
NH3 ONO+ ⇌ NH3 + NO2 +

(∆Grxn = 13.7 kcal/mol) (R59)

NH3 + NO+ ⇌ NH3 NO+

(∆Grxn = -12.4 kcal/mol) (R60)

NH3 NO+ ⇌ NH2 NO + H+ → N2 + H2 O + H+

(R61)

The rate determining step is R59, which has a relatively low forward barrier of 13.7 kcal/mol. Once
formed, the intermediate NH3 would be fast consumed via re-combination with NO2+ or NO+, which
possibly explain the fact that the detectable amount of NH3 has never been discovered in the
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decomposition products. The subsequent pathway for NH2NO is largely similar to that for the
hyponitrous acids. That is, NH2NO first undertakes several isomerization steps via intramolecular
H-transfer or proton/deprotonation before dehydration:
NH2 NO ⇌ HNNOH ↔ N2 + H2 O

3.3.4

(R62)

H-abstraction Reactions and HONO Regeneration Pathways
Several H-abstraction steps involving NO2 and NH2O have been identified:
NO2 + NH2 ONO2 ⇌ HONO + HNO + NO2

(R63)

NO2 + NH2 ONO ⇌ HONO + HNO + NO

(R64)

NO2 + NH2 OH ⇌ HONO + NH2 O

(R65)

NO2 + NH2 O ⇌ HONO + HNO

(R66)

NO2 + HNO ⇌ HONO + NO

(R67)

NH2 O + HNO ⇌ NH2 OH + NO

(R68)

NH2 O-NO ⇌ NH2 O + NO

(R69)

NO2 and NH2O most likely evolve via the homolytic dissociations of various neutral species:
ONONO/ONNO2 ⇌ NO + NO2

(ΔGrxn = -2.4/2.4 kcal/mol) (R70)

ONONO2 /O2 NNO2 ⇌ 2NO2

(ΔGrxn = 0.9/2.9 kcal/mol) (R71)

NH2 O-NO2 /O2 N-NH2 O ⇌ NH2 O + NO2

(ΔGrxn = -3.3/-3.6 kcal/mol) (R72)

NH2 O-NO/ON-NH2 O ⇌ NH2 O + NO

(ΔGrxn = 2.9/-15.8 kcal/mol) (R73)

Other radicals may also perform as the H-abstraction agents, such as OH, HONH, and NH2.
However, their reactions are expected to be rare, due to the relatively high barriers of their
formation reactions:
HNO3 ⇌ OH + NO2

(ΔGrxn = 38.5 kcal/mol) (R74)
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HONO ⇌ OH + NO

(ΔGrxn = 39.0 kcal/mol) (R75)

NH2 OH ⇌ NH2 + OH

(ΔGrxn = 50.2 kcal/mol) (R76)

HON(H)-NO2 ⇌ HONH + NO2

(ΔGrxn = 24.9 kcal/mol) (R77)

(trans-)HON(H)-NO ⇌ HONH + NO

(ΔGrxn = 21.8 kcal/mol) (R78)

NH2 -ONO ⇌ NH2 + NO2

(ΔGrxn = 19.3 kcal/mol) (R79)

Several HONO-regeneration pathways involving H-abstraction reactions have been identified. The
following pathway was first proposed by Ashcraft et al. [49]:
2HNO3

2HONO →

4NO2 +2H2 O

NO2

NO2

NO2

NO2

H2 O

NH2 OH → HONO+NH2 O → 2HONO+HNO → 3HONO+NO → 3HONO+N2 O3 → 5HONO
Our mechanism includes all the involved elementary reactions. The global reaction is given by:
NH2 OH + 2HNO3 + 2HONO ⟶ 5HONO + H2 O

(R80)

Later, when examining the induction behavior of HONO regeneration in concentrated
HNO3 solutions, Ashcraft et al. proposed a modified regeneration-scavenging pathway [87]:
NO2

NO2 +H2 O (*)

NH2 OH → HONO+NH2 O →
NH2 O

→

NH2 O

2HONO+NH2 OH+NO →

−H2 O

HONO+NO2 − +HNO+H3 O+ →
−H2 O

2HONO+NH2 OH+NH2 ONO →

2HONO+HNO

2HONO+NH2 OH+N2 O

The rate-determining step is the electron-transfer step (*), which is not included in our mechanism,
although R66 (∆Gf‡ = 15.8 kcal/mol) can be regarded as a substitute for (*) and the subsequent
proton transfer reaction. The global reaction is as follows:
2NH2 OH + 2HNO3 + 2HONO ⟶ 4HONO + N2 O + 3H2 O

(R81)

The free energies and transition state structures for the above HONO regeneration pathways are
shown in Figure 3-4. A more general regeneration-scavenging global reaction can be obtained by
combining R2 and R81:
(1 + n)NH2 OH + 2HNO3 + 2HONO ⟶ (5 − n)HONO + nN2 O + (1 + 2n)H2 O

(R82)
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Figure 3-4: The free energies and TS structures of the important steps in the HONO regeneration
pathways.

The above reaction reflects HONO regeneration when n is smaller than 3. The initiation of
the HONO-regeneration pathways requires the presence of HONO, whereas in the nitrationnitrosation pathways, HONO is only an intermediate. Then the HONO-regeneration pathways most
likely predominate if HONO concentration reaches a critical level. If this is the case, HONO
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concentration would further increase, which in turn accelerates HAN consumption, leading to an
autocatalytic behavior. On the other hand, in the initiation period, HONO can only be formed via
the nitration reaction, after which HONO can either be regenerated or be consumed via the
nitrosation reactions. If the nitrosation pathways are always much faster than the regeneration
pathways, then HONO can hardly accumulate, and its regeneration may never occur. The effects
of the above autocatalytic pathways will be further investigated in the following section.

Figure 3-5: A schematic illustration of the mechanism developed for aqueous HAN
decomposition. The blue lines represent the nitration-nitrosation pathways, and the red lines
represent the H-abstraction reactions.

The acid (H3O+) can also be regarded as a potential catalyst, considering its participation
in the creation of several nitration and nitrosation agents. The solution acidity increases
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considerably as the decomposition proceeds. However, the overall effect of H3O+ on HAN
decomposition is more complicated than HONO or NO2, because H3O+ concentration strongly
influences the equilibria among several major species. For example, high acidity facilitates the
formation of NO2+ and NO+ but hinders the deprotonation of NH3OH+, which may lead to a
suppression of diffusion-controlled reactions, such as R16, R17, R41, and R42.
In summary, according to our mechanism, decomposition of aqueous HAN begins with
nitration of hydroxylamine leading to the formation of HONO and HNO. HONO would either be
scavenged via the nitrosation reactions or undergo the autocatalytic pathways for its regeneration.
The hyponitrous acid is produced from nitroso- species and HNO dimers and finally decomposes
to N2O and H2O. NO, NH2O and NO2 are the dissociation products from N2Ox (x=2, 3, 4) and the
nitro-/nitroso- species. A schematic illustration of the overall pathways is shown in Figure 3-5. The
detailed mechanism and the computed kinetic parameters are summarized in the Appendix.

3.4

Kinetic Modeling Results

3.4.1

Decomposition of 0.1 m HAN at 493 K
Figure 3-6 shows the calculated species’ evolutions in 0.1 m HAN at 493 K. According to

our prediction, NH3OH+ accounts for over 95% of the total hydroxylamine in the entire period of
decomposition, whereas HAN complex accounts for less than 0.2%. Over 93% of the total nitric
acid remains as NO3-. As decomposition proceeds, the concentration of H3O+ rises from about
7.3×10-3 m to 4.6×10-2 m. The evolutions of NH3OH+ and N2O generally capture the trend of
experimental data. However, the predicted yield of N2O is less than the reported value, and NO is
also predicted to evolve noticably as HAN decomposes. The composition of the final products
satisfies the following global reaction:
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HAN → 0.69N2 O + 0.16NO + 0.46HNO3 + 1.77H2 O

(R83)

The characteristic absorptions of NO are low than the wavenumbers (2000-2900 cm-1) in reported
IR spectra, although other studies that focused on concentrated HAN solutions (≥ 9 M) reported
NO to be one of the leading gaseous products alongside N2O, HNO3, H2O [17, 18, 25]. The
deviation of the predictions from the experimental results might also be caused by the uncertainties
in the QM-predicted thermodynamics.

Figure 3-6: Kinetic modeling results on the decomposition of 0.1 m HAN at 493 K.

Figure 3-7 shows the first-order plots regarding the consumption of HAN up to 60% at
463-523 K, in which the concentration of the undecomposed HAN is defined based on the
stoichiometry of the global reaction (R1): [HAN]u = 0.1 m – [N2O]/0.75. The experimental
ln([HAN]u)-t profiles roughly a the first-order behavior, whereas the curvature in the predicted
results indicates possibly the presence of an autocatalytic process. However, the catalytic effects of
HONO and NO2 are expected to be negligible, considering that both species remain at considerably
low concentrations (<10-9 m). Instead, the acceleration of the overall rate is most likely caused by
the increase in the concentration of H+.
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Figure 3-7: Predicted consumption of HAN in a 0.1 m solution at 463-523 K.

Figure 3-8: Kinetic modeling results on the decomposition of 0.1 m HAN, 0.1 m HAN plus 0.1 m
HNO3, and 0.05 m HAN plus 0.05 m NH2OH. The temperature is 493 K.

To further investigate the acidity effect on the decomposition kinetics, two additional cases
of 0.1 m NH2OH mixed with 0.2 m or 0.05 m HNO3 were also calculated. Results in Figure 3-8
show that doubling the initial HNO3 concentration reduces the half-life (t1/2) of hydroxylamine by
98%, which means that the first-order rate constant increases by roughly 50 times. Brill et al. only
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observed a (10±3)-time decrease in t1/2 [13]. This discrepancy is probably caused by the fact that
our isothermal simulation does not consider the preheating period in the flow cell tests, which is
not negligible for cases with significantly short reaction times. The acceleration due to excess
HNO3 should be a result of the substantial rise of solution acidity. Consider the following nitrationnitrosation pathway:
H+ + HNO3 ⇌ NO2 + + H2 O
NH3 OH+ + NO2 + → HONO + HNO + 2H+
H+ + HONO ⇌ NO+ + H2 O

(k1, k-1)
(k2)
(k3, k-3)

NH3 OH+ + NO+ → N2 O + H2 O + 2H+

(k4)

HNO + HNO → N2 O + H2 O

(k5)

By applying the QSSA to NO2+, HONO, HNO, and NO+, the formation rate of N2O is given by:
𝑑[N2 O] 2𝑘1 𝑘2 [HNO3 ][H+ ][NH3 OH+ ]
≈
𝑑𝑡
𝑘−1 [H2 O] + 𝑘2 [NH3 OH+ ]
≈ 2K1 k2

[HNO3 ][H+ ][NH3 OH+ ]
[H2 O]

= 2𝐾1 𝑘2 𝐾a, HNO3

(3.4)

(𝑘−1 [H2 O] ≫ 𝑘2 [NH3 OH+ ])

[NO3 − ][H+ ]2 [NH3 OH+ ]
[H2 O]

The global reaction R1 suggests that [H+] at t1/2 in the solution with additional 0.1 m HNO3 is
roughly 5 times as high as that in 0.1 m HAN, and [NO3-] is about 7/3 times of that in 0.1 m HAN.
Then the reaction rate at t1/2 should increase by about 58 times according to Eq. (3.4). The difference
of [H3O+] in the two solutions is even more significant before t1/2. The overall effect is that the
additional 0.1 m nitric acid leads to a roughly 50-time increase in the overall rate. Our simulation
predicts that t1/2 of hydroxylamine is prolonged by over 100 times in the half-HNO3 solution, even
though the global reaction R1 suggests that essentially HAN has 50% excess HNO3. The high
basicity due to excess NH2OH leads to a substantial reduction of [H+] (over 90% at t1/2 according
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to our prediction), and thus the overall rate decreases significantly. However, Brill et al. reported
that the reaction rate only reduces by about 50% in the half-HNO3 solution. The discrepancy is
probably caused by the fact that our mechanism does not include pathways describing the selfreaction of hydroxylamine, considering hydroxylamine solution itself could be explosive on
heating [99, 100].
A similar phenomenon was also observed in concentrated HAN solutions. Rafeev and
Rubtsov reported that adding additional HNO3 would significantly shorten the induction period of
1.4 M HAN [30]. Several hazard incidents related to the mixture of HAN and nitric acid have also
been reported [101]. Brill et al. attributed the experimental trends to the autocatalytic effect of
HONO, speculating that the concentration of HONO would increase as the initial HNO3
concentration increases, even though HONO was not identified in their IR or Raman spectra [13].
Our simulation does not predict an appreciable HONO accumulation in the decomposition period
for all three solutions. Based on the assumption of the nitration-nitrosation pathway, our results
suggest that the consumption rate of HAN is most influenced by solution acidity. The validity of
the reduced mechanism will be examined via the sensitivity results.

3.4.2

Decomposition of 0.82 m HAN at 445 K
Brill et al. also tested 0.7-2.0 m HAN solutions in a different flow reactor, in which abrupt

changes in the species spectra and thermocouple temperature were observed once a specific
temperature was reached at a given flow rate [14]. Figure 3-8 shows the calculated evolutions of
important species in 0.82 m HAN at 445 K. Compared to 0.1 m HAN, a stronger autocatalytic
behavior is predicted for 0.82 m HAN despite the lower temperature. The decomposition
accelerates considerably after 10 s, and over 90% of the initial hydroxylamine is consumed within
the next 10 s. This strong autocatalytic behavior should still be caused by an increase of solution
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acidity. [H3O+] at t1/2 is 10 times as high as that at t1/20, whereas [NH3OH+] and [NO3-] are about
half and 3/4 of the values at t1/20, respectively. Then according to Eq. (3.4), the rate at t1/2 should be
at least 37.5 times faster than the rate at t1/20. NO is predicted to evolve noticeably in the main
decomposition period, whereas NO2 emerges much later when almost all the hydroxylamine has
been consumed, along with the consumption of NO and a reduction of nitric acid. Regarding the
minor species, NH2O first accumulates in the early stage of decomposition followed by the
evolution of HONNOH and HNO. All three species are consumed in the fast decomposition period.
HONO only emerges in the late stage along with NO2 and N2O4. The composition of the final
products is very close to the stoichiometry of the following reaction:
HAN → 0.74N2 O + 0.44HNO3 + 0.08NO2 + 1.78H2 O

(R84)

Brill et al. reported a slightly different global reaction [14]:
HAN → 0.8N2 O + 0.4HNO3 + 0.1O2 + 1.8H2 O

(R85)

in which O2 was not directly detected in their scanning range of the Raman spectra, and its
coefficient was derived based on the element balance. Our mechanism includes several steps of O2
formation from N2Ox (x = 2-5):
N2 Ox ⇌ O2, singlet + N2 Ox-2

(R86)

The corresponding ∆Gf’s are all beyond 38.2 kcal/mol, and the inclusion of these reactions
has no noticeable influence on the simulation results. The minor products by our predictions, NO2
and HONO, were also not identified in the experimental Raman spectra. Some previous studies on
the decomposition of concentrated HAN solutions (≥ 9 M) reported the detection of a small amount
of NO2 after the evolution of N2O and NO [16, 17]. Our simulation predicts an increased production
of NO and NO2 with reduced N2O as the initial concentration rises at a fixed temperature, which
makes sense, even though the stoichiometry is not entirely consistent with the experimentally
derived values. The discrepancy could be caused by the omission of other O2 formation pathways.
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Brill et al. showed that the uncertainty in their Raman scattering intensity measurements might
exceed 10%. As such, our predictions should still be satisfactory [14].

Figure 3-9: Predicted evolutions of important species in 0.82 m HAN at 445 K.

3.4.3

Sensitivity Analysis Results
Figure 3-10(a) shows the sensitive coefficients of rate constants on t1/2 of 0.1 m HAN at

493 K. It reveals that t1/2 is most sensitive to the acid-base equilibria between hydroxylamine and
nitric acid. t1/2 is also highly sensitive to the rates of several low-barrier nitration/nitrosation
reactions involving NO2+ and NO+, as well as the HNO dimerization reaction. The formation
pathway of NO is via the homolytic dissociation of NH2ONO followed by the H-abstraction of
HNO by NH2O. The sensitivity coefficients of other H-abstraction reactions are at least two orders
of magnitude smaller than most nitration/nitrosation reactions, which implies that the HONOregeneration pathways based on H-abstraction reactions are not very influential on the overall
kinetics. No noticeable change in the species’ evolutions would occur if these reactions are omitted.
A similar list of important reactions was identified for 0.82 m HAN at 445 K, as shown in Figure
3-10(b). The ionic dissociation of HAN complex and the formation reactions of O2NONO2 also
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become highly influential. The reduced mechanism presented in Section 3.4.1 can be explained by
the elementary reactions listed in Figure 3-10. As a result, the nitration-nitrosation pathway should
be applicable to both 0.1 m and 0.82 m HAN.

Figure 3-10: Sensitivity coefficients of rate constants on t1/2’s of (a) 0.1 m HAN at 493 K and (b)
0.82 m HAN at 445 K. “+” represents the forward reaction, and “-” represents the backward
reaction.
The kinetic modeling predicts the late evolutions of NO2 and HONO in 0.82 m HAN,
although the nitration-nitrosation pathway does not lead to the accumulation of these two species.
To explain this phenomenon, the sensitivity coefficients on [HONO] at 50 s were computed by
only altering the rate constants after the main decomposition period (t≥30 s). Based on the results
in Figure 3-11, the following autocatalytic pathway can be identified:
NO

H2 O

2H+

2NO3 −

NO2 → N2 O3 → 2HONO → 2NO+ + 2H2 O →

2ONONO2 + 2H2 O → 4NO2 + 2H2 O

The global reaction is given by:
NO2 + NO + 2HNO3 ⟶ 4NO2 +H2 O

(R87)

The above pathway is only feasible when the concentration of hydroxylamine is considerably low;
otherwise, NO+ would preferably react with hydroxylamine following the low-barrier nitrosation
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reactions, which finally leads to the production of N2O and NO. The above results regarding the
shift of the dominant pathway in HAN decomposition are consistent with the previous
understandings of HONO’s behavior in PUREX-like solutions with a large excess of nitric acid [5,
49]. It was reported that the choice between HONO scavenging and HONO regeneration depends
on the concentration ratio of HNO3 to NH2OH: HONO regeneration is only preferred when the
ratio is greater than a critical value, which exceeds 102 for 2-4 M HNO3 at near room temperature
[92-94]. Our simulation predicts a similar trend for HAN decomposition: HONO scavenging via
the nitrosation reactions predominates throughout much of the decomposition period when the
hydroxylamine concentration is still not too low, whereas NO2 and HONO begin to regenerate
when the ratio of HNO3 to NH2OH is sufficiently high.

Figure 3-11: Sensitivity coefficients of rate constants on [HONO] at t = 50 s in 0.82 m HAN at
445 K. Results were calculated by altering the rate constants after 30 s.
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3.4.4

Apparent Arrhenius Parameters
Brill et al. calculated the first-order Arrhenius parameters of 0.1 m HAN based on the fitted

ln([HAN]u)-t profiles as shown in Figure 7 [14]. For more concentrated solutions, the linear relation
is hardly maintained due to the strong autocatalytic behavior. Instead, the theory of adiabatic
induction period (tin) was adopted to evaluate the Arrhenius parameters for these cases. The
following equation was incorporated to account for the temperature evolution under the adiabatic
condition:
𝜌𝑐𝑃

𝑑𝑇
= 𝑄̇
𝑑𝑡

(3.5)

in which the solution density (ρ) and specific heat (cP) were estimated using the experimental values
of water at given temperatures and 27.5 MPa [76]. The reaction heat release rate (Q̇) depends on
the rates and enthalpy changes of all the elementary reactions. Large uncertainties often exist in the
theoretical enthalpies predicted by implicit solvent models. Therefore, Q̇ was estimated by
considering the following global reaction:
4NH3 OH+ + 2NO3 − → 3N2 O + 2H+ + 7H2 O
𝑄̇ = −

∆𝐻rxn 𝜌 𝑑YN2O
0.75 𝑀𝑊N2O 𝑑𝑡

(R88)
(3.6)

The enthalpy change of reaction (∆Hrxn = -52.2 kcal/mol) was estimated using the reported standard
formation enthalpies [102]. The induction period was determined based on the temperature
evolution. Specifically, tin was defined as the time at the intersection between the T = T0 line and
the tangent line to the temperature profile at the inflection point (Figure 3-12). Figure 3-13
compares our predictions with the experimental data reported by Brill et al. from the stainless (SS)
flow cell tests. The tin’s of 0.92-0.98 m solutions are overpredicted by 5% to 20% in general. Tests
were also conducted in a similar flow cell made of titanium (Ti), in which the decomposition
temperature was 5-10 K higher than that in the SS flow cell [14]. Figure 3-14 shows the computed
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tin’s for 0.92-1.74 m HAN compared with the Ti-cell data. The linear relation of ln(tin)-1/T can be
explained by the integral form of Eq. (3.6) using the Frank-Kamenetskii transformation [103] and
assuming that the concentration of HAN remains almost unchanged during the induction period:
𝑄̇ = −𝜌∆𝐻rxn ∙ 𝐴𝑒 −𝐸𝑎/𝑅𝑇 𝑐0
ln(𝑡in ) =

𝐸𝑎
𝑐𝑃 𝑅𝑇 2
+ ln (
)
𝑅𝑇
−∆𝐻rxn ∙ 𝐴𝐸𝑎 𝑐0

(3.7)
(3.8)

Figure 3-12: Temperature evolution of 0.82 m HAN at an adiabatic condition. T0, Tad, and Tif
represent the initial temperature, the final adiabatic temperature, and the temperature at the
inflection point, respectively.
Ea and A can be derived from the slopes and intercepts of the ln(tin)-1/T plots, respectively.
Here, Ea and ln(A) are predicted to be 21.2±0.5 kcal/mol and 21.1±0.5, respectively. Using a similar
formulation, Brill et al. estimated the Arrhenius parameters based on the linear profiles fitted from
the experimental data [14]. They reported that Ea of 0.82-1.74 m HAN ranges from 15.8-36.3
kcal/mol, and an abrupt reduction (>30 kcal/mol) of Ea was observed in a very narrow range of
concentrations in both the SS and Ti flow cell tests. They believed that it was caused by the
transition of the rate-determining pathway. They speculated that the autocatalysis driven by HONO
began to take over once its concentration was higher than a specific value. Our simulation does not
predict an appreciable change in Ea in the concentration ranges considered. There is no definitive
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change in the list of the most import reactions obtained via the sensitivity analysis, either. The
reduction of the experimental Ea is largely compensated by the decrease of ln(A). For example,
comparing 1.52 m and 1.58 m solutions, the observed rate constant at 500 K only changes by 70%
despite the 21.0 kcal/mol difference in Ea. This raises a question of whether this phenomenon is
related to the compensation kinetic effect, which will be further discussed in Chapter 5.

3.5

Conclusions
The decomposition mechanism of HAN solutions was theoretically investigated based on

SMD-ωB97X-D calculations. Potential pathways were identified for multiple kinetic processes,
such as nitration of hydroxylamine, scavenging of HONO and HNO, and the autocatalytic
regeneration of HONO. The kinetic modeling using the TST-predicted rate constants reasonably
reproduced the species’ evolutions in 0.1 m HAN at 493-523 K obtained from the flow reactor
tests. For slightly more concentrated solutions, a strong autocatalytic behavior was predicted in the
decomposition profiles. The modeling results also confirmed previous experimental observations
that the overall rate can be largely accelerated by adding excess HNO3 to HAN solutions but
suppressed by excess NH2OH. Sensitivity results suggested an acid-catalyzed nitration-nitrosation
pathway, which implies that the autocatalysis is most likely caused by the rise of solution acidity.
HONO and NO2 regeneration only takes place after the full consumption of hydroxylamine and
thus has little effect on the decomposition rates. The Arrhenius parameters for 0.82-1.82 m
solutions were computed based on the adiabatic induction periods.
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Figure 3-13: Temperature dependence of the induction periods of 0.82-0.98 m HAN.
Experimental data were from the SS flow cell experiments.

Figure 3-14: Temperature dependence of the induction periods of 0.92-1.74 m HAN.
Experimental data were from the Ti flow cell experiments.

Chapter 4
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS OF LIQUID
HAN/WATER MIXTURES

4.1

Introduction
In the previous chapter, we report the thermal decomposition mechanism developed for

aqueous HAN solutions. The mechanism has been validated against the flow reactor data for dilute
HAN solutions, which we assume have similar thermophysical properties (densities, heat
capacities, viscosities, and so on) as liquid water. As for the highly concentrated solutions in
propulsion applications, the above assumption is inappropriate. The existing data on the physical
properties of liquid HAN/water mixtures are only for ambient conditions. The high instability of
HAN-based materials at elevated temperatures and/or pressures makes it difficult and risky to
conduct experimental measurements. The thermophysical properties can also be obtained using
computational methods, such as molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and Monte Carlo (MC)
methods. Classical MD employs Newton’s law of motion to produce the particle trajectories [52]:
𝐹⃗𝑖 = 𝑚𝑖 𝑎⃗𝑖 = 𝑚𝑖

𝑑𝑣⃗𝑖
𝑑2 𝑟⃗𝑖
= 𝑚𝑖 2
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡

𝐹⃗𝑖 = −∇𝑖 𝑈 tot

(4.1)
(4.2)

in which the system energy (Utot) is calculated from the force field (FF), which parameterizes the
bonded and non-bonded interatomic potentials. The microscopic trajectories are then used to
predict macroscopic properties via statistical mechanics.
The melting point of crystalline HAN is 43-45 °C [104, 105]. Therefore, molten HAN can
be considered as an ionic liquid (IL) material (Tmelting ≤ 100 °C) [106, 107]. ILs have attracted
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increasing attention in recent years in a wide range of applications, such as chemical synthesis
[108], electrolytes in batteries and fuel cells [109], lubrications [110], and biological applications
[111]. ILs used in propulsion applications include HAN, ADN (ammonium dinitramide,
[NH4+][N(NO2)2-]) [112, 113], hypergolic ILs, and so on. Extensive studies have been focused on
elucidating the structure-property relationship of ILs using either experimental or computational
techniques. Specifically, MD simulations have been carried out on a large variety of ILs using
either empirical FFs or FFs developed based on quantum mechanical (QM) calculations. However,
the MD results on HAN or HAN-based materials have not been reported previously, even though
the FFs for NH3OH+ and NO3- have been separately developed in previous studies of other related
ionic materials [114-118].
The objective of this chapter is to develop data on the thermophysical properties of liquid
HAN/water mixtures using MD simulations. The reported FF is parameterized based on the PESs
obtained from DFT calculations. The simulated properties include liquid densities, heat of
vaporizations, constant-pressure heat capacities, self-diffusion coefficients, ionic conductivities,
viscosities, thermal conductivities, and microscopic structures. The MD predictions will be
compared to the experimental data whenever available.

4.2

Method Description

4.2.1

Force Field Parametrization
The potential energy of the system was calculated using a classical FF, which accounts for

energies of bond stretching, angle bending, dihedral and improper torsion, and non-bonded van der
Waals and Coulomb’s interactions. The following functional form was used,
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4

𝑈

tot

1
= ∑ 𝑘b (𝑟 − 𝑟0 ) + ∑ 𝑘θ (𝜃 − 𝜃0 ) +
∑ ∑ 𝐾𝜒,𝑛 [1 + (−1)𝑛 cos(𝑛𝜒)]
2
2

bonds

2

angles

dihedrals 𝑛=1

(4.3)
𝑁−1 𝑁

+ ∑ 𝑘ψ (𝜓 − 𝜓0 )2 + ∑ ∑ {4𝜀𝑖𝑗 [(
improper

𝑖=1 𝑗>𝑖

12

𝜎𝑖𝑗
)
𝑟𝑖𝑗

6

−(

𝜎𝑖𝑗
𝑞𝑖 𝑞𝑗
) ]+
}
𝑟𝑖𝑗
4𝜋𝜀0 𝑟𝑖𝑗

in which parameters were determined based on QM calculations at the B3LYP/TVZP level of
theory [79, 119], using Gaussian 09 software [59]. The B3LYP/TZVP-based FFs has been shown
in previous studies to be effective in predicting thermophysical properties of energetic hydrazinium
(N2H5+) ILs [115]. Nominal bond lengths (r0) and angles (θ0 and ψ0) were obtained from the
optimized structures of isolated ions (Figure 4-1). Bond stretching force constants (kb) were taken
from the diagonal elements of the Hessian matrix in internal coordinates in frequency analysis.
Force constants for angle bending (kθ) and improper torsion (kψ) were derived by performing a rigid
energy scan of that angle (or improper dihedral) and fitting the PES to a harmonic function. Figure
4-2 shows the QM-predicted and FF-fitted PESs of the H-O-N angle in NH3OH+ and the improper
torsion in NO3-.

Figure 4-1: The structures of NH3OH+ and NO3- optimized at the B3LYP/TZVP level of theory.
Coulomb interaction was calculated using fixed partial atomic charges obtained from the
CHELPG procedure on isolated ions. The CHELPG charges [120] were scaled by 0.8 to reproduce
the thermophysical properties of HAN solutions [117, 121-123]. The Van der Waals (vdW)
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interactions were modeled using the 12-6 Lennard Jones (LJ) potentials reported in Ref. [115],
which was previously refined based on the parameters from the CHARMM FF [124, 125]. The
Lorentz−Berthelot combination rules were applied to pairs of unlike atoms:
𝜀𝑖𝑗 = √𝜀𝑖 𝜀𝑗

(4.4)

1
𝜎𝑖𝑗 = (𝜎𝑖 + 𝜎𝑗 )
2

(4.5)

The Coulomb and vdW interactions were scaled by 0.5 for atom pairs separated by three bonds (14 interactions) and neglected for atoms separated by less than three bonds (1-2 and 1-3 interactions).
In MD simulations, these non-bonded interactions were truncated with a cutoff distance of 12 Å.
The particle-mesh Ewald method was used to account for the long-range electrostatic interactions
to an accuracy of 10-5 [126].

Figure 4-2: QM-predicted and FF-fitted energy profiles of (a) the HO-OH-NA angle in
NH3OH+ and (b) the NB-ON-ON-ON improper torsion in NO3-.

The force constant (kψ) for the dihedral torsion in NH3OH+ was derived following the
procedure described in Ref. [115]. First, a relaxed PES scan was performed by incrementing the
dihedral by 10°from 0°to 360°. The molecular mechanics (MM) energies (without considering
the torsion term) of every structure on the PES were calculated using the existing bond, angle, and
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non-bonded parameters. The difference between QM and MM energies were then fitted with OPLS
dihedral potential:
1
1
1
𝑈 = 𝐾1 [1 + cos(𝜒)] + 𝐾2 [1 − cos(2𝜒)] + 𝐾3 [1 + 3 cos(𝜒)]
2
2
2
(4.6)
1
+ 𝐾4 [1 − cos(4𝜒)]
2
The only non-trivial term is the K3 term because of the 3-fold symmetry of the HO-OH-NAHN torsion (Figure 4-3). Table 4-1 and 4-2 summarize the FF parameters developed for HAN. The
SPC/E (extended simple point charge) [127] water model was used to simulate water molecules,
and the FF parameters are listed in Table 4-3.
Table 4-1: Atom types, scaled partial atomic charges, and LJ parameters for NH3OH+ and NO3-.
σ (Å)

qi (e)

ε (kcal/mol)

atom

type

N1

NA

-0.17896 3.368

0.1700

H12-H14

HN

0.29784

1.559

0.0157

O1

OH

-0.29400 3.029

0.1322

H11

HO

0.37944

0.400

0.0460

N2

NB

1.10120

3.059

0.0807

O21-O23

ON

-0.70040 2.771

0.1457

Table 4-2: Bond, angle, dihedral and improper FF Parameters for NH3OH+ and NO3-.
bond
HO-OH

kb
r (Å)
(kcal/mol/Å2) 0
544.05
0.98

angle
HO-OH-NA

kθ
θ (deg)
(kcal/mol/rad2) 0
68.49
107.17

OH-NA

383.43

1.41

OH-NA-HN

69.33

104.72

NA-HN

465.77

1.03

HN-NA-HN

53.42

110.38

ON-NB

561.03

1.26

ON-NB-ON

172.5

120

N

improper

3

NB-ON-ON-ON

Dihedral
HO-OH-NA-HN

Kχ
(kcal/mol)
0.471

kψ
θ (deg)
(kcal/mol/rad2) 0
126.0
0
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Figure 4-3: QM and fitted energy profiles of the HO-OH-NA-HN dihedral in NH3OH+.
Table 4-3: Force Field Parameters of the SPC/E water model [127].

4.2.2

type

qi (e)

σ (Å)

ε (kcal/mol)

Ow

-0.4876

3.166

0.1553

Hw

0.4238

0

0

bond

kb (kcal/mol/Å2)

r0 (Å)

Hw-Ow

600.0

1.000

angle

kθ (kcal/mol/rad2)

θ0 (deg)

Hw-Ow-Hw

75.0

109.47

MD Simulation Details
MD simulations were carried out using the LAMMPS software [128]. The equation of

motion was numerically integrated using the velocity-Verlet method with the timestep of 1fs:
1
𝑟⃗(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 𝑥⃗(𝑡) + 𝑣⃗(𝑡)∆𝑡 + 𝑎⃗(𝑡)(∆𝑡)2
2

(4.7)

𝑎⃗(𝑡) + 𝑎⃗(𝑡 + ∆𝑡)
∆𝑡
2

(4.8)

𝑣⃗(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 𝑣⃗(𝑡) +
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SHAKE command was applied to preserve the bonds and angles of water molecules, as
well as the HO-OH and HN-NB bonds in NH3OH+. Table 4-4 summarizes the details of the liquid
systems considered in this work. All MD simulations were performed at 1 bar pressure. To study
the temperature dependence of the liquid properties, we modeled 0-10 M HAN in the temperature
range 293-373 K and 13-17.5 M HAN in 293-473 K.
Table 4-4: Configuration details of the HAN/water mixtures considered for MD simulations.
cHAN (M) Nwater NHAN Natoms

Xwater YHAN

mHAN (m)

0

667

0

2001

1

0

0

2.5

568

30

2004

0.95

0.22

2.9

5

473

58

1999

0.89

0.40

6.8

7.5

380

86

2000

0.82

0.55

12.5

10

288

114

2004

0.72

0.68

21.9

13

177

147

2001

0.54

0.82

46.0

16

60

182

2000

0.24

0.94

167.5

17.5

0

200

2000

0

1

-

The initial configuration in a liquid MD simulation was created using the PACKMOL
package, in which a certain number of ion pairs and water molecules were randomly placed in a
low-density cubic simulation box with periodic boundary conditions. After minimization at 0 K,
particles were first relaxed at a relatively high temperature (500 K) in a 20 ps canonical (NVT) MD
simulation. Next, the simulation box was shrunk under high pressure in a 2.5 ns isothermal-isobaric
(NPT) simulation, in which pressure and temperature were gradually reduced from 50 bar to 1 bar
and from 500 K to the target temperature (Ttarget), respectively. The system was then equilibrated in
a 2.5 ns NPT simulation at Ttarget and 1 bar. The production simulation was performed in NVT for
10 ns. The Nose-Hoover thermostat and barostat were used in NVT and NPT ensembles with the
damping constants of 0.1 ps for temperature and 1 ps for pressure.
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Liquid densities (ρ) were predicted using the average value over the last 200 ps in the NPT
equilibration simulation, whereas other thermodynamic properties were estimated based on the
reuslts of the NVT production simulation. The enthalpies of vaporization (∆Hvap) was calculated as
the difference of the molar enthalpies of ideal gas and pure liquid:
∆𝐻vap (𝑇, 𝑃) = 〈𝐻m,gas (𝑇)〉 − 〈𝐻m,liq (𝑇, 𝑃)〉

(4.9)

∆𝐻vap (𝑇, 𝑃) = 〈𝑈m,gas (𝑇)〉 + 𝑅𝑇 − 〈𝑈m,liq (𝑇, 𝑃)〉 − 𝑃𝑉m,liq

(4.10)

The gas-phase internal energy (<Um,gas>) was obtained from a 30 ns NVT simulation on a single
molecule placed in a very low-density simulation box. A contact ion pair was considered for HAN,
and the initial configuration was predicted by QM using the B3LYP/TVZP method. The isobaric
heat capacities (Cp) is defined as:
𝐶𝑃 (𝑇, 𝑃) = (

𝜕〈𝐻m (𝑇, 𝑃)〉
)
𝜕𝑇
𝑃

(4.11)

According to previous studies by Lagache et al. [129] and Maginn et al. [115], the heat capacity
can be split into the ideal-gas heat capacity (CpIG) and the residual heat capacity (CpRES):
𝐶𝑃 = 𝐶𝑃IG + 𝐶𝑃RES

(4.12)

The ideal-gas heat capacity was predicted in QM via the frequency calculation using the optimized
gas-phase structure. The residual heat capacity was related to the gradient of the vaporization
enthalpy with respect to temperature:
𝐶𝑃RES

=

MD
𝐶𝑃,liq

−

MD
𝐶𝑃,gas

MD
MD 〉
MD
〉
𝜕〈𝐻m,liq
𝜕〈𝐻m,gas
𝜕∆𝐻vap
=(
) −(
) = −(
)
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑇
𝑃
𝑃
𝑃

(4.13)

The above equation was used to calculate the residual heat capacity of liquid HAN. For HAN-water
mixtures, the heat capacity was modified based on the fraction of HAN in the liquid:
MD
RES
𝐶𝑃 = 𝐶𝑃,liq
+ (1 − 𝑋w )𝐶𝑃,HAN

(4.14)

As for the transport properties, the self-diffusion coefficient (D) was predicted using the
mean square displacement (MSD, <r2>) and the Einstein’s relation:
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𝐷=

1
𝑑〈𝑟⃗(𝑡)2 〉
lim
6 𝑡→∞ 𝑑𝑡

(4.15)

Eq. (12) is only accurate in the fully diffusive regime after a long simulation time. In this
work, MSDs were obtained from 10 ns NVT simulations. Subdiffusive behavior may occur in short
to intermediate time scales, in which MSD is only proportional to tβ and β < 1. The parameter β
was calculated as follows:
𝛽=

𝑑(log(Δ𝑟 2 ))
𝑑(log(𝑡))

(4.16)

β is greater than 0.95 under most modeled conditions. Figure 4-4 shows the simulated MSDs for
water and ions in 10 M HAN at 313 K with the β values greater than 0.98. For highly concentrated
solutions (>= 13 M) at temperatures below 353 K, the computed β is in the range of 0.70-0.85,
which implies that the diffusion coefficients may have been underpredicted. The computed ionic
diffusivities were evaluated by comparing the experimental ionic conductivities with the
predictions by the Nernst-Einstein equation:
𝜎 NE =

𝑐𝐹 2
(𝑧 2 𝐷 + 𝑧− 2 𝐷− )
𝑅𝑇 + +

Figure 4-4: Computed MSDs of water and ions in 10 M HAN at 313 K.

(4.17)
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The dynamic viscosity (η) was predicted using the Einstein’s relation:
𝜂=

1 𝑉
𝑑
2
lim 〈∑[𝑄𝛼𝛽 (𝑡) − 𝑄𝛼𝛽 (0)] 〉
𝑡→∞
20 𝑘B 𝑇
𝑑𝑡

(4.18)

𝛼𝛽

𝑁

1
𝑄𝛼𝛽 (𝑡) = ∑ 𝑚𝑖 𝑟𝑖𝛼 (𝑡) ∙ 𝑣𝑖𝛽 (𝑡)
𝑉

(4.19)

𝑖=1

hwhere α, β = x, y, or z. Compared to MSD, which is averaged over all particles, the η predictions
show much larger variability and take much longer simulation time to converge. As a result, the
procedure similar to that described in Ref. [122] was used: for every concentration and temperature
condition, η was obtained by averaging the predictions of 12 independent NVT simulations for 5
ns. Each simulation began with one snapshot saved from the MD trajectory of the original
production simulation with newly randomized velocities without changing the temperature. Figure
4-5 shows the computed viscosities from the independent NVT simulations and the average
prediction for 16 M HAN at 313 K.

Figure 4-5: Predictions of dynamic viscosity of 16 M HAN at 313 K. The gray dashed lines
represent the results from independent NVT simulations, whereas the dark solid line represents
the average prediction.
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The reverse nonequilibrium MD (RNEMD) method was used to predict thermal
conductivities (λ) [130]. The simulation box was first divided into 20 small bins along the xdirection. Every 10 MD steps, the atom with the smallest kinetic energy in the lowest bin and the
atom with the largest kinetic energy in the middle bin were selected, and a velocity swapping was
performed between the selected atoms. It gradually induced a temperature gradient (dT/dx) and a
heat flux (q”) from the middle bin to the boundaries. The simulation was carried out in the NVT
ensemble for 400 ps, and λ was estimated using the average heat flux and temperature gradient
obtained from the last 200 ps trajectories:
𝜆=

𝑞′′
𝑄
=
𝑑𝑇/𝑑𝑥 2𝐴∆𝑡 ∙ 𝑑𝑇/𝑑𝑥

(4.20)

Figure 4-6 shows the temperature profile for liquid HAN at 313 K in one RNEMD
simulation. For every concentration and temperature condition, we report the result averaged from
12 independent RNEMD simulations.

Figure 4-6: The RNEMD temperature profile of liquid HAN at 313 K. The dashed lines represent
the least-squares fit to the RNEMD temperature profiles in the linear region.
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4.3

Results and Discussion

4.3.1

Properties of Liquid Water
Table 4-5 lists the computed properties of the SPC/E water in the temperature range 293-

373 K. Most of our predictions are aligned with the previously reported results using the same
model. The simulated densities and enthalpies of vaporization are in decent agreement with the
experimental data [76], and the deviations are all smaller than 3%. The computed isobaric heat
capacity is 20.2 cal/mol/K, which is 12% higher than the measured value. The self-diffusion
coefficients are overpredicted at 293-313 K but underpredicted at higher temperatures by roughly
the same amount (~10%), leading to a small mean error. Similarly, the simulated viscosities do not
decrease as fast as the experimental data with increasing temperature. The increasing trend in the
experimental thermal conductivities is not reproduced by the RNEMD predictions, and the
deviation grows as the temperature rises, although improvement is observed compared to the
reported results in previous studies [131-133].

4.3.2

Properties of Liquid HAN/water Mixtures
The FF for HAN was validated against the properties of aqueous HAN at 293 K (Table 4-

6). The simulated densities are in excellent agreement with the experimental data [134], and the
maximum deviation is less than 1.5%. The simulated ionic conductances are roughly two times
compared to the experimental data at all concentrations [135]. Similar large deviations have been
observed in the σ predictions for other ILs and IL-water mixtures using MD [136, 137]. The
deviations of the computed viscosities at 2.5-13 M [135] are similar to the SPC/E water. Previous
studies reported that the equilibrium method tends to overpredict the IL viscosities by roughly an
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order of magnitude, and the predictions can be improved by using reduced atomic charges [121,
122]. Here if the full atomic charges are used, the viscosities are predicted to be 68.0 m·Pa for 16
M HAN and 136.7 m·Pa for liquid HAN. Using the atomic charges scaled by 0.8, the η predictions
are largely reduced to 22.3 m·Pa and 47.5 m·Pa. No experimental data can be found for the thermal
conductivities of HAN/water mixtures. The RNEMD simulations predict a decreasing λ with
increasing concentration except for the liquid HAN. The computed isobaric specific heats show an
approximately linear dependence on the mass fraction of HAN (Figure 4-7):
𝑐𝑃
= −0.597𝑌HAN + 1.098
1 cal/g/K

(4.21)

Brill et al. measured the specific heat of 13.5% HAN at 1.03 cal/g/K [14], which only differs from
our prediction by about 1%. The specific heat of a HAN-based liquid propellant (62.3% HAN,
19.6% TEAN, and 18.1% water) was reported to be 0.547 cal/g/K [138], while our predictions of
81.9% HAN-water solutions is 0.609 cal/g/K.
Table 4-5: Properties of liquid water from MD simulations using the SPC/E model in comparison
to experimental data [76].
T (K)
MPE*
(%)
293
313
333
353
373
exp. 0.998
0.992
0.983
0.971
0.958
ρ
-1.1
0.996
0.985
0.972
0.956
0.940
(g/ml)
calc.
±0.005 ±0.006 ±0.003 ±0.002 ±0.004
exp. 10.56
10.36
10.15
9.94
9.72
∆Hvap
+1.1
10.61
10.31
9.88
9.55
(kcal/mol) calc. 10.95
±0.21 ±0.42 ±0.37 ±0.30 ±0.19
exp. 2.020
3.241
4.772
6.572
8.588
Dw
-0.4
-9 2
(10 m /s) calc. 2.239
3.501
4.800
5.957
7.556
properties

1.00
0.653
0.466
0.354
0.282
0.886
0.614
0.475
0.389
0.296
calc.
±0.085 ±0.041 ±0.039 ±0.035 ±0.017
exp. 0.598
0.631
0.654
0.670
0.679
λ
0.591
0.595
0.580
0.548
(Wm-1K-1) calc. 0.609
±0.018 ±0.015 ±0.015 ±0.016 ±0.018
η
(mPa·s)

exp.

* Mean percentage error.

+0.7

-9.2
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Table 4-6: Properties of HAN solutions at 293 K from MD simulations in comparison to
experimental data where available [134, 135].
cHAN (M)
MPE
(%)
2.5
5.0
7.5
10.0
13.0
16.0
17.5
exp. 1.107
1.215
1.318
1.412
1.531
1.632
1.101
1.205
1.309
1.411
1.532
1.654
1.711 -0.1
calc.
±0.002 ±0.006 ±0.004 ±0.007 ±0.008 ±0.006 ±0.008

properties
ρ
(g/ml)
Dw
(10-9 m2/s)
σ
(S/cm)

calc.

1.990

1.717

1.278

1.013

0.517

0.181

-

exp.

0.135

0.189

0.192

0.160

0.106

-

-

calc.

0.301

0.334

0.413

0.336

0.199

0.074

0.023

1.18
1.52
2.32
3.89
7.11
12.6
1.01
1.31
1.86
3.47
6.81
22.3
47.5
calc.
±0.05 ±0.12 ±0.21 ±0.32 ±0.53
±1.9
±5.3
λ
0.441
0.342
0.267
0.219
0.192
0.159
0.167
calc.
(Wm-1K-1)
±0.015 ±0.011 ±0.012 ±0.012 ±0.007 ±0.005 ±0.006
η
(mPa·s)

+102

exp.

+2.3
-

Figure 4-7: Computed specific heat of liquid HAN/water mixtures. The dashed line represents
the linear fit of the simulation data (R2 = 0.9953).

Very little data exist for HAN/water mixtures at elevated temperatures. Here, we report the
simulated liquid properties as functions of temperature and concentration. The computed densities
(Figure 4-8) fit the equation:
−0.228
𝜌
𝑇
𝑐 1.004
= 0.755 (
)
∗ [1 + 0.0410 (
)
]
1 mg/l
1000 K
1M

(4.22)
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Figure 4-8: Computed densities of liquid HAN/water mixtures. The dashed lines represent the
results predicted by Eq. (4.22).
Figure 4-9 shows the computed enthalpies of vaporization of liquid HAN. Our results for
liquid HAN are comparable to the reported ∆Hvap’s of other ILs (25-40 kcal/mol) [139, 140]. The
simulated ∆Hvap decreases roughly linearly with increasing temperature, which has also been
observed for other ILs in previous MD studies:
∆𝐻vap
𝑇
= 41.68 − 19.55 (
)
1 kcal/mol
1000 K

(4.23)

Figure 4-9: Computed enthalpies of vaporization of liquid HAN. The dashed line represents the
linear fit of the simulation data (R2 = 0.9685).
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The temperature dependence of the transport properties is often described using Arrheniustype formulations. Figure 4-10(a-c) shows the Arrhenius plots of the calculated self-diffusion
coefficients of water and ions. There is no definitive trend that the cation has a larger diffusion
coefficient than the anion (or vice versa) under all temperature and concentration conditions. Water
molecules do show a higher diffusibility than the ions. The ratio of Dw to ½(D++ D-) increases from
1.6±0.3 to 3.0±0.6 with increasing concentration. Figure 4-10(d) shows the simulated ionic
conductivities. 7.5 M HAN has the highest σ at all temperatures. The computed diffusion
coefficients and ionic conductivities fit the following equation with parameters listed in Table 4-7:
𝐷
𝜎
or
2
m /s
1 S/cm

10−9

(4.24)
1000 K
𝑐
𝑐 2
𝑐 3
= exp [𝑎0 + 𝑎1 (
)] ∗ [1 + 𝑏1 (
) + 𝑏2 (
) + 𝑏3 (
) ]
𝑇
1M
1M
1M
The simulated viscosities (Figure 4-11) have been fitted to the following function:
𝜂
1000 K
= exp [−2.12 + 1.69 (
)]
1 mPa∙s
𝑇

(4.25)

∗ [1 − 2.36𝑋w + 1.89𝑋w 2 − 0.504𝑋w 3 ]
The activation energy is 3.36±0.051 kcal/mol, which is slightly higher than the activation energy
for the ionic conductivities. According to the Einstein-Stokes relation, the diffusion coefficient is
proportional to the reciprocal of the liquid viscosity:
𝐷=

𝑘B 𝑇
6𝜋𝜂𝑟

(4.26)

Combination of Eq. (4.17) and Eq. (4.26) leads to the well-known Walden’s relation [137]:
𝜂𝛬 =

𝐹2 1
1
( + ) ~constant
6𝜋𝑁a 𝑟+ 𝑟−

(4.27)

in which Λ is the molar conductivity (Λ = σ/c). The above relation is closely met in our simulated
data. As shown in Figure 4-12, there is a strong linear correlation between ln(Λ) and ln(η-1) with
the fitted slope of 0.975 and the intercept of -2.236.
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Figure 4-10: Computed self-diffusion coefficients (a-c) and ionic conductivities (d). (a) is for
water, (b) for NH3OH+, and (c) for NO3-. The dashed lines represent the results by Eq. (4.24).

Table 4-7: Fitted parameters of Eq. (4.24) to the simulated self-diffusion coefficients and ionic
conductivities and the corresponding activation energies.
properties

units

a0

a1

b1

b2

b3

Ea (kcal/mol)

Dw

10-9 m2/s

6.93

-1.78

7.88e-2

1.46e-3

0

3.53±0.069

D+

10-9 m2/s

7.67

-2.18

-9.64e-2 2.32e-3

0

4.33±0.072

D-

10-9 m2/s

7.47

-2.10

-9.33e-2 2.16e-3

0

4.17±0.063

σ

S/cm

0.0201

3.20±0.064

0.823 -1.61

10.0

-0.895
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Figure 4-11: Computed viscosities of liquid HAN/water mixtures. The dashed lines represent the
results predicted by Eq. (4.25).

Figure 4-12: The Walden plot of the simulated viscosities and molar conductivities. The dashed
line represents the linear fit to the simulated data (slope = 0.975 and R2 = 0.9783).
The simulated thermal conductivities are plotted in Figure 4-13 against temperature and
concentration. The average λ of liquid HAN at 293-473 K is predicted to be 0.158±0.006 W/m/K,
which is in the range of the literature data for several other ILs (0.1-0.2 W/m/K) [136, 141]. The
average λ increases with increasing water content, which is also common for ILs. Our simulation
suggests that λ only slightly changes with increasing temperature, and the temperature dependence
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of λ is not definitive. Therefore, the simulated thermal conductivities have only been fitted to a
function of concentration:
𝜆
𝑐
𝑐 2
𝑐 3
= 0.588 − 7.33e-2 (
) + 4.79e-3 (
) − 1.14e-4 (
)
1 W/m/K
1M
1M
1M

(4.28)

Figure 4-13: Computed thermal conductivities of liquid HAN/water mixtures. The dashed lines
represent the results predicted by Eq. (4.28).

Figure 4-14: Site-site RDFs of liquid HAN at 353 K for the atom pairs of (a) NA-NB, NA-NA, and
NB-NB; (b) HO-ON and HN-ON.
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4.3.3

Liquid Structure
The liquid structure was investigated by computing the site-site radial distribution

functions (RDFs). Here, the normalized RDF of two atoms A and B was calculated based on the
MD trajectory of the last 200 ps NVT simulation:
𝑁A 𝑁B

𝑉
𝑔AB (𝑟)𝑑𝑟 =
∑ ∑ 𝛿[𝑟 − 𝑟A𝑖 𝑟B𝑗 ]
2
4𝜋𝑟 𝑁A 𝑁B

(4.29)

𝑖=1 𝑗=1

Figure 4-14(a) shows the cation-anion (NA-NB), cation-cation (NA-NA), and anion-anion
(NB-NB) RDFs for liquid HAN at 353 K. The first cation-anion peak at 3.6 Å is the most prominent
one among all interactions. Two more NA-NB peaks are identified within 12 Å radius with
monotonically reduced sharpness and intensity. The cation-cation interactions also show a
monotonic behavior with its first peak at 4.7 Å. The anion-anion interactions do not diminish with
increasing distance. The most intense NB-NB peak appears at 7.0 Å, whereas two weaker peaks
occurs at shorter distances. These weak peaks are induced by the strong short-range cation-anion
attractive interactions and associated with the arrangement of nitrates in the first shell around the
cation. Figure 4-14(b) shows the computed RDFs related to the hydrogen bonding interactions. The
prominent peak in the HO-ON RDF at 1.5 Å corresponds to the O-H…O interaction, and the NH…O interaction is represented by the weaker peak in the HN-ON RDF at 2.0 Å. The peaks around
3.5 Å are most likely associated with the hydrogen atoms attracted to the neighboring oxygen atoms
in the same nitrate ion. The amount of each hydrogen bonding interaction was estimated by
computing the coordination number which counts the number of hydrogen atoms in the first shell
around each ON atom:
𝑟𝑚

𝑁OH (𝑟𝑚 ) = ∫
0

4𝜋𝑟 2 𝑁H
𝑔OH (𝑟)𝑑𝑟
𝑉

(4.30)

in which rm is the distance of the first minimum in the RDF. The computed coordination
numbers are 0.35 for the O-H…O interaction and 1.95 for the N-H…O interaction. The ratio of the
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total amounts of the HO, HN, and ON atoms in liquid HAN is 1:3:3. It implies that on average, each
HO atom is attracted to one ON atom, whereas each HN atom interacts with two ON atoms at the
same time.

Figure 4-15: Computed RDFs at various concentrations for the atom pairs of (1) NA-NB, (2) NANA, (3) NB-NB, (4) HO-ON, (5) HN-ON, and (6) Hw-ON. Temperature is 313 K.
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The effect of hydration on the liquid structure is analyzed via the RDFs at various
concentrations (Figure 4-15). For the cation-anion interaction, the first peak slightly increases while
the second peak shifts to a shorter distance as the concentration decreases. Hydration has a strong
effect on the structures of repulsive interactions. The peaks in the cation-cation RDF are largely
reduced with decreasing concentration, while the split peaks in the anion-anion RDF gradually
merge into one broad curve. At 2.5 M, all ionic interactions diminish beyond 9 Å, indicating a
completely disordered structure at long distances. As for the hydrogen-bonding interactions, the
inner peaks in the HO-ON and HN-ON RDFs are only slightly affected by hydration, whereas the
second peaks grow in intensity with increasing hydration level. In aqueous solutions, nitrates can
also form hydrogen bonds with water molecules, which is represented by the first peak in the H wON RDF. As shown in Figure 4-15(f), the Hw-ON RDF does not vary much at different
concentrations. The coordination numbers as a function of concentration are plotted in Figure 416. As expected, water molecules gradually replace NH3OH+ as the main hydrogen bonding donor
as the hydration level increases. The coordinates numbers show a strong linear correlation with the
concentration, and the total number of hydrogen atoms around one ON slightly decreases from 2.3
in liquid HAN to 2.1 in 2.5 M HAN.

Figure 4-16: Computed coordination numbers of different types of hydrogen atoms in the first
shell around each ON atom.
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4.4

Conclusions
A force field was developed for HAN based on QM calculations on the isolated ions.

Molecular dynamics simulations were carried out to predict the thermophysical properties of liquid
HAN and aqueous HAN solutions using the new FF and the SPC/E water model. The FF parameters
were validated against the experimental properties of aqueous HAN solutions at 293 K. The
simulated liquid densities are in excellent agreement with experiment. The FF overpredicts the
viscosities of highly concentrated solutions and the ionic conductivities by 80-110%, but similar
deviations are common in the simulations for ILs and IL-water mixtures. MD simulations were also
performed at elevated temperatures up to 473 K. The computed enthalpies of vaporization and
thermal conductivities of liquid HAN are in the range of the reported values for ILs. The transport
properties show the Arrhenius behavior with increasing temperature except for the thermal
conductivities. The Walden’s rule is closely satisfied between the simulated viscosity and molar
ionic conductivity at all temperature and concentration conditions. Various fitting functions have
been proposed for the simulated properties. The liquid structure was investigated by computing the
RDFs and the coordination numbers of hydrogen around each ON atom. The ordered structure of
liquid HAN at long range is not maintained at low concentrations. As the hydration level increases,
water molecule gradually replaces NH3OH+ as the main hydrogen bond donor, while the average
number of hydrogen atoms attracted to each ON atom remains slightly larger than two.

Chapter 5
CONFINED RAPID THERMOLYSIS OF CONCENTRATED HAN SOLUTIONS

5.1

Introduction
In Chapter 3, we present the initial validation of the proposed mechanism for HAN

decomposition using the experimental data reported by Brill et al.[13, 14]. In their flow reactor
tests, only dilute solutions (< 2.0 M) were studied, and only three species (N2O, NH3OH+, and NO3) in the liquid phase were quantified. For highly concentrated solutions, which are more suitable
for propulsion applications, their thermal decomposition is expected to be much more rapid, with
much shorter reaction times and much stronger gasification and exothermic effects. Then it is
generally difficult to monitor the liquid-phase reactions in highly concentrated solutions under
thermal decomposition conditions. A practical approach would be to deduce the liquid-phase
compositions based on the measurements of the gas-phase species by assuming proper evaporation
parameters.
The experimental technique utilized in this chapter is referred to as confined rapid
thermolysis/Fourier transfer infrared spectroscopy (CRT/FTIR) [16]. CRT/FTIR has been used to
investigate the thermal decomposition characteristics of many energetic materials, including RDX
[16, 142, 143], HMX [16], HAN [16-18], ammonium borane [144], energetic ionic liquids [145147], and hypergolic materials [148], and so on.
In the experiment, a small amount of the energetic material is initially heated in a confined
volume at rates exceeding 1500 K/s so that the thermolysis can occur under nearly isothermal
condition. The sample is confined in a small volume to reduce the dispersion of the liquid droplets
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caused by the strong gasification effect, and the released gas-phase products are diagnosed using
the FTIR spectrometer. Lee and Thynell used this technique to study the thermolysis characteristics
of solid HAN and 9-13 M solutions over the temperature range 120-180 °C [17]. They reported the
major IR-active decomposition products of HAN-water mixtures to be H2O, N2O, NO, NO2 and
HNO3. A delay in NO2 formation was observed compared to other species. It was also observed
that solid HAN had longer induction periods compared to HAN solutions. Lee and Litzinger
conducted a similar research, in which they proposed a reduced reaction mechanism for HAN
decomposition and computed the reaction rates via an inverse-based analysis based on the measured
species evolutions [18].
The objective of this chapter is to extend our understanding of the decomposition
mechanism of HAN solutions to highly concentrated conditions. The CRT/FTIR experiments are
performed to investigate the thermolysis behaviors of 13 M and 16 M HAN at 428-453 K. The
mechanism presented in Chapter 3 is incorporated into a conservation model to reproduce the
observed evolutions of the thermolysis products using optimized rate constants. The global kinetic
parameters are acquired based on the measured and predicted induction periods and compared with
the literature reported values.

5.2

Experimental Method and Data Reduction
The experimental setup for the CRT/FTIR experiment has been described in Ref. [16].

Figure 5-1 shows a schematic diagram of the thermolysis chamber used in the CRT experiments.
The sample holder is designed to be lifted with the lower heater until it makes contact with the
retaining ring over the upper heater. The ring defines and seals a small gap (~300 μm) between the
two heating surfaces. The sample is then rapidly heated to a preset temperature at a rate of about
2000 K/s. The gaseous products then emerge into a confined volume which is purged with nitrogen.
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The IR-active gases are detected by the IR beam from the Bruker VERTEX 80 FTIR spectrometer,
which is equipped with a KBr beam splitter and a HgCdTe (MCT) detectors. Transmittance spectra
were acquired over the wavenumber range 600-3750 cm-1 with a temporal resolution of 0.14 s and
a spectral resolution of 0.96 cm-1. Small samples (1-2 ml) of 13 M and 16 M HAN were tested at
atmospheric pressure and in the temperature range 428-453 K for every 5 K. Three experiments
were conducted at each temperature and concentration.

Fiberglass Insulation
Extra Port
Upper Heater
SS Ring for Gap Control

ZnSe Window
Sample Holder
Lower Heater
Guiding Tube

Figure 5-1: Schematic diagram of the thermolysis chamber.

The gas products were quantitively analyzed using the data reduction model developed by
Kim et al. [16]. The model applies the Beer’s law to predict the spectral transmittance with
consideration of the instrument line shape and the collision broadening effect. The relative species
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concentrations are deduced by iteratively fitting the measured spectra to the theoretical
transmittance using the Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least-square optimization scheme. Table
5-1 lists all the considered gaseous species and their spectra regions of appearance. The
corresponding radiative parameters required in data reduction were obtained from the HITRAN
database [149].
Table 5-1: Summary of the wavenumber ranges used in data reduction.
range (cm-1) species band
3750-3600

H2O

v3

asymmetric stretching

2225-2100

N2O

v3

asymmetric stretching

NO
H2O
NO2
H2O
HNO3
N2O
HNO3

v0
v2
v3
v2
v2
v1
v3

fundamental frequency
symmetric bending (R branch)
asymmetric stretching
symmetric bending
NO2 asymmetric stretching
symmetric stretching
NO2 symmetric stretching

1950-1800
1700-1550
1350-1250

5.3

comments

Experimental Results
Figure 5-2 shows a single FTIR spectrum of the gaseous products from the rapid

thermolysis of 13 M HAN at 433 K. The most intense spectral lines belong to the vibrotational
modes of N2O and HNO3. H2O can be identified by a series of sharp spikes in the wavenumber
range 1700-1400 cm-1 and over 3600 cm-1. The relatively weak split peaks at around 1600 cm-1
suggest the presence of NO2. The NO molecule has a low permanent dipole moment, resulting in a
very weak band at around 1875 cm-1. Other potential products, such as N2 and O2 are not IR-active,
and thus cannot be identified via IR spectroscopy.
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Figure 5-2: A FTIR spectrum from the rapid thermolysis of 13 M HAN at 433 K.
Figure 5-3 shows the species mole fractions extracted from the FTIR spectra acquired from
one thermolysis experiment for 13 M HAN at 433 K. Time t = 0 is taken as the moment when the
two heaters come into contact, which is indicated by an abrupt shift of the spectrum baseline before
the emergence of the species bands. According to the previous work, the initial rapid heating stage
in CRT experiments is expected to last about 0.3-0.5 s. The gas species only evolve noticeably after
3.5 s into the isothermal period. No strong water evaporation is observed within the induction
period, which implies that the solution concentration remains almost constant before the occurrence
of rapid decomposition. H2O, HNO3, and N2O are the major decomposition products. A similar
pattern is observed in their evolution profiles. The mole fractions increase rapidly after 4 s and
reach maximum at around 6.3 s, after which HNO3 diminishes slightly faster than the other two
species. The evolution profiles deduced from different ranges of wavenumbers show large
variations. For example, the band in 2100-2225 cm-1 suggests an 80% higher yield of N2O than the
band in 1250-1350 cm-1. The deviations can be attributed to the fact that some of the selected
characteristic bands overlap with the spectral lines for other species, which leads to the difficulty
of acquiring accurate concentrations. The differences in the deduced H2O profiles are less
significant. However, the concentrations of H2O are expected to be less reliable compared to N2O
and HNO3 considering the potential condensation from the gas phase, which has a relatively low
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temperature. A small amount of NO also emerges in the early stage, but the highest fraction of NO
comes slightly later compared to the major species. The deduced NO fractions might contain large
errors because of the low intensity of the fundamental band and the disturbance of the spectral lines
from the v2 mode of water. NO2 has the lowest fractions and does not evolve until 0.5 s after the
emergence of other species, implying a minor secondary mechanism. The species evolutions for 16
M HAN at 438 K (Figure 5-4) are similar to those of 13 M HAN at 433 K except for the shorter
induction and accumulation periods. Most of the above observations can be explained by the
proposed mechanism in Chapter 3. H2O, N2O, and HNO3 are the major products of the main
decomposition stage following the autocatalytic nitration-nitrosation pathways, whereas the late
occurrence of NO2 represents the near depletion of hydroxylamine. However, our mechanism
predicts the consumption of NO during the NO2 formation, but it is not observed in the thermolysis
experiments of highly concentrated solutions.

Figure 5-3: Evolutions of the gas-phase species of 13 M HAN at 433 K.
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Figure 5-4: Evolutions of the gas-phase species of 16 M HAN at 438 K.

Figure 5-5: Measured induction periods of 13 M and 16 M HAN at 428-453 K.
Figure 5-5 shows the effect of temperature and concentration on the induction period (tin)
of HAN decomposition, which is measured based on the evolution profiles of N2O. As discussed
in Chapter 3, our model predicts that the induction period decreases with increasing concentration
for dilute HAN solutions (< 2 M). Here, comparable induction times are observed for 13 M and 16
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M HAN in the considered temperature range. Previous similar studies reported that 13 M HAN has
a shorter induction period compared to both solid HAN and less concentrated solutions. The
reversal of tin in highly concentrated solutions is most likely caused by the reduced species
diffusivities and the decreased rates of diffusion-controlled reactions. It may also reflect the
potential catalytic effect of water on the kinetics of the initial reactions. An approximately linear
relationship is observed between ln(tin) and 1/T for both concentrations. The trend can be explained
by the integral of the global rate equation at the isothermal condition by assuming an Arrhenius
rate constant:
𝑑𝛼
𝐸𝑎
= 𝑘(𝑇)𝑓(𝛼) = 𝐴 exp (− ) 𝑓(𝛼)
𝑑𝑡
𝑅𝑇
𝑡in − 0 =

(5.1)

𝛼(𝑡in )
1
𝐸𝑎
1
𝐸𝑎
exp ( ) ∫
𝑓 −1 (𝛼) 𝑑𝛼 ≡ exp ( ) 𝐹(𝛼(𝑡in ))
𝐴
𝑅𝑇 1
𝐴
𝑅𝑇

(5.2)

𝐸𝑎
𝐹(𝛼(𝑡in ))
+ ln (
)
𝑅𝑇
𝐴

(5.3)

ln(𝑡in ) =

where α stands for the ratio of the unreacted material (α = 1 at t = 0), and f(α) represents a specific
kinetic model. The slope of the ln(tin)-1/T profile is related to the global activation energy (Ea)
which is approximated to be 38.5±6.0 kcal/mol for 13 M HAN and 38.4±3.7 kcal/mol for 16 M
HAN.

5.4

Kinetic Modeling

5.4.1

Conservation Equations
In this section, we report the approaches and results of the kinetic modeling based on the

detailed mechanism proposed in Chapter 3. The conservation model for the CRT experiments is
similar to the model developed by Lee and Litzinger [18]. Figure 5-6 shows a schematic depiction
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of the control volumes (CVs) employed for the conservation equations [143]. The temperature and
concentration gradients within the liquid CV are ignored considering the small size of the gap
confining the liquid sample (< 300 μm). The liquid sample is assumed to have the same temperature
as the isothermal heating surfaces considering the high thermal conductivity of the aluminum foils.
The short heating period at the beginning of the experiment is also ignored. The reaction rates are
calculated using the updated kinetic parameters, in which the diffusion rate constants are computed
based on the viscosities predicted by the MD simulation. The mass loss of the liquid sample can
only occur via evaporation. The evaporation rate of species i is assumed to be proportional to its
mass fraction:
𝑚̇𝑖,l-g = 𝑚l 𝑌𝑖,l 𝑘𝑖,l-g

(5.4)

The mass and species conservations for the liquid CV can be expressed as:
𝑑𝑚l
= 𝑚l ∑ 𝑌𝑖,l 𝑘𝑖,l-g ≡ 𝑚l 𝑘̅l-g
𝑑𝑡

(5.5)

𝑑𝑌𝑖,l
= 𝜔̇ 𝑖 + 𝑌𝑖,l (−𝑘𝑖,l-g + 𝑘̅l-g )
𝑑𝑡

(5.6)

𝑖

Figure 5-6: A schematic depiction of the control volumes employed in the conservation equations
[143].
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The energy equation is not considered because the liquid temperature should be very close
to the temperature of the heating surface in the isothermal period. Among all the species included
in our mechanism, only five gases are identified in IR spectra. Some IR-inactive species such as N2
and O2 should have a strong tendency to evaporate once formed. Other species may have either
extremely low evaporation rates (such as ions) or significantly low concentrations due to high
reactivities (such as HNO and HONO). As a result, non-zero evaporation rates are only employed
for seven species (H2O, N2O, HNO3, NO, NO2, N2, and O2). These species are assumed to have the
same rate constant given in the Arrhenius form:
𝑘l-g = 𝐴l-g exp (−

𝐸𝑎,l-g
)
𝑅𝑇

(5.7)

The Arrhenius parameters (Al-g and Ea,l-g) are assigned following the optimization procedure for the
best fit to the experimental data. Besides, strong gas evolutions are only observed after an apparent
induction period. To reproduce this behavior in the simulation, we only allow non-zero evaporation
rates after the overall reaction rate for the consumption of HAN and NH3OH+ exceeds 0.5 M/s.
The gas phase is simulated by a homogenous zero-dimensional model, which assumes that
the gases evaporated from the liquid sample are instantly and uniformly mixed with the purge gas
in the gas CV, which has a fixed volume (Vg). The pressure of the gas CV is assumed to remain at
1 atm. The average temperature is expected to be lower than the temperature of the liquid sample
considering the mixture of the cold purge gas. Therefore, a constant temperature of 373 K is
assumed. The purge gas flows into the CV at a constant rate (ṅin), and the exhaust gas is assumed
to have the same composition as the mixture in the gas CV. The conservation equation for species
i (other than the purge gas) is given by:
𝑑𝑋𝑖,g 𝑚l 𝑌𝑖,l 𝑘𝑖,l-g
𝑌𝑖,l 𝑘𝑖,l-g
𝑛̇ in 𝑚l
𝑚l
𝑛̇ in 𝑚l
̅ )𝑋
=
−( + ∑
) 𝑋𝑖,g ≡
𝐾𝑖,l-g − ( + 𝐾
𝑑𝑡
𝑛g 𝑀𝑊𝑖
𝑛g 𝑛g
𝑀𝑊𝑖
𝑛g
𝑛g 𝑛g l-g 𝑖,g
𝑖

where the total number of moles of gases (ng) is calculated using the ideal gas law.

(5.8)
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𝑛g =

𝑝𝑉g
𝑅𝑇g

(5.9)

ṅin and Vg are the two additional parameters to be determined in the optimization procedure. The
conservation equations (Eq. (5.5), (5.6) and (5.9)) are integrated using the DVODE code [78].

5.4.2

Optimization Procedure
An optimization procedure is adopted to find the best-fit parameters based on three

independent experiments (13 M at 433 K, 13 M at 443 K, and 16 M at 438 K). These experiments
are selected for similar amounts of liquid samples and similar evolution profiles of gas species.
Their induction periods are also close to the ln(tin)-1/T linear regression line among all the measured
data. The objective function in the optimization scheme is defined as:
3
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4

m
s
𝜒 = ∑ ∑ ∑[𝑋𝑖,𝑘
(𝑡𝑗 ) − 𝑋𝑖,𝑘
(𝑡𝑗 )]
2

2

(5.10)

𝑘=1 𝑗=1 𝑖=1

in which the squared errors are summed over the number of experiments (Nk = 3), the number of
data points for each experiment (Nj = 50), and the number of the selected species (Ni = 4). The mole
fractions of H2O, N2O, and HNO3 are averaged over the profiles deduced from different
wavenumber ranges. The H2O mole fractions are not fitted in optimization due to the potential
condensation effect. The objective function is then minimized using the gradient descent algorithm,
in which the gradient at each optimization step is calculated by the finite forward difference.
The above optimization scheme has also been applied to the reaction kinetic parameters.
In Chapter 3, the kinetic parameters have been validated against the experimental data for dilute
HAN solutions. It is well accepted that species’ thermodynamic and kinetic properties could vary
significantly as the concentration increases. As shown in Figure 5-7, the initial modeling using
unmodified kinetic parameters roughly reproduces the observed trends of species’ mole fractions
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of 13 M HAN at 443 K but underpredicts the induction period by 70%. The original rate constants
were calculated using the free energies predicted by the implicit solvation model, which assumes
dilute solutions with ideal behaviors [150]. As a result, the original rate constants may not be
completely applicable to the concentrated solutions. Besides, the QM-predicted free energies may
contain inherent errors associated with the choice of level of theory and solvation model. Therefore,
it is reasonable to optimize the kinetic parameters for better predictions for concentrated solutions.
In a previous similar study, QM-predicted rate constants were optimized by changing the free
energy barriers of the most sensitive reactions. In practice, it is hard to decide the number of
reactions to be modified. Here, we find that it is more efficient to change the free energies of species
instead, which would influence the barriers of all the related reactions. Specifically, five free
energies of species are selected based on their impacts on the computed profiles. The free energies
of HNO3, HAN, and NH3OH+ are most influential on the induction periods, whereas the free
energies of NO and NO2 have a high impact on the yield of NO and NO2, respectively.

Figure 5-7: Evolutions of the gas-phase species of 13 M HAN at 443 K. The lines represent the
initial results predicted by the original kinetic parameters, and the markers represent the
experimental results.
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Table 5-2: Changes in the free energies (kcal/mol) for the minimization of the objective function.
species

free energy change

HNO3

-1.12

HAN

-1.08
+

5.4.3

NH3OH

+0.21

NO

+0.057

NO2

+0.50

Simulation Results
Table 5-2 lists the changes in the selected free energies for the minimization of the

objective function. The best-fit evaporation parameters are found to be 3.74×106 s-1 for Al-g and
13.5 kcal/mol for Ea,l-g. Figure 5-9 shows the predicted species evolutions in both the gas and liquid
phases using the optimized parameters. The computed gas mole fractions are compared to the data
deduced from the experimental FTIR spectra. The model successfully captures the induction
periods of the three experiments. The computed gases evolutions are in reasonable agreement with
the measured trends, except for NO. Our model predicts a much lower fraction and an earlier
disappearance of NO compared to the experimental data. Our model also successfully reproduces
the observed late evolutions of NO2. For 13 M HAN, the predicted ratio between the yields of
HNO3 and N2O is slightly lower than the measured values. For 16 M HAN, the ratio is largely
underpredicted with an overprediction on the yield of NO2. Similar to the dilute solutions discussed
in Chapter 3, the simulated liquid-phase profiles of 13 M and 16 M solutions show a two-stage
autocatalytic behavior. The main decomposition stage lasts for 0.5-1.0 s after a more extended
induction period. NO2 and N2O4 suddenly accumulate after the nearly complete consumption of
HAN and hydroxylamine. Several previous works reported N2 to be the main decomposition
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product of concentrated HAN solutions. Although N2 is not observable in FTIR spectra, our model
does predict a small amount of N2 formed in the main decomposition stage, but the mass fraction
of N2 in the liquid is about three orders of magnitude smaller than that of N2O if the same
evaporation parameters are employed. According to the principal of atomic conservation, the actual
yields of N2 might be higher than the predictions given that our model overpredicts the yield of
N2O relative to HNO3. The condensation effect is evaluated by comparing the measured and
simulated water contents in the gas CV. Results in Figure 5-8 suggest that about 40%-60% of water
produced in the thermolysis of 13 M or 16 M HAN condenses from the gas phase, although it is
not reflected in the FTIR transmittance data.
To identify the dominant reaction pathways, we computed the sensitivity coefficients of
the elementary reaction rate constants on the species evolutions of 13 M HAN at 433 K. Figure 510(a) compares the sensitivities of the most influential reactions on the predicted induction period.
The results suggest that the decomposition kinetics of concentrated HAN solutions are still
dominated by the nitration-nitrosation pathway: the decomposition starts at HAN dissociation and
the proton transfer between NH3OH+ and NO3-; the nitration reactions lead to the formation of the
intermediates HONO and HNO, whereas N2O is the main product from the nitrosation reactions.
The pathway can be expressed as follows:
+H+

+H+ /HNO3

HAN → NO3 − → HNO3 →
−H+

HAN → NH3 OH+ →
−H+

NH2 OH + NO+ →

NO2 +

NO2 +

NH2 OH →

O2 N-NH2 OH+ → NO+ + H2 O + HNO

(HNO)2 → N2 O + H2 O

The above pathway is autocatalytic due to the continuous increase of the acid concentration. The
main side pathway leads to the byproduct NO:
HNO

NH2 ONO → NH2 O + NO →

NH2 OH + 2NO
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The autocatalytic pathway for NO2 formation is identified based on the sensitivities on the
mass fraction of NO2 (XNO2) shortly after its fast accumulation. Figure 5-10(b) shows the computed
sensitivity coefficients on XNO2 at t = 5.5 s by only altering the rate constants after t = 4.5 s. The
reaction pathway is the same as the NO2-regeneration pathway identified for dilute solutions, which
was described in Section 3.4.3.

Figure 5-8: Measured (dots) and simulated (lines) evolutions of the gas-phase water content.
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Figure 5-9: Measured (dots) and simulated (lines) evolutions of the gas-phase (left) and liquidphase (right) species of (a) 13 M HAN at 433 K, (b) 13 M HAN at 443 K, and (c) 16 M HAN at
438 K.
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Figure 5-10: Sensitivity coefficients of the rate constants on (a) the induction period and (b) the
yield of NO2 of 13 M HAN at 433 K.

Figure 5-11: Measured (dots) and simulated (lines) induction periods of the N2O gas of 13 M and
16 M HAN compared to the experimental results. The dashed line represents the initial
predictions by the unmodified kinetic data.
Figure 5-11 compares the measured and computed induction periods of the N2O gas. The
predictions using optimized kinetic parameters are in reasonable agreement with the measured data.
Our model predicts that the 13 M and 16 M solutions have similar induction periods in the
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considered temperature range. A strong linear relationship between ln(tin) and 1/T is predicted for
both concentrations. According to Eq. (3), the ln(tin)-1/T slope is proportional to the global
activation energy. As a result, Ea is predicted to be 28.1 kcal/mol for 13 M HAN and 25.4 kcal/mol
for 16 M HAN, both of which are smaller than the values deduced from the measured data. The
pre-exponential factors can be obtained by fitting the computed evolutions of HAN consumption
to the extended Prout-Tompkins (PT) rate equation for autocatalytic reactions [151, 152]:
𝑑𝛼
𝐸𝑎
= 𝑘(𝑇)𝑓(𝛼) = 𝐴 exp (− ) 𝑐0𝑚+𝑛−1 𝛼 𝑚 (1 − 𝛼)𝑛
𝑑𝑡
𝑅𝑇

(5.11)

where the unreacted fraction of HAN (α) was calculated using the mass fractions of HAN and
hydroxylamine:
𝛼=

𝑚l (𝑌HAN + 𝑌NH3 OH+ + 𝑌NH2 OH )
𝑚l,0 𝑌HAN,0

(5.12)

Eq. (5.11) was integrated by assuming an initial α of 0.999. The best-fit logarithmic pre-exponential
factors (ln(A)) are 28.0 for 13 M HAN and 24.4 for 16 M HAN. The best-fit reaction orders (m
and n) are 1.481 and 1.423, respectively. The measured and fitted α profiles are both plotted in
Figure 5-12.

Figure 5-12: Simulated (solid) and fitted (dashed) unreacted fractions of (a) 13 M HAN and (b)
16 M HAN at 423-453 K.
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5.5

Kinetic Compensation Effect
Figure 5-13 compares the apparent Arrhenius parameters for HAN decomposition obtained

in this study with the previously reported values [13, 14, 20, 23, 30-32]. The experimental
approaches and conditions related to the literature data are summarized in Table 5-3. The reported
activation energy ranges from 13.6 kcal/mol to 50 kcal/mol and does not show a clear dependence
on the material state or concentration. Instead, the apparent linear correlation between ln(A) and Ea
indicates a potential kinetic compensation effect (KCE), which has the following relation [153155]:
ln(𝐴) = 𝛼 +

𝐸𝑎
𝑅𝑇iso

(5.13)

in which Tiso is the isokinetic temperature, at which all kinetic parameters should exhibit
the same reaction rate. The best-fit coefficients for HAN decomposition are -4.493 for α and 434.4
K for Tiso. Similar observations have been reported for the thermal decomposition of other energetic
materials, such as RDX [155, 156], HMX [155, 157], NTO [155, 158], and nitrocellulose [159].
“False” compensation may arise because of random experimental or statistical errors [160-162].
For HAN decomposition, the uncertainties in the reported kinetic parameters are much less
compared to the wide variations of values. Then the linear correlation shown in Figure 5-13 should
reflect the existence of KCE.
There is still an ongoing debate in the chemistry community about the origin of KCE. It is
well accepted that KCE is equivalent to the compensation between the activation enthalpy and
entropy while the free energy change at isokinetic temperature remains unchanged [162]:
∆𝐻 = 𝛼′ + 𝑇iso ∆𝑆

(5.14)

Yelon et al. linked KCE to the multi-excitation entropy (MEE), which arises when the
activation enthalpy is greater than the excitation energies [163, 164]. Several previous works
suggested that the compensation in solvation systems is related to the solvent reorganization
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adjacent to a solute molecule [165, 166]. This phenomenon does not contribute to any free energy
change, so the changes in enthalpy must offset the entropy exactly. Garn proposed that KCE is
caused by the change in the governing parameters of the same rate-determining process under
different experimental conditions [154]. In this work, we predict very different Arrhenius
parameters for dilute and concentrated solutions without changing the dominant reaction pathways.
Brill et al. believed that KCE in solid explosives is a result of the microscopic difference in the
distribution and growth of the reaction sites, which can be influenced by numerous internal and
external factors [155]. As for aqueous HAN, one major uncertainty is about the existence of ion
clustering under the conditions of interest. Our mechanism only considers reactions among free
ions/molecules, and we cannot rule out the possibility of vastly different reactivities of the ion
clusters. KCE was also often related to heterogeneous catalysis [167, 168]. It has been reported that
the reactor material has a strong influence on the decomposition kinetics of aqueous HAN [14, 22].
Potential catalysis (normally by metallic materials, in particular, iron) can occur both on the reactor
surface and in the solution phase by dissolved ions due to corrosion. Other effects may also
contribute to the variations of the global kinetic parameters, such as aging of materials, selection
of the kinetic model, uncertainties in the measurements of induction periods or ignition delays, and
so on.
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Table 5-3: Previously reported Arrhenius parameters for HAN decomposition/combustion.
state & concentration Ea (kcal/mol)
sol. 0.82 m
22.5±3.8
sol. 0.87 m
20.6±0.7
sol. 0.92 m
18.4±0.7
sol. 0.98 m
15.8±1.0
sol. 0.76 m
20.1±2.4
sol. 0.92 m
29.9±0.7
sol. 0.98 m
22.0±3.1
sol. 1.09 m
28.9±4.3
sol. 1.20 m
33.5±2.4
sol. 1.31 m
30.4±3.6
sol. 1.41 m
34.4±3.6
sol. 1.52 m
36.8±1.2
sol. 1.58 m
15.8±1.9
sol. 1.63 m
15.3±1.0
sol. 1.74 m
16.5±1.9

P (MPa)

450-470

27.5

SS flow cell tests;
(adiabatic) induction periods;
336 kJ/mol (estimated)

425-490

27.5

Ti flow cell tests;
(adiabatic) induction periods;
336 kJ/mol (estimated)

24.6±5.0

21±5

463-523

27.5

sol. 24%

19.6±0.1

13.5

293-493

up to 1.38

sol. 60%
melted

16.4±0.5
15.3±3.3
17.0
14.5
33.2
49.7
26.5
14.9±0.9
13.7±0.8

10.6
13.7
24.6
24.2
38.0
57.1
32.7
10.0
8.2

357-394

-

400-700

up to 25.3

up to 700

<1.1
1.1-2.1
2.1-20

up to 523

-

solid
sol. 24%

ref.

commenta

T (K)

sol. 0.1-0.2 m

sol. 5.2-9.1 M

a

ln(A/s-1)
20±3
18±2.9
16.1±2.7
13.6±2.6
15±2.7
27.5±3.3
19.4±3.0
26.9±3.3
32±3.5
29.1±3.4
33.7±3.5
36.7±3.6
14.3±2.7
13.7±2.6
15.3±2.7

SS flow cell tests;
ln([HAN]u)-t plots
glass-cell adiabatic calorimetry;
T-t profiles; 118±20 kJ/mol (measured)
isothermal reactor;
rates of heat production; 380 cal/g (est.)
strand burner tests; burning rates;
2906 or 2044 kJ/kg (fitted)
constant pressure bomb;
burning rates;
1.6-1.7 MJ/kg (fitted)
TGA/DSC; mass loss curve

Comment: experimental/computational technique; data used to derive Arrhenius parameters; overall reaction heat.
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Figure 5-13: A summary of the Arrhenius parameters obtained from the literature. The dotted
line represents the linear regression (R2 = 0.8683).

5.6

Conclusions
The CRT/FTIR technique was used to investigate the thermal decomposition

characteristics of 13 M and 16 M HAN over the temperature range 428-453 K. The mole fractions
of IR-active gases were deduced from the FTIR spectra. Experimental results show that H2O, N2O,
HNO3, and NO are the major decomposition species which rapidly accumulate after the induction
period, whereas the evolution of NO2 is delayed. The measured induction period decreases with
increasing temperature but does not change much from 13 M to 16 M. The thermolysis process was
modeled using the conservation equations for both the liquid and gas CVs. The evaporation rates
were estimated using the Arrhenius formulation, and the rate parameters were obtained in the
optimization scheme to minimize the objective function. The measured induction periods and
gaseous evolutions of N2O, HNO3, and NO2 were reasonably reproduced by the kinetic modeling
using the optimized reaction kinetic parameters, whereas the mole fractions of NO were
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underpredicted. Sensitivity analysis results suggest a two-stage decomposition mechanism, where
the main decomposition stage is predominated by the nitration-nitrosation pathway. The apparent
activation energy of HAN decomposition was deduced based on the induction periods. The large
variations in the previously reported Arrhenius parameters, as well as our computed values, may
be reconciled via a potential kinetic compensation effect.

Chapter 6
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORKS
The most important finding of this research is the detailed reaction mechanism proposed
for the thermal decomposition of HAN-water solutions. This mechanism was developed based on
the QM calculations using DFT and implicit solvation model. It describes multiple related reacting
processes, including dissociation of HAN molecules, nitration and nitrosation of hydroxylamine,
regeneration of HONO and NO2, and consumption of HNO via dimerization. Validation of the
mechanism was performed by comparing the kinetic modeling predictions with the experimental
results for both the dilute and highly concentrated solutions. In the CRT/FTIR experiments, rapid
gas evolutions were only observed after an obvious induction period, indicating a strong
autocatalytic decomposition behavior. Our study reveals that this autocatalysis is caused by the rise
of the solution acidity following the nitration-nitrosation pathway. The observed late evolution of
NO2 is related to the second autocatalysis leading to HONO regeneration.
The mechanism reveals HNO3 to be the dominant auto-catalyst in HAN decomposition,
not HONO as previously believed. One disadvantage of HAN-based propellants is the staged
combustion characteristics. To decrease the autocatalytic kinetics of HAN in the first-stage
combustion, utilization of HONO-scavenging fuel was previously suggested. According to the
analysis of this study, reducing HNO3 accumulation by pH control might be more effective.
The proposed mechanism can be extended to describe the combustion of HAN-based
propellants by including the reactions between the fuel components and the HAN decomposition
products. Some of the studied reacting processes may also occur in the decomposition of other ionic
energetic materials, such as AN and ADN. The thermophysical properties of HAN-water solutions
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developed by MD simulations may also benefit researchers and developers considering that most
of the experimental data are not yet available.
In the future, the mechanism can be improved in various aspects. First, the implicit
solvation model used in this study was fitted to reproduce free energies, which are sufficient for
modeling reactions in solution. Other properties of species, such as enthalpies, heat capacities, and
activity coefficients, are also important for combustion modeling. These properties can be obtained
via MD simulations, or by performing solvation calculations using the COSMO method. Second,
some potential reaction pathways may have been overlooked in the current mechanism, such as the
formation route for O2_triplet. Third, the predicted reaction constants can be improved by considering
more complicated tunneling effects and transition state theories. In the area of experiments, mass
spectrometry or Raman spectroscopy can be used to detect the IR-inactive decomposition products,
such as N2 and O2. Last, the DFT results can be used to train a reactive force field (ReaxFF) for the
simulation of HAN decomposition in relatively large-scale molecular systems. This may help us to
understand the origin of the kinetic compensation effect.

Appendix

Reaction Mechanism Developed for Aqueous HAN Decomposition

A.1

Considered Species

r: Radius in angstrom
z: Charge
H_298: Enthalpy at 298 K in hartree
Cp_298: Heat capacity at 298 K in kcal/mol/K
G_298: Gibbs free energy at 298 K in hartree
-----------------------------------------------------------------------no. species
r
z
H_298
Cp_298
G_298
-----------------------------------------------------------------------1 NH3OHp
2.47
1 -1.3211821e+02 4.38018e+01 -1.3214518e+02
2 NO3n
2.82 -1 -2.8043794e+02 4.41941e+01 -2.8046748e+02
3 HAN
3.38
0 -4.1257549e+02 9.79728e+01 -4.1261479e+02
4 NH2OH
2.66
0 -1.3168269e+02 4.37745e+01 -1.3170944e+02
5 HNO3
2.80
0 -2.8085531e+02 5.17274e+01 -2.8088540e+02
6 O2NONO2
3.11
0 -4.8526756e+02 8.95607e+01 -4.8530534e+02
7 H2O
1.85
0 -7.6417980e+01 3.34887e+01 -7.6440056e+01
8 transHONO
2.63
0 -2.0567743e+02 4.37706e+01 -2.0570546e+02
9 ONONO2
3.06
0 -4.1011339e+02 8.17075e+01 -4.1015098e+02
10 cisHONO
2.64
0 -2.0567571e+02 4.29891e+01 -2.0570371e+02
11 HNO2
2.54
0 -2.0566930e+02 3.80011e+01 -2.0569698e+02
12 O2NNO2
2.86
0 -4.1011926e+02 7.50600e+01 -4.1015424e+02
13 HNO
2.12
0 -1.3045047e+02 3.36475e+01 -1.3047550e+02
14 ONONO
3.01
0 -3.3492978e+02 7.34068e+01 -3.3496530e+02
15 ONNO2
2.83
0 -3.3493890e+02 6.87558e+01 -3.3497297e+02
16 ONNO
2.77
0 -2.5973172e+02 5.72476e+01 -2.5976361e+02
17 NO
2.07
0 -1.2987116e+02 2.91442e+01 -1.2989444e+02
18 NO2
2.57
0 -2.0504689e+02 3.66950e+01 -2.0507475e+02
19 NO2p
2.19
1 -2.0481280e+02 3.75084e+01 -2.0483773e+02
20 NO2n
2.61 -1 -2.0524281e+02 3.69253e+01 -2.0527032e+02
21 NOp
2.09
1 -1.2965409e+02 2.91060e+01 -1.2967657e+02
22 NOn_tri
2.49 -1 -1.3000008e+02 2.94540e+01 -1.3002394e+02
23 ONNO_c
2.72
0 -2.5972194e+02 5.66417e+01 -2.5975164e+02
24 N2O
2.38
0 -1.8463112e+02 3.84058e+01 -1.8465606e+02
25 N2
2.15
0 -1.0950655e+02 2.91078e+01 -1.0952893e+02
26 O2_s
2.21
0 -1.5025007e+02 2.92488e+01 -1.5027294e+02
27 NH3ONO2p
2.85
1 -3.3654172e+02 7.42764e+01 -3.3657612e+02
28 NH3ONOp
2.78
1 -2.6137477e+02 7.05612e+01 -2.6140852e+02
29 H3Op
1.96
1 -7.6821313e+01 3.50694e+01 -7.6844239e+01
30 Int_117
3.11
0 -3.9182041e+02 1.05368e+02 -3.9186019e+02
31 HONHNO2
2.76
0 -3.3615788e+02 7.15356e+01 -3.3619101e+02
32 NH2ONO2
2.91
0 -3.3613089e+02 7.36978e+01 -3.3616514e+02
33 HONH2NOp
2.90
1 -2.6136836e+02 7.30232e+01 -2.6140223e+02
34 NH2OHNOp
3.02
1 -2.6135141e+02 7.92309e+01 -2.6138670e+02
35 HONH2NO2p
2.91
1 -3.3654635e+02 7.47947e+01 -3.3658005e+02
36 NH2OHNO2p
3.06
1 -3.3650673e+02 8.64689e+01 -3.3654231e+02
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37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97

cisHONHNO
ONNH2O
NH2ONO
cisNH2ONO
transHONHNO
Int_152
HONHNHOH
NH2O
HONOONH2p
H2NOp
HONOHONHp
Int_160
OHn
ONH2NO2
NNO2
transHONONOH
NH3NO2p
NH3O
NH2NO2
transHONNOn
transHONNOH
transHONNHO
transH2ONNO
transH2ONNOHp
cisHONNOn
cisHONNOH
cisHONNHO
cisHONNOH_2
cisHONHNOHp
transHONHNOHp
transONHNHO
cisONHNHO
cisH2ONNHOp
transH2ONNHOp
cisHONHNHOp
transHONHNHOp
cisONHNOn
transONHNOn
HONNONO
HOOH
HONNONO_2
ONNONO
transHONONHO
cisHONONHO
NOH
cisHONONOH
HONOHNO
cisHNNOH
HONH
HONHNH2O
ONH2NH2O
HONH2NHO
transHNNHO
NNHOH
transHNNOH
OH
HOO
NOn_s
H2ONO2p
H2ONOp
NH2On

2.78
2.85
2.56
2.79
2.69
3.11
2.99
2.56
2.60
2.03
2.94
2.72
2.18
2.78
2.61
3.00
2.60
2.41
2.69
2.69
2.63
2.75
2.70
2.74
2.61
2.89
2.81
2.99
2.72
2.67
2.84
2.90
2.72
2.65
2.89
2.79
2.95
2.79
3.07
2.54
3.06
3.27
2.82
2.94
2.27
2.92
2.88
2.57
2.12
2.88
3.06
2.60
2.68
2.49
2.48
1.87
2.33
2.46
2.71
2.43
2.45

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
-1
0
0
0
1
0
0
-1
0
0
0
1
-1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
-1
-1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-1
1
1
-1

-2.6098087e+02
-2.6093291e+02
-2.6095365e+02
-2.6095351e+02
-2.6097439e+02
-3.9140576e+02
-2.6216461e+02
-1.3106892e+02
-3.3650158e+02
-1.3084667e+02
-3.3650307e+02
-3.3611563e+02
-7.5933907e+01
-3.3613103e+02
-2.5966683e+02
-3.3614915e+02
-2.6139121e+02
-1.3167361e+02
-2.6100076e+02
-2.6053857e+02
-2.6098919e+02
-2.6096560e+02
-2.6094239e+02
-2.6136525e+02
-2.6054864e+02
-2.6099219e+02
-2.6098157e+02
-2.6099459e+02
-2.6138674e+02
-2.6138009e+02
-2.6095588e+02
-2.6096322e+02
-2.6135130e+02
-2.6134660e+02
-2.6136676e+02
-2.6136335e+02
-2.6053770e+02
-2.6053087e+02
-3.9024928e+02
-1.5153148e+02
-3.9023918e+02
-3.8959788e+02
-3.3613088e+02
-3.3613099e+02
-1.3039374e+02
-3.3615258e+02
-3.3613812e+02
-1.8580988e+02
-1.3105017e+02
-2.6214646e+02
-2.6213546e+02
-2.6212605e+02
-1.8580080e+02
-1.8578261e+02
-1.8581154e+02
-7.5728847e+01
-1.5089618e+02
-1.2995175e+02
-2.8123870e+02
-2.0608502e+02
-1.3119566e+02

6.17614e+01
6.22283e+01
6.47000e+01
6.26077e+01
6.46613e+01
9.36287e+01
7.27253e+01
4.20062e+01
7.81500e+01
3.47619e+01
8.97726e+01
7.92726e+01
2.91006e+01
7.09443e+01
5.01240e+01
7.62090e+01
5.99904e+01
3.72161e+01
5.70365e+01
5.91756e+01
6.58141e+01
5.91284e+01
6.51477e+01
6.91699e+01
5.39003e+01
6.31700e+01
5.57049e+01
6.13713e+01
6.37815e+01
6.65908e+01
5.67910e+01
5.47066e+01
6.11923e+01
5.71081e+01
6.40771e+01
6.61056e+01
5.23651e+01
5.42594e+01
9.02064e+01
4.17054e+01
9.30086e+01
8.86189e+01
7.21265e+01
7.46813e+01
3.39743e+01
7.71554e+01
8.04436e+01
4.74171e+01
3.81604e+01
6.70904e+01
6.36985e+01
6.95280e+01
4.12986e+01
5.58452e+01
4.64411e+01
2.91006e+01
3.42909e+01
2.93996e+01
8.10184e+01
6.53405e+01
3.70303e+01

-2.6101201e+02
-2.6096527e+02
-2.6098573e+02
-2.6098529e+02
-2.6100600e+02
-3.9144351e+02
-2.6219722e+02
-1.3109606e+02
-3.3653581e+02
-1.3087215e+02
-3.3654091e+02
-3.3615143e+02
-7.5953453e+01
-3.3616504e+02
-2.5969666e+02
-3.3618303e+02
-2.6142275e+02
-1.3169978e+02
-2.6103119e+02
-2.6056928e+02
-2.6102054e+02
-2.6099631e+02
-2.6097379e+02
-2.6139692e+02
-2.6057884e+02
-2.6102338e+02
-2.6101195e+02
-2.6102542e+02
-2.6141786e+02
-2.6141156e+02
-2.6098638e+02
-2.6099363e+02
-2.6138237e+02
-2.6137723e+02
-2.6139828e+02
-2.6139513e+02
-2.6056790e+02
-2.6056110e+02
-3.9028612e+02
-1.5155784e+02
-3.9027685e+02
-3.8963753e+02
-3.3616360e+02
-3.3616439e+02
-1.3041876e+02
-3.3618675e+02
-3.3617239e+02
-1.8583824e+02
-1.3107663e+02
-2.6217881e+02
-2.6216772e+02
-2.6215897e+02
-1.8582873e+02
-1.8581248e+02
-1.8583975e+02
-7.5749074e+01
-1.5092211e+02
-1.2997455e+02
-2.8127450e+02
-2.0611676e+02
-1.3122158e+02

119
98 HNOHn
2.69 -1 -1.3116366e+02 4.39769e+01 -1.3119017e+02
99 NH2OHp
2.32
1 -1.3147072e+02 4.43428e+01 -1.3149785e+02
100 NH3
2.28
0 -5.6526148e+01 3.50355e+01 -5.6549030e+01
101 NH2n
2.28 -1 -5.5999981e+01 3.36162e+01 -5.6022063e+01
102 NH4p
2.00
1 -5.6977364e+01 3.48168e+01 -5.7000805e+01
103 HNOHp
2.32
1 -1.3082088e+02 3.49219e+01 -1.3084637e+02
104 transHONOHp
2.45
1 -2.0604966e+02 4.34706e+01 -2.0607768e+02
105 cisHONOHp
2.32
1 -2.0604731e+02 4.45375e+01 -2.0607544e+02
106 NNHOp
2.37
1 -1.8484260e+02 4.38462e+01 -1.8487057e+02
107 NNOHp
2.37
1 -1.8497479e+02 4.57762e+01 -1.8500223e+02
108 HNNOp
2.45
1 -1.8496541e+02 4.68983e+01 -1.8499251e+02
109 HN2p
2.13
1 -1.0982632e+02 3.60764e+01 -1.0984661e+02
110 HONNOp
2.54
1 -2.6009893e+02 5.98259e+01 -2.6012973e+02
111 HONONp
2.56
1 -2.6001388e+02 5.67404e+01 -2.6004434e+02
112 HONOONH
2.82
0 -3.3604371e+02 7.85808e+01 -3.3607739e+02
113 HONOONn
2.92 -1 -3.3565584e+02 8.69954e+01 -3.3569211e+02
114 HONONH2p
2.64
1 -2.6132362e+02 6.53176e+01 -2.6135567e+02
115 HONONH
2.60
0 -2.6088105e+02 6.44825e+01 -2.6091224e+02
116 HNONOn
2.67 -1 -2.6045702e+02 6.24739e+01 -2.6048899e+02
117 HONONn
2.93 -1 -2.6039298e+02 6.38647e+01 -2.6042436e+02
118 NONOn2
2.92 -2 -2.5991377e+02 5.57104e+01 -2.5994412e+02
119 cisHONONHOHp
2.89
1 -3.3654158e+02 8.01985e+01 -3.3657546e+02
120 transHONONHOHp 2.96
1 -3.3653835e+02 7.66654e+01 -3.3657174e+02
121 HONOHNOHp
2.82
1 -3.3654320e+02 8.27498e+01 -3.3657720e+02
122 HONOHNHOp
2.94
1 -3.3652085e+02 8.10017e+01 -3.3655503e+02
123 ONHNO2n
2.96 -1 -3.3571227e+02 6.73636e+01 -3.3574492e+02
124 HONNO2n
2.97 -1 -3.3572389e+02 6.79150e+01 -3.3575649e+02
125 cisHONONOn
2.85 -1 -3.3570863e+02 7.13264e+01 -3.3574181e+02
126 transHONONOn
2.90 -1 -3.3570598e+02 7.20462e+01 -3.3573913e+02
127 ONNO2n2
3.04 -2 -3.3525725e+02 6.11075e+01 -3.3528914e+02
128 cisONNOn2
2.93 -2 -2.6006550e+02 4.92667e+01 -2.6009550e+02
129 transH2ONHNOp
2.56
1 -2.6134452e+02 6.99148e+01 -2.6137648e+02
130 transONNOn2
2.83 -2 -2.6006313e+02 5.15668e+01 -2.6009304e+02
131 NH2NOOHp
2.87
1 -2.6139244e+02 6.47420e+01 -2.6142353e+02
132 transHNNOOH
2.71
0 -2.6098148e+02 5.71809e+01 -2.6101201e+02
133 cisHNNOOH
2.99
0 -2.6098126e+02 5.77906e+01 -2.6101185e+02
134 HNNOHOHp
2.93
1 -2.6137184e+02 6.44210e+01 -2.6140300e+02
135 NNOHOH
2.92
0 -2.6095927e+02 6.82366e+01 -2.6099141e+02
136 HNNO2n
2.88 -1 -2.6055072e+02 4.88839e+01 -2.6058049e+02
137 NNO2n2
2.80 -2 -2.6004512e+02 4.81293e+01 -2.6007488e+02
138 NH3NOp
2.58
1 -1.8621433e+02 5.91724e+01 -1.8624539e+02
139 NH2NO
2.50
0 -1.8581850e+02 4.75545e+01 -1.8584681e+02
140 NH2NOHp
2.58
1 -1.8622557e+02 4.84216e+01 -1.8625393e+02
141 cisHONHNHp
2.48
1 -1.8620204e+02 4.88173e+01 -1.8623058e+02
142 cisHNNHO
2.34
0 -1.8579890e+02 4.13794e+01 -1.8582678e+02
143 transHONHNHp
2.42
1 -1.8620303e+02 4.87278e+01 -1.8623160e+02
144 cisHNNOn
2.60 -1 -1.8535642e+02 4.00730e+01 -1.8538417e+02
145 transHNNOn
2.88 -1 -1.8535662e+02 4.01407e+01 -1.8538431e+02
146 NNHOn
2.76 -1 -1.8532280e+02 4.02472e+01 -1.8535055e+02
147 HONHNHOn
3.05 -1 -2.6168879e+02 6.72746e+01 -2.6172091e+02
148 HONNH2On
2.92 -1 -2.6165573e+02 6.72790e+01 -2.6168811e+02
149 ONH2NHOn
2.71 -1 -2.6168127e+02 6.16801e+01 -2.6171328e+02
150 HONH2NHOHp
2.75
1 -2.6258018e+02 7.34489e+01 -2.6261308e+02
151 HONH2NH2Op
2.85
1 -2.6256096e+02 7.20117e+01 -2.6259435e+02
------------------------------------------------------------------------

A.2

Considered Reactions with Modified Rate Constants for 13 M HAN

f/b: forward/backward
k_298: rate constants at 298 K
A, n, Ea/R: Arrhenius parameters
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------no. reaction
k_298
A
n
Ea/R
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 NH3OHp+NO3n=HAN
f
3.8036735e+08
4.1454295e+10
3.2910543e-01
1.9577481e+03
b
6.1504675e+06
1.5036548e+24 -2.2249974e+00
8.1576119e+03
2 NH2OH+HNO3=HAN
f
2.1233622e+08
2.1482975e+08
9.9450779e-01
1.6928895e+03
b
1.3844788e-01
3.2501055e+19 -6.8603103e-01
1.2819358e+04
3 HNO3+HNO3=O2NONO2+H2O
f
7.2111946e-07
1.6961939e-04
4.0637843e+00
8.5313570e+03
b
1.4813851e+07
1.7249563e+00
2.7020834e+00 -1.7009158e+02
4 HNO3+HNO3+H2O=O2NONO2+H2O+H2O
f
4.4196111e-10
3.5341034e-15
5.7102377e+00
6.2009577e+03
b
9.0791425e+03
3.5940280e-11
4.3485369e+00 -2.5004910e+03
5 HNO3+transHONO=ONONO2+H2O
f
6.1596092e+04
2.2877782e-03
3.3611703e+00
6.0884168e+02
b
3.4142198e+05
1.9620771e+00
2.0704496e+00 -8.0585170e+01
6 HNO3+transHONO+H2O=ONONO2+H2O+H2O
f
2.9782490e+02
1.5392213e-14
5.3713996e+00 -2.0564454e+03
b
1.6508175e+03
1.3200853e-11
4.0806792e+00 -2.7458724e+03
7 HNO3+cisHONO=ONONO2+H2O
f
2.1113953e+04
1.6428844e-03
3.3491674e+00
8.0894475e+02
b
1.8385768e+04
2.0002617e+00
1.9998853e+00
6.7634904e+02
8 HNO3+HNO2=O2NNO2+H2O
f
4.0058854e-12
8.1753943e-04
3.6657641e+00
1.1931990e+04
b
8.7979465e-17
2.8992182e+01
2.1847631e+00
1.5737655e+04
9 HNO3+HNO=ONONO+H2O
f
7.2762278e-23
6.6770233e-05
3.6119696e+00
1.8467452e+04
b
1.7296988e-42
2.2610533e-01
1.9725373e+00
3.1577840e+04
10 HNO2+transHONO=ONNO2+H2O
f
7.9665653e+02
1.1946960e-04
4.0096424e+00
2.1265409e+03
b
1.1239064e-02
2.2336341e+00
2.4374967e+00
5.7184761e+03
11 HNO2+cisHONO=ONNO2+H2O
f
7.2772487e+02
1.1124918e-04
4.0674082e+00
2.2303977e+03
b
1.6128742e-03
2.9528018e+00
2.4366996e+00
6.3791648e+03
12 transHONO+cisHONO=ONONO+H2O
f
2.5578788e+01
2.2727171e-03
3.4633834e+00
3.1020776e+03
b
1.5263267e+03
2.0536841e+00
2.1614874e+00
1.7007369e+03
13 transHONO+cisHONO=ONNO2+H2O
f
1.7411676e+01
5.4968235e-03
3.4300242e+00
3.4234086e+03
b
3.0463874e-01
1.5785250e+00
2.5322784e+00
4.7921711e+03
14 transHONO+HNO=ONNO+H2O
f
5.8229822e-16
1.8239358e-04
3.8088390e+00
1.4362313e+04
b
2.1487264e-26
4.6954855e-02
2.8132644e+00
2.1488450e+04
15 cisHONO+cisHONO=ONONO+H2O
f
1.6825944e+01
1.2055882e-03
3.5296622e+00
3.1505159e+03
b
1.5773250e+02
1.5465434e+00
2.1692058e+00
2.3060059e+03
16 cisHONO+cisHONO=ONONO+H2O=TS2
f
2.0859287e+01
2.3697377e-03
3.4964704e+00
3.2315593e+03
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17 NH3OHp+NO2n=NH3+HNO3
18 HNO3+NO=NO2+transHONO
19 HNO3+NO=NO2+cisHONO
20 HNO3+ONONO=O2NNO2+transHONO
21 HNO3+ONONO=O2NNO2+cisHONO
22 HNO3+ONNO2=O2NNO2+transHONO
23 HNO3+ONNO2=O2NNO2+cisHONO
24 transHONNOn+NOp=HONNONO
25 cisHONNOn+NOp=HONNONO
26 transHONO+ONONO=ONONO+cisHONO
27 HNO+NO2=transHONO+NO
28 HNO+NO2=cisHONO+NO
29 NO2p+NO3n=O2NONO2
30 NO2p+NO2n=ONONO2
31 NOp+NO3n=ONONO2
32 NO2+NO2=ONONO2
33 NO2p+NO2n=O2NNO2
34 NO2+NO2=O2NNO2
35 NH3+NO2p=NH3ONOp
36 NOp+NO2n=ONONO
37 NO+NO2=ONONO

b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f

1.9554259e+02
5.5937140e-13
1.7250093e-22
1.3647145e-14
5.9206318e-14
1.1843206e-15
3.2705401e-14
2.1324596e-18
9.7337619e-22
5.6933409e-19
1.6542168e-21
8.4045324e-22
1.3083877e-21
2.1516115e-22
2.1321278e-21
4.0695490e+08
1.1963966e-10
4.0911694e+08
3.0359769e-06
2.4480761e+05
1.5582991e+06
8.3490630e+03
1.2044360e-19
4.2577801e+05
3.9097978e-17
3.8373925e+08
3.2890021e+08
4.0397377e+08
7.1564003e-12
4.0356177e+08
2.5863930e+05
3.4142302e-03
6.9890992e-04
4.0397377e+08
2.2384619e-13
5.9967220e-01
3.8397015e-03
2.1232725e+08
2.0292281e-02
4.0915642e+08
1.3764641e+00
3.0433377e+00

3.0399675e+00
1.1779657e+00
1.8890310e+03
7.9190207e-02
1.1479351e-03
1.0411425e-01
1.0631074e-03
8.9185599e-05
5.3760258e-05
9.2194162e-05
3.9146264e-05
2.5473192e-05
4.8316825e-05
2.7555669e-05
3.6816791e-05
1.7523064e+10
3.0738938e+21
1.8319692e+10
1.4368638e+22
6.1164527e-03
4.3084372e-03
1.7316239e-02
6.3550642e+00
1.5647934e-02
4.0452395e+00
4.0992806e+11
2.5315934e+24
1.6867243e+10
1.0888298e+22
1.6958431e+10
6.4288727e+21
6.9394886e-03
1.5135564e+12
1.6867243e+10
4.8711797e+21
1.0263741e-02
1.0015020e+12
2.0903665e+08
8.1010149e+16
1.8056363e+10
6.2969214e+21
2.8631874e+00

2.1360123e+00
2.7912105e+00
1.9285564e+00
3.4082729e+00
3.6367761e+00
3.4509564e+00
3.7380213e+00
3.2675141e+00
3.7628096e+00
3.2471090e+00
3.8009665e+00
3.7125190e+00
3.8036645e+00
3.6903934e+00
3.8401009e+00
4.5735928e-01
-1.4272719e+00
4.5175469e-01
-1.7484732e+00
2.9315727e+00
2.9901347e+00
3.1338341e+00
2.5092348e+00
3.3499415e+00
2.7839040e+00
9.1421814e-03
-2.3605939e+00
4.6180302e-01
-1.8611468e+00
4.6116340e-01
-1.8551086e+00
2.9696421e+00
3.0084422e-01
4.6180302e-01
-1.3184649e+00
2.9823038e+00
8.5618756e-01
9.9849146e-01
-3.3302688e-01
4.5386573e-01
-1.8392175e+00
2.4203268e+00

2.3870501e+03
1.3201767e+04
2.0466088e+04
1.4552197e+04
1.3240496e+04
1.5435076e+04
1.3566545e+04
1.4901967e+04
1.7885800e+04
1.5270922e+04
1.7697924e+04
1.7621456e+04
1.7835186e+04
1.8013545e+04
1.7670443e+04
1.8987443e+03
1.9138770e+04
1.9008991e+03
1.6029205e+04
-2.3914072e+02
-7.9597220e+02
1.4219691e+03
1.7802228e+04
5.8661785e+02
1.6410046e+04
2.0947608e+03
6.8961839e+03
1.8971124e+03
1.9618546e+04
1.8979376e+03
8.1043836e+03
5.2561159e+03
1.1039171e+04
1.8971124e+03
2.1333634e+04
3.8533498e+03
1.1351493e+04
1.6915190e+03
1.2204297e+04
1.9001397e+03
1.1745831e+04
4.0933093e+03
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38 NO2p+NOn_tri=ONNO2
39 NOp+NO2n=ONNO2
40 NO+NO2=ONNO2
41 NH3+NOp=NH3NOp
42 NO+NO=ONNO
43 ONNO=ONNO_c
44 N2O+NO=N2+NO2
45 ONNO+NO=N2O+NO2
46 O2NONO2=NO2+NO+O2_s
47 O2NNO2=ONNO+O2_s
48 ONNO2=N2O+O2_s
49 ONNO=N2+O2_s
50 HAN+NO2p=HNO3+NH3ONO2p
51 HAN+NOp=HNO3+NH3ONOp
52 HAN+O2NNO2=NH3ONO2p+NO2n+HNO3
53 HAN+ONONO2=NH3ONO2p+NO2n+HNO3
54 HAN+ONONO2=NH3ONOp+NO3n+HNO3
55 HAN+ONNO2=NH3ONOp+NO2n+HNO3
56 NH3OHp+HNO3=NH3ONO2p+H2O
57 NH3OHp+NOp+H2O=NH3ONOp+H3Op
58 NH3OHp+NO2p+H2O=NH3ONO2p+H3Op

b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f

1.8520752e+02
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
4.0915642e+08
4.0359159e-04
1.9895777e+04
3.5501447e+02
2.1252173e+08
1.6036988e-01
1.0060120e+02
4.1229510e+13
1.1620649e+03
3.7418225e+08
4.5297168e-22
1.5740982e-46
2.0213393e+01
6.7237130e-33
2.6050297e-22
3.3177213e+07
1.8196560e-71
2.5939601e-17
4.3092098e-49
7.3323083e-29
2.7358897e-11
7.0433917e-29
1.6359483e+05
1.1669721e+01
4.3820990e+08
2.8895925e+07
1.0635599e-16
1.3691661e+01
8.7513577e-18
3.5239160e-02
6.0759607e+05
6.2515020e+07
5.2360652e-02
3.5003153e+09
7.5403245e-18
2.0845866e-10
3.2360144e+04
4.5577836e+08
3.2852536e+03

6.7185224e+12
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
1.8056363e+10
2.0011497e+21
5.6971218e+02
4.2484684e+14
2.1165391e+08
1.7492011e+17
1.1525575e+00
2.9804610e+09
1.8480352e+12
1.5129322e+13
4.5224162e+01
4.2381010e-01
4.5168588e+00
3.5006422e-01
1.7572509e+35
2.4190352e+12
2.1368937e+11
1.3909372e+01
1.2440344e+11
8.2118184e+01
8.3089999e+12
1.4822170e+04
2.4234499e-01
4.0022163e-03
3.8499552e+13
3.8736203e+11
3.4947404e-04
1.9984411e-17
3.1405235e-04
8.0343926e-18
3.5865181e-04
9.5192543e-18
7.6872655e-01
6.9790991e-14
3.6319334e-03
3.5826852e+00
7.0020951e+49
3.5429626e+59
3.7801465e-11

2.7418658e-02
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
4.5386573e-01
-1.4350673e+00
1.3619015e+00
-6.2685700e-01
9.9680905e-01
-4.0011085e-01
2.6265356e+00
1.1059859e+00
7.8554765e-02
1.1230764e-01
2.4582329e+00
2.8316342e+00
1.9414071e+00
2.7195928e+00
-3.8683976e+00
-5.5174311e-01
7.7235459e-01
1.7262893e+00
7.6939761e-01
2.3641597e+00
4.3729287e-01
1.9372478e+00
2.7195530e+00
3.3100188e+00
-1.7176825e+00
-1.3510689e+00
3.3640568e+00
5.7347906e+00
2.8983864e+00
5.8118019e+00
2.9089543e+00
5.5918342e+00
2.2992726e+00
4.5548143e+00
3.5094728e+00
2.5538680e+00
-1.4302303e+01
-1.5892230e+01
4.4573003e+00

7.2959192e+03
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
1.9001397e+03
1.4515934e+04
1.2541483e+03
7.2268617e+03
1.6920979e+03
1.1703493e+04
3.1293108e+03
-9.6402924e+02
6.4504048e+03
3.3533783e+03
1.9965276e+04
3.5998712e+04
2.8511566e+03
2.6393780e+04
3.2442622e+04
2.4011231e+03
5.7654234e+04
1.5103988e+04
4.2127530e+04
2.4645337e+04
1.6863918e+04
2.5481215e+04
6.1787866e+02
3.2442440e+03
4.7608502e+02
5.3833031e+02
1.4307532e+04
-2.5026240e+03
1.4229271e+04
-8.6579765e+02
-1.3942614e+03
-7.5384593e+03
4.7068666e+03
-7.8466805e+03
1.6041614e+04
1.1364972e+04
6.8274685e+03
7.9404647e+03
-1.9975969e+03
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59 NH3OHp+O2NONO2=NH3ONO2p+HNO3
60 NH3OHp+O2NNO2=NH3ONO2p+transHONO
61 NH3OHp+ONONO2=NH3ONO2p+cisHONO
62 NH3OHp+ONONO2=NH3ONOp+HNO3
63 NH3OHp+ONNO2=NH3ONOp+transHONO
64 NH3OHp+ONONO=NH3ONOp+transHONO
65 NH3OHp+ONNO=Int_117
66 Int_117=NH3ONOp+HNO
67 NH3OHp+transHONO=NH3ONOp+H2O
68 NH3OHp+cisHONO=NH3ONOp+H2O
69 NH2OH+HNO3=HONHNO2+H2O
70 NH2OH+HNO3=NH2ONO2+H2O
71 NH2OH+NOp=HONH2NOp
72 NH2OH+NOp=NH2OHNOp
73 NH2OH+NO2p=HONH2NO2p
74 NH2OH+NO2p=NH2OHNO2p
75 NH2OH+transHONO=cisHONHNO+H2O
76 NH2OH+transHONO=ONNH2O+H2O
77 NH2OH+transHONO=NH2ONO+H2O
78 NH2OH+transHONO=cisNH2ONO+H2O
79 NH2OH+cisHONO=cisNH2ONO+H2O

b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f

5.0054974e+04
3.3316010e+06
4.4835403e+00
3.2905798e-10
5.2469516e-02
1.8591334e-09
5.9023733e-02
7.3524167e+07
1.2232203e+08
2.9761084e+02
2.4642867e+04
7.5822723e+02
1.8408523e+01
2.5874109e-12
5.6975342e+10
1.3298168e+13
1.5092002e+02
6.7998588e-04
6.2706521e-03
2.0725229e-03
3.0025235e-03
9.5346418e-19
1.3395313e-34
2.0670812e-24
2.3182914e-28
2.1432293e+08
7.1806576e+00
1.8520629e+08
8.7478434e+07
2.1363023e+08
1.5383572e-07
1.8208755e+08
3.0778659e+10
5.8561202e-11
4.7703392e-28
6.2604963e-05
1.6137158e+00
4.6302628e-11
4.6725881e-16
6.6829541e-10
1.0665524e-14
1.9995690e-09

3.1393067e-01
4.6565769e-02
4.5168455e-03
1.4514698e-02
3.7316741e-02
2.5670802e-03
2.0798409e-03
1.0457375e+01
1.0067690e+01
2.1745403e-03
8.8759633e-03
8.3395939e-01
1.0817794e+00
2.8983020e-02
1.3533447e+12
2.0487570e+12
1.4072215e-01
1.9880778e-02
1.6415033e+01
1.1436360e-02
1.3405291e+01
6.0480978e-04
6.3421198e-01
5.8503360e-05
3.7339960e-02
2.2038381e+08
6.1421692e+18
2.6198773e+14
3.5882652e+25
2.1353233e+08
3.0589751e+18
1.8544693e+42
2.8360205e+54
3.7040099e-04
1.8911492e-01
3.3994937e-04
1.2318263e-02
3.7357386e-04
1.2717195e-01
4.2646538e-04
1.1782517e-01
4.2163316e-04

3.0912307e+00
2.7253731e+00
3.1314692e+00
3.5528506e+00
3.3452842e+00
2.9853328e+00
3.3790101e+00
1.8905858e+00
2.0193634e+00
3.2417657e+00
2.9190068e+00
2.5132691e+00
2.5946622e+00
3.0465274e+00
7.6546094e-01
4.0018953e-01
2.5148879e+00
3.2014605e+00
2.0395176e+00
3.3025310e+00
2.0820261e+00
3.1857924e+00
2.3910302e+00
3.5880450e+00
2.6850236e+00
9.9214147e-01
-7.7236287e-01
-9.9069939e-01
-3.2277153e+00
9.9627871e-01
-2.4165430e-01
-1.0423953e+01
-1.2671895e+01
3.4999418e+00
2.8075399e+00
3.3958282e+00
2.8977134e+00
3.6099083e+00
2.8198233e+00
3.3849580e+00
2.6802204e+00
3.4455620e+00

1.6795164e+03
-7.6260100e+02
3.2622065e+03
1.1283458e+04
5.5811563e+03
9.2865948e+03
4.7425494e+03
-1.4889676e+03
-1.4333019e+03
1.9807741e+03
5.3508157e+02
2.2382240e+03
3.5626338e+03
1.2074241e+04
2.2447724e+03
1.2215967e+02
2.1917302e+03
6.4448305e+03
5.8110691e+03
6.1193859e+03
6.0424560e+03
1.5573850e+04
2.7180346e+04
1.9449133e+04
2.2552675e+04
1.6937033e+03
1.0998666e+04
2.5395619e+03
6.6085464e+03
1.6922803e+03
1.6957324e+04
5.6394160e+03
8.6560584e+03
1.0614522e+04
2.3029343e+04
6.2730795e+03
3.4689128e+03
1.0873897e+04
1.4699883e+04
9.7353241e+03
1.3507394e+04
9.5081174e+03
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80 NH2OH+transHONO=transHONHNO+H2O
81 NH2OH+cisHONO=NH2ONO+H2O
82 NH2OH+cisHONO=ONNH2O+H2O
83 NH2OH+cisHONO=cisHONHNO+H2O
84 NH2OH+cisHONO=transHONHNO+H2O
85 NH2OH+O2NONO2=HONHNO2+HNO3
86 NH2OH+O2NONO2=NH2ONO2+HNO3
87 NH2OH+O2NNO2=NH2ONO2+transHONO
88 NH2OH+ONONO2=HONHNO2+cisHONO
89 NH2OH+ONONO2=HONHNO2+transHONO
90 NH2OH+ONONO2=NH2ONO+HNO3
91 NH2OH+ONNO2=NH2ONO+transHONO
92 NH2OH+ONNO2=transHONHNO+transHONO
93 NH2OH+ONNO2=cisHONHNO+transHONO
94 NH2OH+ONONO=NH2ONO+cisHONO
95 NH2OH+ONONO=NH2ONO+transHONO
96 NH2OH+ONONO=cisHONHNO+transHONO
97 NH2OH+ONONO=transHONHNO+transHONO
98 NH2OH+ONNO=Int_152
99 Int_152=NH2ONO+HNO
100 NH2OH+HNO=HONHNHOH

b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f

5.0133032e-15
7.7402731e-13
3.6875705e-27
5.8959895e-11
9.3472049e-17
9.2648748e-05
3.7517333e-01
6.4125330e-11
8.2062303e-29
8.8708931e-13
6.6393592e-28
6.8172847e+07
4.6622851e-22
7.1864526e+07
3.9234154e-10
1.0075448e-11
6.5174963e-15
2.3778564e-07
3.8363703e-23
4.1456227e-07
1.0507496e-23
9.3712975e+08
1.7061314e+03
4.5060668e+02
4.0829884e-02
1.3346210e+06
5.7091555e-08
2.1883977e+08
1.6006466e-08
2.0099803e+03
3.3991871e-04
6.5653628e+03
1.7442792e-04
6.5526470e-09
1.4052802e-28
2.4867666e-11
3.1190736e-28
1.2987573e-10
4.7971182e+03
6.5183847e-01
4.8261748e-09
2.1796798e-08

1.6537457e-01
9.1958761e-04
8.2559890e-01
3.4277847e-04
1.6565626e-01
4.1683307e-04
2.1442573e-02
2.8587532e-04
2.0720975e-01
5.0534800e-04
6.4409081e-01
4.9989137e-01
5.1543824e-02
7.1819613e-01
4.5075246e-02
9.1408176e-03
1.5205721e-02
1.5288914e-03
1.3167449e-03
1.6231516e-03
1.9845517e-03
1.8351979e+37
7.2844826e+36
9.8928399e-02
1.6648501e-01
2.3990158e-02
1.0647529e-01
9.9066697e+00
2.5004711e+01
3.9651824e-02
1.4937898e-02
2.5036634e-01
1.3390033e-01
1.3824747e-02
1.1089251e-02
1.8150511e-02
2.5601022e-02
3.4848668e-02
1.7677996e+10
1.1933878e+10
3.1108434e-02
5.9025898e-01

2.6822625e+00
3.5400721e+00
2.6821706e+00
3.5913397e+00
2.7426928e+00
3.3494450e+00
2.7927683e+00
3.4589850e+00
2.7080211e+00
3.5491095e+00
2.6326457e+00
2.5414608e+00
3.1084033e+00
2.5636178e+00
3.0222958e+00
3.1577861e+00
3.0028018e+00
2.9141360e+00
3.4686593e+00
2.8428458e+00
3.3388075e+00
-9.6775172e+00
-9.1768824e+00
2.6793758e+00
2.7284749e+00
2.8778415e+00
2.8591239e+00
1.8710206e+00
2.0178023e+00
2.6938026e+00
3.2056137e+00
2.5831860e+00
3.0364352e+00
2.0037255e+00
2.5546576e+00
1.9471394e+00
2.3325715e+00
2.4389232e+00
1.1348525e+00
1.3352287e+00
2.8447892e+00
2.0340907e+00

1.3837019e+04
1.2243675e+04
2.2646016e+04
1.0744653e+04
1.5127471e+04
6.1382100e+03
3.8908747e+03
1.0440655e+04
2.3412307e+04
1.2039882e+04
2.2999054e+04
-1.2673470e+03
1.9040596e+04
-1.1373962e+03
1.0667595e+04
1.1513869e+04
1.3591751e+04
7.5647380e+03
1.9303829e+04
7.2957442e+03
1.9591666e+04
2.9832526e+03
7.4986666e+03
2.0399569e+03
5.0540124e+03
-4.2858741e+02
9.1618222e+03
-1.8635333e+03
9.7393563e+03
1.3460585e+03
6.5733859e+03
1.3546621e+03
7.1388209e+03
7.7454962e+03
2.2118489e+04
9.3924439e+03
2.1752957e+04
9.9294992e+03
6.4357907e+03
9.3136694e+03
9.5072274e+03
8.5580193e+03
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101 NH2OH+NO=NH2O+HNO
102 NH2OH+NO2=NH2O+transHONO
103 NH2O+NO=ONNH2O
104 NH2O+NO2=transHONO+HNO
105 HONOONH2p=transHONO+H2NOp
106 HONOHONHp=HNO+NOp+H2O
107 NH2O+NO2=NH2ONO2
108 NH2ONO2=Int_160
109 Int_160=transHONO+HNO
110 NH2ONO2+H3Op=H2NOp+H2O+transHONO
111 NH2ONO2+NO2=HNO2+HNO+NO2
112 NH2ONO2+NO2=transHONO+HNO+NO2
113 NH2ONO2+NO2=cisHONO+HNO+NO2
114 NH2ONO2+OHn=NO2n+HNO+H2O
115 ONH2NO2=transHONO+HNO
116 NH2O+NO2=ONH2NO2
117 HONHNO2+H2O=transHONO+HNO+H2O
118 HONHNO2=transHONO+HNO
119 HONHNO2=NNO2+H2O
120 HONHNO2=transHONONOH
121 NH3ONOp=NH3NO2p

b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f

4.6344859e-14
4.4645074e-14
3.3144873e+01
1.8159443e+03
1.9448720e-05
5.7841655e-04
2.2304127e+08
3.6993996e+01
7.9208609e-04
8.1313381e+10
5.0104659e-09
1.6248971e-14
4.8548561e-38
1.5483696e+00
5.9880498e+02
1.0278182e+06
2.1171320e+12
4.5107113e+09
1.2123938e-04
1.3564271e+07
2.1819511e+03
1.0303762e-07
4.5033668e-11
1.2262834e+00
6.7892432e-08
6.0434385e-07
2.1298078e-13
1.5559655e+08
1.8443516e-23
1.8132355e+04
8.9931480e-04
2.1539955e+00
9.2988332e+02
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
2.8579095e-01
1.2631093e+04
5.0696539e-27
5.0374983e-02
3.0567985e-17
1.4397057e-13
2.7823868e-46

3.2539443e+12
2.1063572e-01
1.1584123e-02
1.2339338e-02
2.4905212e-01
1.7289755e-01
1.1443046e+09
1.7628269e+00
1.9596366e+01
5.7703727e+11
2.4309896e-02
2.2481976e+10
8.4966416e-11
1.5340502e+01
1.2337038e+14
1.2393970e+12
1.2650211e+12
1.4619514e+13
1.9798859e+01
1.2359444e+00
1.9242974e-12
2.5407491e-04
3.7998022e-18
2.4146227e-03
3.3376847e-15
3.8271652e-04
3.7264378e-16
1.0900711e+42
4.2102331e+27
8.6752532e+11
1.8914216e+01
3.1237927e+01
1.5927211e+13
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
1.1474620e+12
9.6544600e-01
5.3219916e+10
1.7229277e+01
1.5295492e+11
1.7148930e+12
6.0592786e+10

1.0771203e-01
2.9879345e+00
3.0689311e+00
3.0983036e+00
2.5547006e+00
2.5648122e+00
1.4607260e+00
2.0674399e+00
2.0204001e+00
5.9242985e-01
2.7283471e+00
7.5773729e-01
3.9423690e+00
1.6587647e+00
-7.8733426e-02
3.7167771e-01
1.1035659e-01
4.1098868e-01
2.3627681e+00
2.6182741e+00
4.3542253e+00
3.4583128e+00
5.8817331e+00
3.5438082e+00
5.2342661e+00
3.4564730e+00
5.2054927e+00
-1.0254085e+01
-8.0104511e+00
7.9039300e-01
2.0321806e+00
1.5065603e+00
2.1773362e-01
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
4.3363725e-01
2.0158307e+00
9.9676425e-01
1.8681754e+00
7.1996175e-01
2.3679593e-01
7.6536360e-01

1.7926941e+04
1.3776454e+04
2.8403331e+03
1.7154241e+03
7.1595624e+03
6.0564479e+03
2.9689250e+03
2.6045197e+03
6.4482718e+03
1.5906370e+03
9.2247272e+03
1.7860380e+04
2.5399851e+04
3.5015530e+03
7.6334405e+03
4.8062874e+03
3.3927617e+01
3.1083048e+03
7.5925292e+03
-3.8558083e+02
-2.9385113e+03
8.2034070e+03
5.1352674e+03
4.1624691e+03
3.8743339e+03
7.7949814e+03
6.9500148e+03
5.8164291e+03
2.0964216e+04
6.6149938e+03
6.4198662e+03
3.3565970e+03
7.3954764e+03
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
9.3892678e+03
5.9818088e+02
2.7108807e+04
4.9132081e+03
2.0239030e+04
1.7617298e+04
3.9977079e+04
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122 NH3ONOp=NH3O+NOp
123 NH2O+NO=NH2ONO
124 cisNH2ONO=NH2ONO
125 NH2ONO=NH2NO2
126 NH2ONO=ONNH2O
127 NH2ONO+NO2=transHONO+HNO+NO
128 NH2ONO+NO2=cisHONO+HNO+NO
129 NH2ONO+NO2=HNO2+HNO+NO
130 transHONNOn=N2O+OHn
131 transHONNOH+H2O+H3Op=N2O+H2O+H2O+H3Op
132 transHONNHO=transH2ONNO
133 transHONNHO+H2O=transH2ONNO+H2O
134 transHONNHO=transHONNOH
135 transHONNHO+H2O=transHONNOH+H2O
136 transHONNHO+H2O+H2O=transHONNOH+H2O+H2O
137 transHONHNO=transHONNOH
138 transHONHNO+H2O=transHONNOH+H2O
139 transHONHNO=transH2ONNO
140 transHONHNO+H2O=transH2ONNO+H2O
141 transHONHNO+H2O+H2O=transH2ONNO+H2O+H2O
142 transH2ONNO=N2O+H2O

b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f

7.6866644e-53
2.6260697e-07
1.6916722e+08
3.6296907e-03
5.4795744e-01
5.9313886e+03
3.7505413e+03
1.3216882e-34
1.5880578e-55
1.0904792e-02
2.7853827e+07
7.9786837e+04
1.1316069e-02
9.9528467e+03
8.9854020e-03
7.3239533e+01
8.2001326e-02
1.2117546e-03
3.9400919e-22
2.8533952e-02
5.1557280e-37
7.8104891e-09
1.7996319e+02
7.0721929e-03
1.6295213e+08
2.6752771e-20
1.9269097e-31
1.8160207e+03
1.3080145e-08
4.4185196e+08
3.1825003e-03
9.1807010e-11
1.8736334e-17
3.1390849e+02
6.4063678e-05
4.6123529e-27
3.0112461e-12
3.0173358e-07
1.9699140e+08
4.5520699e-09
2.9718771e+06
3.5051559e+13

1.2607866e+10
1.7487397e+19
1.6625032e+08
4.9088956e+00
3.0522234e+11
9.8334717e+11
1.2116210e+12
1.9800814e+11
6.4561747e+10
4.6098041e+11
4.9068537e+10
1.0156650e-03
1.8158617e-13
1.8032892e-04
2.2710065e-14
1.2292551e-03
2.3778131e-15
4.4271819e+11
1.7647011e+04
1.3453901e-12
4.5954623e-22
8.9355425e+10
4.2793229e+12
8.9324855e+17
4.2778407e+19
1.8783712e+09
8.6364734e+10
7.9914785e-01
3.6743580e+01
1.2435101e-11
5.7174655e-10
5.9981948e+11
2.3751635e+12
5.1174054e+00
2.0263868e+01
1.5390328e+10
6.3477486e+10
3.3445905e+47
1.3794652e+48
1.2258709e+163
5.0558965e+163
2.3218614e+12

1.3716008e+00
-1.0429732e+00
9.9875042e-01
2.1713518e+00
7.7529548e-01
3.4689711e-01
2.6154998e-01
6.2846334e-01
1.0729254e+00
4.3921639e-01
7.3118644e-01
3.7519977e+00
5.1010147e+00
3.8029994e+00
5.2105782e+00
3.6559437e+00
5.7379230e+00
8.8893934e-01
1.8461956e+00
5.3505786e+00
6.7153614e+00
6.9871439e-01
1.0623555e-02
-1.9794272e+00
-2.6675175e+00
1.4729875e+00
7.9426502e-01
2.5734601e+00
1.8947378e+00
4.4491896e+00
3.7704673e+00
4.7759068e-01
3.1225240e-01
2.2551065e+00
2.0897684e+00
1.0006114e+00
8.2590487e-01
-1.2271783e+01
-1.2446488e+01
-4.9279453e+01
-4.9454154e+01
5.0864643e-01

4.5041502e+04
1.5956445e+04
1.6914300e+03
5.8381180e+03
9.3807486e+03
6.2321383e+03
6.2860548e+03
3.2081324e+04
4.6864306e+04
1.0100622e+04
3.4704685e+03
9.5349689e+02
1.2546182e+03
1.1453775e+03
8.8966740e+02
2.9323084e+03
4.5342530e+02
1.1507607e+04
2.0746132e+04
1.9999194e+03
2.1671080e+04
1.4270854e+04
7.1414654e+03
1.0437411e+04
3.3080217e+03
2.2305737e+04
2.9943642e+04
2.0673499e+03
9.7052553e+03
-5.8638041e+03
1.7741013e+03
1.5787742e+04
2.0510109e+04
2.6035154e+03
7.3258824e+03
2.6773615e+04
1.6728687e+04
1.6256001e+04
6.2110729e+03
3.3976654e+04
2.3931724e+04
5.4743717e+01
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143 transH2ONNOHp=N2O+H3Op
144 cisHONNOn=N2O+OHn
145 cisHONNOH=N2O+H2O
146 cisHONNHO=cisHONNOH_2
147 cisHONNHO+H2O=cisHONNOH_2+H2O
148 cisHONNHO+H2O+H2O=cisHONNOH_2+H2O+H2O
149 cisHONNOH_2=cisHONNOH
150 cisHONHNO=cisHONNOH
151 cisHONHNO=N2O+H2O
152 cisHONHNO+H2O=N2O+H2O+H2O
153 cisHONHNO=cisHONNHO
154 cisHONHNO=cisHONNHO=TS2
155 cisHONHNO+H2O=cisHONNHO+H2O
156 cisHONHNO+H2O+H3Op=cisHONNHO+H2O+H3Op
157 cisHONHNO+H3Op=N2O+H2O+H3Op
158 cisHONNOH+H3Op+H2O=N2O+H2O+H2O+H3Op
159 cisHONNHO=transHONNHO
160 cisHONHNO=transHONHNO
161 cisHONHNOHp=transHONHNOHp
162 HNO+HNO=transONHNHO
163 HNO+HNO=cisONHNHO

b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f

1.9797992e-43
1.0807409e+10
3.1505289e-38
1.3386258e+06
1.0986846e-08
2.3920611e-01
8.8004956e-35
1.1032880e-23
7.0652817e-30
8.3071471e-03
5.3197702e-09
3.2557830e+03
2.0849538e-03
7.8071608e+07
6.8091031e+08
2.9569419e+08
1.7333593e+03
1.2863694e-19
2.7742574e-58
1.6555713e-03
3.5705017e-42
1.7069403e-21
1.7915387e-21
2.9569419e+08
3.1034938e+08
2.0052637e-03
2.1046492e-03
3.2645284e+09
3.4263243e+09
1.8267712e-03
3.9397216e-42
3.1760201e+06
1.1684736e-27
1.3911980e-35
2.1965562e-28
2.9109282e-05
1.7024579e-02
6.7067779e-27
5.3559412e-24
4.1860703e+02
2.1063665e-14
6.9125066e+04

7.6141253e+02
1.0032883e+12
3.5978878e+01
1.6809884e+11
2.9958876e+04
1.0096371e+13
5.5341614e+03
5.6985680e+09
1.8433319e+11
7.6046969e-01
2.4599084e+01
5.8515703e-12
1.8928213e-10
5.5008917e+12
8.0686381e+12
8.7316573e+12
3.7886658e+13
6.9570158e+09
1.6546240e+01
5.2010559e+00
1.2369984e-08
5.8210840e+11
5.3234495e+10
8.7316573e+12
7.9851438e+11
1.4303912e+01
1.3080965e+00
1.1695977e+09
1.0696223e+08
1.3317757e-02
3.1674355e-11
2.2228499e-12
1.2184145e-21
2.8262719e+11
4.6802121e+11
3.9465365e+12
6.9396690e+12
4.1632504e+12
7.9590432e+12
5.1740444e-01
1.0657785e+11
4.0472710e-01

1.8827969e+00
6.6458919e-01
2.2800953e+00
1.1242143e+00
1.7658744e+00
7.3963852e-02
1.3355322e+00
1.4739642e+00
8.7846612e-01
2.5548996e+00
1.9594017e+00
4.5188187e+00
3.9233208e+00
2.2095978e-01
1.0376407e-01
-1.3729028e-01
-3.6491375e-01
1.9274437e+00
2.9613886e+00
2.2103843e+00
3.2443288e+00
3.6213431e-01
8.4720319e-01
-1.3729028e-01
3.4777963e-01
2.0618838e+00
2.5469541e+00
-1.5751712e+00
-1.0901038e+00
3.4935460e+00
4.5274907e+00
5.1954488e+00
6.4570177e+00
7.1978355e-01
5.8259914e-01
1.5074922e-01
-1.4750456e-02
1.7043622e-01
1.3211717e-02
2.3757312e+00
1.0083640e+00
2.4768302e+00

3.4493199e+04
2.4798231e+03
3.0686987e+04
5.4102250e+03
1.1537030e+04
9.4796921e+03
2.8218016e+04
2.4961922e+04
2.9238830e+04
5.6867961e+03
9.9637036e+03
-2.4466465e+03
1.8302611e+03
3.7035400e+03
2.9729343e+03
2.8356794e+03
6.4784036e+03
2.2999919e+04
4.5380967e+04
6.1557090e+03
2.8536757e+04
2.2949441e+04
2.3045864e+04
2.8356794e+03
2.9321018e+03
6.1479410e+03
6.2443632e+03
-2.9818416e+03
-2.8854180e+03
6.5269103e+03
2.8907958e+04
-3.6379662e+03
1.5100357e+04
3.3013775e+04
2.7989334e+04
1.2017598e+04
1.0005118e+04
2.6921476e+04
2.4855108e+04
2.0393744e+03
1.8672723e+04
6.1531143e+02
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164 cisH2ONNHOp+H2O=H3Op+H2O+N2O
165 cisONHNHO=cisHONNHO
166 cisONHNHO+H2O=cisHONNHO+H2O
167 cisONHNHO+H2O+H2O=cisHONNHO+H2O+H2O
168 cisH2ONNHOp=transH2ONNHOp
169 cisHONHNHOp=transHONHNHOp
170 cisONHNOn=transONHNOn
171 transONHNHO=transHONHNO
172 transONHNHO=transHONNHO
173 transONHNHO+H2O=transHONHNO+H2O
174 transONHNHO+H2O=transHONNHO+H2O
175 transONHNHO+H2O+H2O=transHONNHO+H2O+H2O
176 ONNH2O=transHONHNO
177 ONNH2O=transHONNHO
178 ONNH2O=transONHNHO
179 ONNH2O+H2O=transHONNHO+H2O
180 NH3O=NH2OH
181 transHONNOH+H2O+NOp=HONNONO+H3Op
182 transHONNOH=N2+HOOH
183 HONNONO=N2+HNO3
184 HONNONO=N2O+transHONO

b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f

1.5983212e-15
2.1457947e+08
1.2928788e-46
1.5203407e-22
5.6661886e-31
1.4086016e+02
5.2497448e-07
4.7650990e+07
1.7759141e-01
9.6342047e-24
2.2507453e-21
3.0330185e-09
8.5708700e-08
1.2459319e-19
1.6858981e-16
3.3966723e-09
3.2414573e-18
5.0454467e-23
1.3642813e-27
1.1428985e+06
1.0906750e-03
2.5538667e+02
6.9056239e-03
3.8171133e+07
1.0321426e+03
1.3871922e-12
2.5639140e-31
2.8578512e-22
1.4966590e-36
5.4406517e-17
1.0537273e-26
7.0204129e-12
3.6765962e-26
1.4678842e-14
5.2998773e-19
1.4580406e+05
1.9185236e+08
6.2259887e-42
2.2318403e-72
2.6342731e-05
4.4254288e-65
1.6229376e-14

3.0750911e+10
6.2304693e+08
8.7784550e-01
1.5993167e+10
5.9265609e+10
5.0945854e+00
1.8878934e+01
4.2444098e-12
1.5728434e-11
3.0163307e+11
2.4337458e+09
3.0608204e+12
4.7443062e+12
8.4825773e+11
1.7790440e+12
7.6888559e+10
2.0207875e+12
1.8785936e+10
4.2521533e+10
4.7308138e+00
1.2433527e+02
7.0888835e+00
1.6045570e+01
3.1766070e-12
7.1901963e-12
1.3239607e+10
3.2803195e+11
5.9784692e+10
1.2757027e+11
1.1909846e+11
1.1227641e+11
2.0197284e+00
4.3098173e+00
6.0328119e+09
4.1686757e+11
9.1835166e+32
5.5260116e+42
1.0290545e+10
2.0782345e-01
1.1300803e+13
2.5413940e+00
1.0552356e+11

1.2759473e+00
8.4830592e-01
1.8090385e+00
1.2584546e+00
1.0684725e+00
2.4030264e+00
2.2130443e+00
4.7763470e+00
4.5863651e+00
6.6196249e-01
1.4412055e+00
1.4757294e-01
3.6640231e-02
4.6281993e-01
3.4422209e-01
9.0449386e-01
2.3042815e-01
1.2051452e+00
1.0444640e+00
2.3376707e+00
1.6636052e+00
2.4093593e+00
2.2486777e+00
4.8239510e+00
4.6632694e+00
9.8961053e-01
6.2982373e-01
6.5884083e-01
8.1243812e-01
5.5067824e-01
8.6495708e-01
2.3194912e+00
2.4730865e+00
1.3675656e+00
6.3977362e-01
-8.8579652e+00
-1.0266482e+01
1.5542302e+00
3.0675284e+00
1.5343649e-01
2.6436499e+00
1.3167631e+00

1.9525498e+04
1.7588604e+03
3.4537377e+04
2.4121388e+04
2.9975596e+04
3.0923778e+03
8.9465861e+03
-4.9645354e+03
8.8967291e+02
2.4806317e+04
2.3067010e+04
1.4670239e+04
1.3616224e+04
2.1953573e+04
1.9823218e+04
1.4823879e+04
2.0846023e+04
2.4407685e+04
2.7514290e+04
2.7552758e+02
6.2976709e+03
3.0242269e+03
6.1308318e+03
-4.9039325e+03
-1.7973276e+03
1.6770526e+04
2.9977033e+04
2.3307765e+04
3.3598734e+04
1.9704974e+04
2.6889339e+04
1.1806945e+04
2.2097915e+04
1.8534401e+04
2.1610699e+04
4.0372494e+03
6.2168835e+03
3.7802352e+04
5.3932286e+04
1.2365602e+04
4.8949023e+04
1.9271384e+04
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185 transHONNOH+transHONO=HONNONO_2+H2O
186 transHONNOH+ONNO2=HONNONO_2+transHONO
187 transHONNOH+transHONO=HONNONO+H2O
188 HONNONO_2=N2O+cisHONO
189 ONNONO=N2O+NO2
190 HNO3+H3Op=NO2p+H2O+H2O
191 transHONO+H3Op=NOp+H2O+H2O
192 transHONO+H2O+NOp=ONONO+H3Op
193 transHONO+NO2p+H2O=O2NNO2+H3Op
194 transHONO+NO2p+H2O=ONONO2+H3Op
195 transHONONHO=transHONO+HNO
196 cisHONONHO=transHONO+HNO
197 cisHONONHO=ONNO+H2O
198 transHONONOH=ONNO+H2O
199 transHONONOH=transHONO+NOH
200 cisHONONOH=transHONO+NOH
201 HONOHNO=ONNO+H2O
202 HONHNHOH+H2O=cisHNNOH+H2O+H2O
203 cisHNNOH+H2O=N2+H2O+H2O
204 cisHNNOH=N2+H2O
205 HONH+HONH=HONHNHOH

b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f

3.4037729e-49
6.8511580e-03
1.0967653e+02
8.7993473e+00
1.2648224e+06
1.6055518e-05
1.3832235e-05
1.2281411e-08
8.8237396e-47
2.5042348e+11
3.1224245e-32
1.1734110e-01
2.1291219e+05
3.0719467e+08
2.0113392e+05
5.2421660e+02
3.0411161e+08
3.1118996e+05
2.9735102e-02
2.5445565e+05
7.7732043e-01
6.9018412e+00
7.4746736e-08
2.1714985e+00
5.4065087e-08
8.4105287e-16
7.7270994e-34
6.4934584e-05
2.2485251e-14
3.4247382e-22
4.0428329e+05
6.9028518e-25
4.1685864e+04
1.0975458e-19
4.8056470e-34
2.0250953e+03
1.0901185e-34
2.2169198e+03
1.7058473e-57
1.5728252e-05
1.2102336e-65
2.5128500e-05

3.6707824e-02
2.0344623e-03
1.6827446e+00
4.9877092e-02
2.0394579e-01
9.3084344e-03
9.1400881e+00
9.5554958e+11
2.7795944e-01
2.2178509e+12
5.3363466e-01
9.0733370e-03
1.0777389e-09
3.1748837e+27
5.1807563e+20
1.1653866e+05
4.5457255e+14
4.0420326e-11
1.3056559e-01
9.1931260e-12
6.6377046e-02
5.3680286e+12
1.1204183e+00
1.9762958e+12
4.5746878e-01
2.5758935e+11
1.5350101e+01
5.7142326e+11
1.1039415e+01
8.0129080e+12
1.4856023e+00
5.4801454e+12
1.4299314e+00
3.6414946e+11
1.5351300e+00
2.5527861e-01
1.2717901e-11
5.6463889e-02
8.5862584e-10
3.3797441e+10
5.1393817e+02
1.5496553e-02

3.6620779e+00
3.4037986e+00
2.3111854e+00
2.9517429e+00
2.6983119e+00
3.3220156e+00
2.3414830e+00
6.9025629e-01
3.2062157e+00
-1.2596066e-02
2.8651944e+00
3.6614539e+00
4.0719184e+00
-5.8059683e+00
-5.3779819e+00
6.8663096e-01
-9.8468617e-01
4.4416492e+00
3.2831462e+00
4.6486963e+00
2.9475114e+00
4.8549030e-01
2.2090089e+00
5.5191613e-01
2.3735063e+00
7.5607410e-01
1.5820887e+00
4.4219353e-01
1.5119779e+00
6.3528237e-01
2.5708538e+00
6.0112216e-01
2.5349501e+00
5.6427585e-01
1.9311557e+00
2.6704381e+00
3.9745661e+00
3.1763137e+00
3.8889079e+00
1.3304314e+00
2.0430276e+00
2.6239303e+00

3.8509669e+04
5.4201540e+03
2.6806944e+03
3.4719477e+03
-7.9442158e+01
7.5402519e+03
7.9731287e+03
1.4828053e+04
3.6681841e+04
6.2890963e+02
2.6308992e+04
5.4566646e+03
-2.8970898e+03
3.1908044e+03
1.4440462e+03
2.7776309e+03
2.5662154e+03
-3.3610811e+03
6.0183338e+03
-3.3908749e+03
4.2734525e+03
8.9879767e+03
8.6788198e+03
9.1476664e+03
8.7877662e+03
1.9467500e+04
2.6233737e+04
1.1697309e+04
1.2654091e+04
2.4674150e+04
6.3614397e+02
2.6353418e+04
1.2411485e+03
2.1911606e+04
2.6281822e+04
1.8593551e+03
2.2587567e+04
2.2418872e+03
3.9354318e+04
1.2785854e+04
4.9898285e+04
6.3727973e+03
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206 HONH+NH2O=HONHNH2O
207 NH2O+NH2O=ONH2NH2O
208 HONH+NO=cisHONHNO
209 HONH+NO=transHONHNO
210 HONH+NO2=HONHNO2
211 HONH+HNO=NH2OH+NO
212 HONH+cisHONO=NH2OH+NO2
213 HONH+NH2ONO=NH2OH+HNO+NO
214 HONH+NH2ONO2=NH2OH+HNO+NO2
215 NH2OH+HNO=HONH2NHO
216 NH2OH+HNO=ONH2NH2O
217 transHNNHO+H2O=HONHNH2O
218 HONHNH2O=ONH2NH2O
219 NNHOH=N2+H2O
220 HONHNHOH+H2O+H3Op=NNHOH+H2O+H2O+H3Op
221 HONHNHOH+H2O+H3Op=cisHNNOH+H2O+H2O+H3Op
222 transHNNOH+H2O+H3Op=N2+H2O+H2O+H3Op
223 cisHONO+H3Op=NOp+H2O+H2O
224 cisHONO+OH=NO2+H2O
225 transHONO=cisHONO
226 transHONO=HNO2

b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f

1.4417933e-25
1.7498514e-06
2.5487310e-09
1.1613504e-08
1.8294052e+03
4.7372390e+02
6.7070061e-17
5.5554228e+01
4.6000713e-15
2.7133668e+01
1.5271944e-17
3.6276656e+06
5.6770375e-18
7.1560837e+07
1.2195486e+06
5.9787963e-06
9.1987090e-14
3.8298032e-06
2.3001480e-14
5.9719557e-01
4.9801825e+11
4.0385375e-08
3.1821290e+00
3.9143042e-58
9.1255461e-17
2.1060274e-22
2.6462154e-17
2.1366818e+12
2.2867195e-60
6.3467469e+07
2.4563850e-18
7.6042254e+07
4.0933874e-30
5.6445256e+08
2.1625867e-51
2.8146919e+08
2.8951859e+04
4.5814241e+08
1.3768576e-20
3.2046249e+04
2.0398728e+05
2.2340066e-29

5.2733166e+10
8.8960285e-02
2.1930402e+09
7.6345079e-02
8.1278236e+07
2.9565315e+00
2.9188587e+11
3.3602095e+00
5.8333469e+11
4.2693786e-02
5.9717166e+11
1.4016776e-02
2.6982010e-01
2.0142182e+66
1.4998491e+65
4.4306734e-04
4.1549067e-15
5.2749976e-04
3.8245212e-17
3.2719181e+00
2.5000032e+11
1.5779368e-01
3.0501103e+08
1.3690993e+00
1.5542618e+10
1.5005626e+11
6.8604657e+09
2.1724842e+10
3.1436674e+01
8.9845493e+49
4.7037653e+40
1.4660736e+43
7.3036724e+32
8.5379946e-13
2.1222586e-20
1.6341084e+27
3.7855858e+20
1.4776554e+18
2.7485105e+15
6.3002389e+11
4.4379077e+11
1.9115507e+11

9.3821588e-01
2.3582206e+00
1.5685396e+00
2.6967284e+00
2.5097175e+00
2.1148875e+00
6.8856391e-01
2.0718002e+00
4.7997753e-01
2.7009489e+00
9.4376574e-01
3.1655265e+00
2.9565802e+00
-1.8110521e+01
-1.7753430e+01
3.2567452e+00
5.0214154e+00
3.1523434e+00
5.2584547e+00
1.9770664e+00
6.3500991e-01
2.3573107e+00
1.6737365e+00
2.1887264e+00
9.3909591e-01
6.8964254e-01
1.1643632e+00
1.2735061e+00
2.5915589e+00
-1.2489575e+01
-1.1790904e+01
-1.0282777e+01
-8.9786443e+00
5.4756231e+00
6.0909590e+00
-5.6452866e+00
-5.2758645e+00
-3.1757361e+00
-2.5199617e+00
5.0678420e-01
5.6534586e-01
6.6465520e-01

2.6008467e+04
7.2368770e+03
1.4977008e+04
9.2615755e+03
7.4540484e+03
2.0790501e+03
2.0144082e+04
2.6830297e+03
1.8735582e+04
2.6638034e+03
2.1232210e+04
-3.9824101e+02
1.6471447e+04
9.3614162e+03
1.0407677e+04
6.8160439e+03
7.6065941e+03
6.8234956e+03
7.0247893e+03
3.8656382e+03
8.7323837e+02
8.5298738e+03
8.3227331e+03
4.3222785e+04
1.9603455e+04
2.3725480e+04
2.0111389e+04
7.9527673e+02
4.6374734e+04
7.7207661e+03
1.9981951e+04
6.7560285e+03
2.7484238e+04
-4.9917927e+03
3.1623322e+04
3.2918130e+03
2.1018873e+03
1.1330398e+03
1.9953393e+04
5.8680512e+03
5.3112199e+03
2.8543229e+04
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227 HNO+OH=NO+H2O
228 HOOH+OH=HOO+H2O
229 N2O+OH=N2+HOO
230 NH2O+OH=HNO+H2O
231 NH2OH+OH=NH2O+H2O
232 transHONO+OH=NO2+H2O
233 HOO+OH=O2_s+H2O
234 HOO+NO2=O2_s+transHONO
235 HOO+NO2=O2_s+HNO2
236 NH2ONO2+OH=HNO+H2O+NO2
237 NH2ONO+OH=HNO+H2O+NO
238 HONHNO2+OH=HNO+H2O+NO2
239 HONHNO2+NO2=HNO2+HNO+NO2
240 NO2+OH=HNO3
241 NO+OH=transHONO
242 NO+OH=cisHONO
243 OH+OH=HOOH
244 H2O+H2O=OHn+H3Op
245 HNO3+H2O=NO3n+H3Op
246 NH3OHp+H2O=NH2OH+H3Op
247 transHONO+H2O=NO2n+H3Op

b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f

1.7635793e-25
2.4595792e+08
6.7876618e-43
9.0895531e+07
3.5338766e-18
3.7274153e-21
2.8750269e-42
1.0320513e+08
4.2272438e-25
1.8126841e+08
3.7138551e-28
6.3535923e-46
1.2154388e-73
6.7279321e-19
3.9582305e-38
1.9869864e-28
6.1108299e-20
2.9855908e-20
7.2484780e-08
1.0374378e+07
1.0987702e-28
3.5098227e+07
9.5227727e-28
2.8675337e+07
2.4244611e-16
2.3817377e-06
8.3099402e+02
1.4659334e+02
1.0356626e-27
1.0283938e+07
3.1520152e-22
6.0146899e+06
1.1734605e-21
2.7376868e+03
9.1641788e-25
2.2761703e-10
6.4214744e+07
4.1033340e+07
7.2521644e+07
3.7444296e+00
1.8283402e+08
7.8414444e+02

2.0681816e+09
1.2489959e+15
6.0058932e+14
2.1134961e+04
6.9404042e+01
4.5439384e+03
8.8225760e-01
2.0490938e+36
2.9844744e+34
1.8320060e+07
4.8446587e+05
1.5031896e+03
1.9695353e+00
7.3519318e+01
5.5158444e+01
2.1151108e-02
1.2111348e+01
8.8336650e-03
5.4727244e-02
3.7455237e+01
6.7835870e-14
1.2531113e+02
2.9354208e-11
1.1842727e+01
1.3055386e-14
8.2870820e-04
7.5438647e-18
5.7662001e+01
1.9213583e+10
4.3634857e+03
2.1076576e+10
4.5813221e+03
1.5587477e+10
3.4314680e+07
1.3701675e+12
1.5617724e-03
7.1989669e+04
2.2252125e+06
1.5179167e+06
2.5407851e+07
1.8995547e+08
5.8667101e+02

1.3976178e+00
-1.6605476e+00
-1.5708123e+00
1.5485017e+00
2.1710712e+00
1.7111556e+00
2.4822392e+00
-8.1062972e+00
-7.4389992e+00
7.0811680e-01
8.7885232e-01
1.5612834e+00
2.2756180e+00
1.7901429e+00
2.0199216e+00
2.9762120e+00
2.4916564e+00
2.7739676e+00
3.0223744e+00
2.1891291e+00
4.5939213e+00
2.1282465e+00
4.1915986e+00
2.4458655e+00
4.7423941e+00
3.3250237e+00
5.6401799e+00
1.9358597e+00
1.2721172e+00
1.5432757e+00
1.1080358e+00
1.5091768e+00
1.1324995e+00
1.8967513e-01
2.4388305e-01
1.9701581e+00
1.9701581e+00
1.5218044e+00
1.5218044e+00
9.9067093e-01
9.9067093e-01
1.8821514e+00

2.5763225e+04
1.7827327e+03
3.6426515e+04
1.3601623e+02
1.6933122e+04
1.9442241e+04
3.2698122e+04
5.6564480e+03
2.7763721e+04
5.1955075e+02
2.4227210e+04
3.5861721e+04
5.4125244e+04
1.6797744e+04
3.0304367e+04
2.2923846e+04
1.8166946e+04
1.6706438e+04
9.1695335e+03
-1.7569479e+01
1.7957818e+04
-1.2431997e+02
1.8440324e+04
-2.2786973e+02
9.2445658e+03
7.3931307e+03
-4.1779608e+03
3.0103263e+03
2.7746331e+04
3.0646696e+02
2.3730772e+04
4.2298789e+02
2.3290461e+04
3.1356160e+03
2.5248781e+04
8.0400885e+03
1.3213116e+03
1.7161798e+03
1.4323369e+03
6.3728796e+03
1.6942834e+03
3.1107810e+03
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248 cisHONO+H2O=NO2n+H3Op
249 HNO2+H2O=NO2n+H3Op
250 HNO+H2O=NOn_s+H3Op
251 HNO+H2O=NOn_tri+H3Op
252 H2ONO2p+H2O=HNO3+H3Op
253 H2ONOp+H2O=transHONO+H3Op
254 H2ONOp+H2O=cisHONO+H3Op
255 H2NOp+H2O=HNO+H3Op
256 NH2OH+H2O=NH2On+H3Op
257 NH2OH+H2O=HNOHn+H3Op
258 NH2OHp+H2O=NH2O+H3Op
259 NH3O+H2O=NH2On+H3Op
260 NH3OHp+H2O=NH3O+H3Op
261 NH3+H2O=NH2n+H3Op
262 NH4p+H2O=NH3+H3Op
263 HNOHp+H2O=HNO+H3Op
264 HNOHp+H2O=NOH+H3Op
265 transHONOHp+H2O=transHONO+H3Op
266 transHONOHp+H2O=cisHONO+H3Op
267 cisHONOHp+H2O=cisHONO+H3Op
268 NH2OH+H2O=HNOHn+H3Op=TS2

b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f

8.7617734e+07
3.1393973e+03
8.8091454e+07
6.8074034e+06
7.5937520e+07
1.1062142e-19
6.8757484e+07
2.5016807e-02
6.8054810e+07
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
2.1245933e+08
2.8989715e-02
6.0457302e-15
9.4014991e+07
5.1100982e-26
8.6750037e+07
2.1391737e+08
1.8631481e+00
1.3103763e-11
8.1789855e+07
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
9.3243993e-29
8.0533511e+07
5.2374467e-02
1.6888048e+08
2.1396069e+08
2.5400914e-11
1.8152393e+07
1.8955480e+08
2.1495333e+08
7.5846465e-11
2.1495333e+08
3.1240818e-10
2.1396070e+08
5.0687145e-11
0.0000000e+00

1.8145923e+05
2.3760382e+03
1.8455690e+05
1.8891689e+15
5.8335671e+13
1.1610001e+05
1.1609999e+05
1.1986327e+05
1.1986329e+05
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
2.2640552e+08
2.2640551e+08
1.5657225e+05
1.5657223e+05
1.9818086e+05
1.9818084e+05
2.2840968e+08
2.2840967e+08
1.3621252e+05
1.3621261e+05
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
1.0510195e+05
1.0510207e+05
1.7702538e+08
1.7702537e+08
2.2447219e+08
2.2447219e+08
1.2146985e+09
1.2146977e+09
2.2439310e+08
2.2439310e+08
2.2439313e+08
2.2439312e+08
2.2447221e+08
2.2447221e+08
0.0000000e+00

1.8821518e+00
1.8804843e+00
1.8804844e+00
-1.0250341e+00
-1.0250337e+00
1.9114320e+00
1.9114321e+00
1.9053900e+00
1.9053900e+00
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
9.8694732e-01
9.8694733e-01
1.9134112e+00
1.9134112e+00
1.8680905e+00
1.8680905e+00
9.8675552e-01
9.8675553e-01
1.9134112e+00
1.9134111e+00
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
1.9483685e+00
1.9483684e+00
9.8935270e-01
9.8935271e-01
9.8921153e-01
9.8921153e-01
6.8339010e-01
6.8339019e-01
9.8993859e-01
9.8993859e-01
9.8993857e-01
9.8993857e-01
9.8921152e-01
9.8921152e-01
0.0000000e+00

1.3548038e+03
3.1113875e+03
1.3554104e+03
4.0551862e+03
2.2992090e+03
1.9737813e+04
1.3436667e+03
7.8229963e+03
1.3459764e+03
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
1.6955209e+03
8.4680206e+03
1.6577898e+04
1.3429133e+03
2.4172975e+04
1.3601663e+03
1.6957836e+03
7.2290996e+03
1.4246185e+04
1.3429133e+03
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
2.6000480e+04
1.3296061e+03
8.2224023e+03
1.6946949e+03
1.6947108e+03
1.4687354e+04
2.4141593e+03
1.7147364e+03
1.6944608e+03
1.4362330e+04
1.6944608e+03
1.3940269e+04
1.6947108e+03
1.4481366e+04
0.0000000e+00
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269 NNHOp+H2O=N2O+H3Op
270 NNOHp+H2O=N2O+H3Op
271 HNNOp+H2O=N2O+H3Op
272 NOH+H2O=NOn_s+H3Op
273 NOH+H2O=NOn_tri+H3Op
274 HN2p+H2O=N2+H3Op
275 HONNOp+H2O=ONNO+H3Op
276 HONONp+H2O=NNO2+H3Op
277 NH3ONO2p+H2O=NH2ONO2+H3Op
278 NH2OHNO2p+H2O=NH2ONO2+H3Op
279 HONOONH2p+H2O=NH2ONO2+H3Op
280 HONOONH2p+H2O=HONOONH+H3Op
281 HONOHONHp+H2O=HONOONH+H3Op
282 HONOONH+H2O=HONOONn+H3Op
283 NH3ONOp+H2O=NH2ONO+H3Op
284 NH2OHNOp+H2O=NH2ONO+H3Op
285 HONONH2p+H2O=NH2ONO+H3Op
286 HONONH2p+H2O=HONONH+H3Op
287 NH2ONO+H2O=HNONOn+H3Op
288 HONONH+H2O=HNONOn+H3Op
289 HONONH+H2O=HONONn+H3Op

b
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f
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f
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f
b
f
b
f
b
f
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f
b
f
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f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
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0.0000000e+00
2.1432161e+08
2.8040943e-66
2.1432161e+08
5.2852060e-20
2.1495331e+08
2.0294113e-23
1.0635833e+01
7.5156438e+07
2.1362036e+08
6.6066852e-03
2.1285518e+08
5.0884642e-30
2.1573777e+08
5.4381868e-13
2.1592203e+08
1.8006440e-19
2.1811640e+08
3.2182827e+03
2.2150489e+08
4.2706074e-09
2.1630100e+08
2.1705707e-11
2.6116680e-04
1.8193141e+08
5.0637730e-06
2.1814973e+08
2.1861054e+08
3.0167563e-06
1.8274375e+08
3.8436254e+07
2.2097515e+08
9.9581709e-01
2.1669324e+08
1.2149261e-11
5.4966456e+01
2.0689271e+08
4.0447747e-18
8.2651468e+07
1.2341229e+08
3.7564046e+07
4.8961767e-15

0.0000000e+00
2.2440622e+08
2.2440623e+08
2.2440622e+08
2.2440622e+08
2.2439306e+08
2.2439306e+08
1.2944862e+05
1.2944861e+05
2.2518126e+08
2.2518127e+08
2.2518367e+08
2.2518367e+08
2.2450320e+08
2.2450320e+08
2.2454441e+08
2.2454440e+08
3.4579158e+08
3.4579150e+08
2.2717967e+08
2.2717967e+08
2.2464409e+08
2.2464409e+08
1.8708021e+08
1.8708022e+08
2.2428808e+08
2.2428809e+08
2.2557739e+08
2.2557739e+08
4.4916670e+08
4.4916664e+08
2.2892670e+08
2.2892670e+08
2.2476595e+08
2.2476594e+08
2.2871849e+08
2.2871850e+08
1.8412273e+05
1.8412282e+05
3.7376790e+06
3.7376797e+06
2.3672041e+05

0.0000000e+00
9.8950048e-01
9.8950048e-01
9.8950048e-01
9.8950049e-01
9.8993861e-01
9.8993861e-01
1.9086547e+00
1.9086547e+00
9.8853718e-01
9.8853717e-01
9.8799344e-01
9.8799344e-01
9.9039871e-01
9.9039871e-01
9.9049656e-01
9.9049656e-01
9.3093559e-01
9.3093563e-01
9.9251955e-01
9.9251956e-01
9.9068770e-01
9.9068770e-01
9.9213972e-01
9.9213972e-01
9.9216170e-01
9.9216170e-01
9.9163322e-01
9.9163323e-01
8.1643372e-01
8.1643373e-01
9.9111055e-01
9.9111055e-01
9.9087301e-01
9.9087302e-01
9.8195778e-01
9.8195778e-01
1.8717007e+00
1.8717006e+00
1.4074489e+00
1.4074489e+00
1.8269211e+00

0.0000000e+00
1.6946115e+03
5.2416642e+04
1.6946115e+03
2.0647941e+04
1.6944608e+03
2.2993594e+04
6.0469457e+03
1.3448657e+03
1.6949802e+03
8.9100266e+03
1.6951296e+03
2.7522880e+04
1.6943026e+03
1.5835478e+04
1.6942690e+03
2.0284339e+04
1.7188058e+03
5.0354074e+03
1.6935733e+03
1.3168611e+04
1.6942032e+03
1.4736962e+04
9.8241055e+03
1.6937066e+03
1.1053845e+04
1.6936968e+03
1.6938789e+03
1.1209077e+04
1.6550364e+03
2.1198772e+03
1.6941777e+03
7.4239506e+03
1.6941395e+03
1.4910457e+04
6.2122769e+03
1.6979914e+03
1.8734750e+04
1.3587919e+03
1.3482374e+03
1.7028819e+03
1.6617097e+04
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290 HNONOn+H2O=NONOn2+H3Op
291 HONONn+H2O=NONOn2+H3Op
292 HONH2NO2p+H2O=ONH2NO2+H3Op
293 HONH2NO2p+H2O=HONHNO2+H3Op
294 cisHONONHOHp+H2O=HONHNO2+H3Op
295 cisHONONHOHp+H2O=cisHONONHO+H3Op
296 cisHONONHOHp+H2O=cisHONONOH+H3Op
297 transHONONHOHp+H2O=HONHNO2+H3Op
298 transHONONHOHp+H2O=transHONONHO+H3Op
299 transHONONHOHp+H2O=transHONONOH+H3Op
300 HONOHNOHp+H2O=transHONONOH+H3Op
301 HONOHNOHp+H2O=HONOHNO+H3Op
302 HONOHNHOp+H2O=transHONONHO+H3Op
303 HONOHNHOp+H2O=HONOHNO+H3Op
304 ONH2NO2+H2O=ONHNO2n+H3Op
305 HONHNO2+H2O=HONNO2n+H3Op
306 HONHNO2+H2O=ONHNO2n+H3Op
307 cisHONONHO+H2O=ONHNO2n+H3Op
308 cisHONONHO+H2O=cisHONONOn+H3Op
309 cisHONONOH+H2O=HONNO2n+H3Op
310 cisHONONOH+H2O=cisHONONOn+H3Op
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b
f
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7.7757515e+07
1.8365494e-35
3.1223090e+07
1.1001243e-12
3.5846109e+07
2.1766539e+08
8.4228705e+04
2.1965410e+08
6.3177455e-05
2.1941786e+08
1.5316864e-06
2.1856196e+08
3.4772202e+03
2.1941762e+08
4.8185194e-05
2.2025643e+08
7.5600245e-08
2.1993040e+08
3.2674766e+02
2.2025617e+08
4.8236496e-05
2.1860827e+08
3.9846830e-03
2.1849380e+08
2.1880880e+01
2.2001304e+08
4.4064653e-04
2.2001373e+08
3.5687002e-07
2.0999587e+08
5.0715876e+06
2.9871646e+04
8.3404845e+07
2.5855688e+00
8.4011303e+07
2.1518184e+08
3.0678045e+06
1.6016201e+08
2.8329829e+07
1.0152572e+06
9.0107965e+07
7.3825749e+00

2.3672042e+05
4.7415811e+01
4.7415651e+01
5.4436253e+01
5.4436241e+01
8.4693184e+08
8.4693223e+08
2.2612615e+08
2.2612615e+08
2.2598032e+08
2.2598031e+08
3.5002108e+08
3.5002106e+08
2.2599814e+08
2.2599814e+08
2.2643932e+08
2.2643932e+08
2.6239816e+08
2.6239802e+08
2.2646011e+08
2.2646011e+08
2.2576346e+08
2.2576347e+08
2.3680387e+08
2.3680391e+08
2.2636070e+08
2.2636069e+08
2.2630344e+08
2.2630345e+08
5.5755185e+09
5.5754967e+09
4.6906135e+05
4.6906144e+05
2.6746488e+05
2.6746475e+05
1.0563265e+10
1.0563277e+10
2.2181597e+07
2.2181586e+07
1.4561734e+06
1.4561722e+06
2.6736934e+05

1.8269211e+00
2.9171802e+00
2.9171807e+00
2.9171806e+00
2.9171806e+00
8.0137866e-01
8.0137860e-01
9.9197402e-01
9.9197402e-01
9.9191051e-01
9.9191052e-01
9.2949674e-01
9.2949675e-01
9.9189942e-01
9.9189942e-01
9.9217101e-01
9.9217101e-01
9.7124259e-01
9.7124267e-01
9.9215810e-01
9.9215810e-01
9.9151712e-01
9.9151712e-01
9.8475930e-01
9.8475928e-01
9.9206216e-01
9.9206216e-01
9.9209775e-01
9.9209775e-01
4.5261083e-01
4.5261138e-01
1.7392737e+00
1.7392737e+00
1.8205438e+00
1.8205438e+00
3.8475498e-01
3.8475483e-01
1.1800263e+00
1.1800264e+00
1.5817113e+00
1.5817114e+00
1.8376458e+00

1.3758397e+03
2.9952883e+04
9.6099800e+02
1.4356980e+04
9.6099802e+02
1.7664176e+03
4.1090354e+03
1.6937624e+03
1.0303478e+04
1.6937830e+03
1.1412170e+04
1.7193778e+03
5.0135154e+03
1.6937880e+03
1.0383950e+04
1.6936932e+03
1.2310251e+04
1.7025261e+03
5.7035898e+03
1.6936990e+03
1.0384681e+04
1.6939306e+03
9.0666105e+03
1.6968420e+03
6.5020227e+03
1.6937344e+03
9.7248414e+03
1.6937185e+03
1.1847245e+04
1.7465170e+03
2.8566586e+03
3.7756237e+03
1.4099371e+03
6.5353056e+03
1.3783491e+03
1.8144911e+03
3.0817841e+03
1.4151365e+03
1.9316130e+03
2.7944476e+03
1.4569864e+03
6.2514388e+03
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311 transHONONHO+H2O=ONHNO2n+H3Op
312 transHONONHO+H2O=transHONONOn+H3Op
313 transHONONOH+H2O=HONNO2n+H3Op
314 transHONONOH+H2O=transHONONOn+H3Op
315 HONOHNO+H2O=cisHONONOn+H3Op
316 HONOHNO+H2O=transHONONOn+H3Op
317 HONNO2n+H2O=ONNO2n2+H3Op
318 ONHNO2n+H2O=ONNO2n2+H3Op
319 cisHONONOn+H2O=ONNO2n2+H3Op
320 transHONONOn+H2O=ONNO2n2+H3Op
321 HONH2NOp+H2O=ONNH2O+H3Op
322 HONH2NOp+H2O=cisHONHNO+H3Op
323 HONH2NOp+H2O=transHONHNO+H3Op
324 cisHONHNOHp+H2O=cisHONHNO+H3Op
325 cisHONHNOHp+H2O=cisHONNOH+H3Op
326 cisHONHNOHp+H2O=cisHONNHO+H3Op
327 cisHONHNHOp+H2O=cisHONHNO+H3Op
328 cisHONHNHOp+H2O=cisHONNHO+H3Op
329 cisHONHNHOp+H2O=cisONHNHO+H3Op
330 cisH2ONNHOp+H2O=cisHONNHO+H3Op
331 ONNH2O+H2O=cisONHNOn+H3Op
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b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f

9.4603475e+07
2.1480719e+08
1.6124917e+06
7.2404376e+07
5.9166353e+07
1.9703933e+07
8.6224687e+07
1.7505514e+01
9.7043017e+07
7.9729020e+05
9.1687169e+07
8.9862412e+04
9.0671145e+07
3.7405646e-08
3.6086606e+07
4.3305782e-04
3.5900862e+07
5.0734468e-03
3.3900000e+07
4.5695910e-02
3.4799662e+07
1.0468488e+04
2.0960131e+08
2.1953536e+08
1.6477281e-04
2.1953134e+08
2.1322998e-02
2.1734916e+08
5.0789081e+01
2.1751309e+08
5.1080746e-03
2.1734355e+08
5.3125217e+01
2.1941783e+08
6.7494791e-06
2.1941781e+08
7.0601036e-06
2.1930920e+08
1.9428319e+01
2.1751580e+08
1.7838157e-11
2.1893609e+08

2.6736937e+05
1.9132922e+10
1.9132913e+10
1.1586767e+06
1.1586764e+06
1.5266265e+06
1.5266263e+06
2.9339611e+05
2.9339630e+05
1.2369107e+06
1.2369107e+06
6.3549800e+05
6.3549798e+05
7.6105152e+01
7.6105157e+01
7.5722054e+01
7.5722043e+01
7.1520041e+01
7.1520017e+01
7.3469780e+01
7.3469705e+01
3.9645333e+08
3.9645324e+08
2.2607616e+08
2.2607616e+08
2.2641011e+08
2.2641012e+08
2.4173646e+08
2.4173643e+08
2.2529562e+08
2.2529562e+08
2.4234415e+08
2.4234414e+08
2.2598433e+08
2.2598432e+08
2.2598460e+08
2.2598461e+08
2.3635444e+08
2.3635448e+08
2.2507262e+08
2.2507262e+08
2.2713549e+08

1.8376458e+00
3.1372896e-01
3.1372902e-01
1.5692175e+00
1.5692175e+00
1.5506367e+00
1.5506368e+00
1.8280056e+00
1.8280055e+00
1.6086076e+00
1.6086076e+00
1.7071775e+00
1.7071775e+00
2.8700934e+00
2.8700933e+00
2.8700775e+00
2.8700775e+00
2.8700421e+00
2.8700421e+00
2.8699440e+00
2.8699441e+00
9.0564982e-01
9.0564985e-01
9.9192781e-01
9.9192781e-01
9.9171981e-01
9.9171981e-01
9.8110937e-01
9.8110939e-01
9.9108760e-01
9.9108760e-01
9.8075319e-01
9.8075319e-01
9.9190802e-01
9.9190803e-01
9.9190785e-01
9.9190785e-01
9.8555883e-01
9.8555881e-01
9.9122704e-01
9.9122704e-01
9.9088718e-01

1.3718914e+03
1.8714655e+03
3.3300034e+03
1.4328434e+03
1.4930439e+03
1.8715307e+03
1.4314202e+03
6.0053378e+03
1.3756202e+03
2.8635372e+03
1.4488396e+03
3.4832680e+03
1.4210495e+03
1.1265954e+04
9.7892122e+02
8.4746910e+03
9.7892829e+02
7.7238903e+03
9.7894399e+02
7.0764126e+03
9.7898715e+02
4.6815428e+03
1.7284884e+03
1.6937792e+03
1.0017521e+04
1.6938714e+03
8.5677121e+03
1.6983544e+03
6.2509064e+03
1.6940799e+03
8.9912124e+03
1.6985056e+03
6.2376420e+03
1.6937841e+03
1.0969986e+04
1.6937842e+03
1.0956571e+04
1.6965232e+03
6.5382590e+03
1.6940178e+03
1.4796954e+04
1.6942202e+03
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332 ONNH2O+H2O=transONHNOn+H3Op=TS2
333 cisHONHNO+H2O=cisONHNOn+H3Op
334 cisHONHNO+H2O=cisHONNOn+H3Op
335 cisHONNOH+H2O=cisHONNOn+H3Op
336 cisHONNHO+H2O=cisONHNOn+H3Op
337 cisHONNHO+H2O=cisHONNOn+H3Op
338 cisONHNHO+H2O=cisONHNOn+H3Op
339 cisONHNOn+H2O=cisONNOn2+H3Op
340 cisHONNOn+H2O=cisONNOn2+H3Op
341 transHONHNOHp+H2O=transHONHNO+H3Op
342 transHONHNOHp+H2O=transHONNOH+H3Op
343 transHONHNOHp+H2O=transHONNHO+H3Op
344 transH2ONHNOp+H2O=transHONHNO+H3Op
345 transH2ONHNOp+H2O=transH2ONNO+H3Op
346 transHONHNHOp+H2O=transHONHNO+H3Op
347 transHONHNHOp+H2O=transHONNHO+H3Op
348 transHONHNHOp+H2O=transONHNHO+H3Op
349 transH2ONNHOp+H2O=transHONNHO+H3Op
350 transH2ONNHOp+H2O=transH2ONNO+H3Op
351 transHONHNO+H2O=transONHNOn+H3Op
352 transHONHNO+H2O=transHONNOn+H3Op

b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f

5.3291172e-02
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
1.3115982e+01
8.5166184e+07
1.0167708e+05
9.4394826e+07
1.0897375e+01
1.0066709e+08
1.3940005e+01
8.6534153e+07
1.0804797e+05
9.5895876e+07
3.3918002e+07
7.6474359e+07
6.2962754e-10
3.6177601e+07
7.5099261e-14
3.0181009e+07
2.1684832e+08
3.9932959e+01
2.1699527e+08
3.0856806e-04
2.1474143e+08
1.0036544e+05
2.1592203e+08
1.8689575e-11
2.1586482e+08
3.9136135e+00
2.1827450e+08
6.7874429e-05
2.1826202e+08
1.7225603e-01
2.1784535e+08
5.3407105e+02
2.1679329e+08
8.7216529e-08
2.1672168e+08
7.1954122e+00
6.9087540e+00
8.5351784e+07
5.3562744e+03

2.2713548e+08
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
2.7133713e+05
2.7133701e+05
4.9900885e+05
4.9900859e+05
2.1248574e+05
2.1248571e+05
2.7591806e+05
2.7591823e+05
5.2090281e+05
5.2090274e+05
1.1010769e+06
1.1010762e+06
5.6496630e+01
5.6496649e+01
4.7132053e+01
4.7132055e+01
2.3948151e+08
2.3948147e+08
2.2492291e+08
2.2492291e+08
1.0586758e+09
1.0586737e+09
2.2454442e+08
2.2454442e+08
2.2979408e+08
2.2979410e+08
2.2542928e+08
2.2542928e+08
2.2649871e+08
2.2649871e+08
2.7534960e+08
2.7534953e+08
2.2480076e+08
2.2480076e+08
2.3146526e+08
2.3146527e+08
2.2429132e+05
2.2429112e+05
2.7414485e+05

9.9088719e-01
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
1.8204786e+00
1.8204787e+00
1.7475591e+00
1.7475592e+00
1.8795103e+00
1.8795103e+00
1.8203655e+00
1.8203654e+00
1.7436156e+00
1.7436156e+00
1.5844721e+00
1.5844721e+00
2.9131736e+00
2.9131736e+00
2.9131737e+00
2.9131737e+00
9.8209382e-01
9.8209384e-01
9.9097605e-01
9.9097605e-01
7.6714601e-01
7.6714629e-01
9.9049655e-01
9.9049655e-01
9.8723073e-01
9.8723072e-01
9.9150493e-01
9.9150493e-01
9.9083742e-01
9.9083742e-01
9.6307764e-01
9.6307768e-01
9.9091784e-01
9.9091784e-01
9.8678722e-01
9.8678721e-01
1.8480752e+00
1.8480753e+00
1.8240414e+00

8.2941506e+03
0.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
6.0553188e+03
1.3784534e+03
3.4429494e+03
1.4055594e+03
6.1379544e+03
1.3559839e+03
6.0419516e+03
1.3785019e+03
3.4309333e+03
1.4069590e+03
1.6696477e+03
1.4272487e+03
1.2468085e+04
9.6252329e+02
1.5107561e+04
9.6252325e+02
1.6979203e+03
6.3214834e+03
1.6941074e+03
9.8273276e+03
1.7788309e+03
4.0651559e+03
1.6942690e+03
1.4781111e+04
1.6956905e+03
7.0104235e+03
1.6939238e+03
1.0280380e+04
1.6942180e+03
7.9434361e+03
1.7058605e+03
5.5575909e+03
1.6941242e+03
1.2263341e+04
1.6959164e+03
6.8302624e+03
6.2365523e+03
1.3679110e+03
4.2719052e+03
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353 transHONNOH+H2O=transHONNOn+H3Op
354 transHONNHO+H2O=transONHNOn+H3Op
355 transHONNHO+H2O=transHONNOn+H3Op
356 transONHNHO+H2O=transONHNOn+H3Op
357 transH2ONNO+H2O=transHONNOn+H3Op
358 transONHNOn+H2O=transONNOn2+H3Op
359 transHONNOn+H2O=transONNOn2+H3Op
360 transH2ONNOHp+H2O=transHONNOH+H3Op
361 transH2ONNOHp+H2O=transH2ONNO+H3Op
362 NH3NO2p+H2O=NH2NO2+H3Op
363 NH2NOOHp+H2O=NH2NO2+H3Op
364 NH2NOOHp+H2O=transHNNOOH+H3Op
365 NH2NOOHp+H2O=cisHNNOOH+H3Op
366 HNNOHOHp+H2O=transHNNOOH+H3Op
367 HNNOHOHp+H2O=cisHNNOOH+H3Op
368 HNNOHOHp+H2O=NNOHOH+H3Op
369 NH2NO2+H2O=HNNO2n+H3Op
370 transHNNOOH+H2O=HNNO2n+H3Op
371 cisHNNOOH+H2O=HNNO2n+H3Op
372 HNNO2n+H2O=NNO2n2+H3Op
373 NH3NOp+H2O=NH2NO+H3Op

b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f

8.7941309e+07
4.0136863e-02
8.5339212e+07
1.8044054e+04
8.7832280e+07
1.3177942e+07
8.5248153e+07
4.6365349e+07
7.2654000e+07
2.1709106e+08
1.7016817e+01
1.9743585e-08
3.3650142e+07
2.4867718e-11
3.1891785e+07
2.1772906e+08
2.2120868e-09
1.6993073e+08
4.6830150e+07
2.1630011e+08
4.8033681e-04
2.1918298e+08
9.1363593e-04
2.1830615e+08
5.0204976e+03
2.1814008e+08
5.7018854e+03
2.1989281e+08
3.0831601e-04
2.1989263e+08
3.5042741e-04
2.1892810e+08
5.3550580e+03
6.1384255e-02
8.2961200e+07
3.3966255e+05
8.3205365e+07
4.4675867e+05
9.6288450e+07
1.3137513e-21
3.5407587e+07
2.1609847e+08

2.7414475e+05
1.9525574e+05
1.9525583e+05
3.7101148e+05
3.7101132e+05
1.2287577e+06
1.2287574e+06
9.4860847e+05
9.4860786e+05
2.4632867e+08
2.4632866e+08
3.9542929e+01
3.9542761e+01
3.7476499e+01
3.7476436e+01
2.2516191e+08
2.2516191e+08
3.0579582e+08
3.0579591e+08
2.2471236e+08
2.2471236e+08
2.2593561e+08
2.2593562e+08
3.5764843e+08
3.5764861e+08
3.9208012e+08
3.9208041e+08
2.2628192e+08
2.2628192e+08
2.2629207e+08
2.2629206e+08
3.7523968e+08
3.7523983e+08
2.3885771e+05
2.3885767e+05
8.0690271e+05
8.0690267e+05
1.1539819e+06
1.1539829e+06
3.8122306e+01
3.8122322e+01
2.2556281e+08

1.8240414e+00
1.8678778e+00
1.8678778e+00
1.7804537e+00
1.7804537e+00
1.5818693e+00
1.5818693e+00
1.6044815e+00
1.6044816e+00
9.7831187e-01
9.7831188e-01
2.9539478e+00
2.9539484e+00
2.9539484e+00
2.9539486e+00
9.9131217e-01
9.9131218e-01
8.5955592e-01
8.5955587e-01
9.9064495e-01
9.9064495e-01
9.9178551e-01
9.9178551e-01
9.2620729e-01
9.2620722e-01
9.1305643e-01
9.1305632e-01
9.9203279e-01
9.9203279e-01
9.9202648e-01
9.9202648e-01
9.1980618e-01
9.1980612e-01
1.8349277e+00
1.8349277e+00
1.6585696e+00
1.6585696e+00
1.6275300e+00
1.6275298e+00
2.9664932e+00
2.9664932e+00
9.8998427e-01

1.3780146e+03
7.7638081e+03
1.3602604e+03
3.9259569e+03
1.3945535e+03
1.9798092e+03
1.4231565e+03
1.5659962e+03
1.4320803e+03
1.6995672e+03
6.5777858e+03
1.1403709e+04
9.4700237e+02
1.3378459e+04
9.4700227e+02
1.6939885e+03
1.3360029e+04
1.6353318e+03
2.0196065e+03
1.6942224e+03
9.6945411e+03
1.6938310e+03
9.5064033e+03
1.7205663e+03
4.9048455e+03
1.7258580e+03
4.8719654e+03
1.6937437e+03
9.8311624e+03
1.6937466e+03
9.7929934e+03
1.7231598e+03
4.8890528e+03
7.6412575e+03
1.3728071e+03
3.0754504e+03
1.4352931e+03
3.0476788e+03
1.4456934e+03
2.0460270e+04
9.4222711e+02
1.6945044e+03
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374 NH2NOHp+H2O=NH2NO+H3Op
375 NH2NOHp+H2O=cisHNNOH+H3Op
376 NH2NOHp+H2O=transHNNOH+H3Op
377 cisHONHNHp+H2O=cisHNNOH+H3Op
378 cisHONHNHp+H2O=NNHOH+H3Op
379 cisHONHNHp+H2O=cisHNNHO+H3Op
380 transHONHNHp+H2O=transHNNOH+H3Op
381 transHONHNHp+H2O=NNHOH+H3Op
382 transHONHNHp+H2O=transHNNHO+H3Op
383 NH2NO+H2O=cisHNNOn+H3Op
384 NH2NO+H2O=transHNNOn+H3Op
385 cisHNNOH+H2O=cisHNNOn+H3Op
386 transHNNOH+H2O=transHNNOn+H3Op
387 NNHOH+H2O=NNHOn+H3Op
388 cisHNNHO+H2O=cisHNNOn+H3Op
389 cisHNNHO+H2O=NNHOn+H3Op
390 transHNNHO+H2O=transHNNOn+H3Op
391 transHNNHO+H2O=NNHOn+H3Op
392 HONHNH2O+H2O=HONHNHOn+H3Op
393 HONHNH2O+H2O=HONNH2On+H3Op
394 HONHNH2O+H2O=ONH2NHOn+H3Op

b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f
b
f

1.4019180e-01
2.1587445e+08
1.3985020e+02
2.1379624e+08
1.4312652e+05
2.1442734e+08
4.2140739e+04
2.1520532e+08
8.9756349e-04
2.1205075e+08
1.0016327e+06
2.1513313e+08
9.5770666e+00
2.1470797e+08
6.0136525e-04
2.1077903e+08
2.2775709e+06
2.1464425e+08
4.4991801e+00
3.8453036e-06
8.1802503e+07
3.9176853e-06
7.4716558e+07
4.1316448e-03
8.5055119e+07
1.1751909e-03
7.3881471e+07
6.4704260e-06
7.7192439e+07
3.8706248e+01
7.4652690e+07
5.5984449e-11
7.0868495e+07
9.8204992e+00
8.2496770e+07
1.3939759e-11
8.5728727e+07
1.8980773e-04
8.7085591e+07
5.8625729e-16
9.0650902e+07
4.4001343e-07

2.2556282e+08
2.4946346e+08
2.4946347e+08
1.1813451e+09
1.1813434e+09
6.4858590e+08
6.4858618e+08
2.2450858e+08
2.2450858e+08
3.3453039e+09
3.3452998e+09
2.3132268e+08
2.3132270e+08
2.2446059e+08
2.2446059e+08
4.7846717e+09
4.7846701e+09
2.3037155e+08
2.3037153e+08
1.6659327e+05
1.6659318e+05
2.1472913e+05
2.1472927e+05
1.7330332e+05
1.7330334e+05
2.1238118e+05
2.1238107e+05
1.9229529e+05
1.9229526e+05
1.5749400e+05
1.5749402e+05
1.7653801e+05
1.7653790e+05
2.4179974e+05
2.4179974e+05
2.1355558e+05
2.1355587e+05
3.0313753e+05
3.0313760e+05
2.7283442e+05
2.7283418e+05
2.2703292e+05

9.8998427e-01
9.7569646e-01
9.7569646e-01
7.5016209e-01
7.5016230e-01
8.3804865e-01
8.3804859e-01
9.9003744e-01
9.9003743e-01
5.9073552e-01
5.9073569e-01
9.8580870e-01
9.8580869e-01
9.8973039e-01
9.8973039e-01
5.2971525e-01
5.2971530e-01
9.8605649e-01
9.8605650e-01
1.8845653e+00
1.8845653e+00
1.8351810e+00
1.8351810e+00
1.8844962e+00
1.8844962e+00
1.8351471e+00
1.8351471e+00
1.8556765e+00
1.8556765e+00
1.8796172e+00
1.8796171e+00
1.8556793e+00
1.8556794e+00
1.8324280e+00
1.8324280e+00
1.8556795e+00
1.8556793e+00
1.8077073e+00
1.8077073e+00
1.8285607e+00
1.8285608e+00
1.8645083e+00

8.0021624e+03
1.7005702e+03
5.9490991e+03
1.7839825e+03
3.9631756e+03
1.7536249e+03
4.2982491e+03
1.6944328e+03
9.5068363e+03
1.8259481e+03
3.4225992e+03
1.6962639e+03
6.7431671e+03
1.6945373e+03
9.6256545e+03
1.8307800e+03
3.1807140e+03
1.6961347e+03
6.9676048e+03
1.0503664e+04
1.3538946e+03
1.0489890e+04
1.3726952e+03
8.4343587e+03
1.3539254e+03
8.7860007e+03
1.3727103e+03
1.0342213e+04
1.3648924e+03
5.6709449e+03
1.3560118e+03
1.3792464e+04
1.3648911e+03
6.1275278e+03
1.3738845e+03
1.4263747e+04
1.3648912e+03
9.3890500e+03
1.3831558e+03
1.7295024e+04
1.3752154e+03
1.1208212e+04
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b
9.6927362e+07
2.2703273e+05
1.8645084e+00
1.3615300e+03
f
3.8049130e-03
2.4923893e+05
1.8644342e+00
8.5331793e+03
b
1.0635109e+08
2.4923892e+05
1.8644342e+00
1.3615631e+03
396 HONH2NHO+H2O=HONHNHOn+H3Op
f
1.5220763e+03
3.0851259e+05
1.7837765e+00
4.6138493e+03
b
7.4817878e+07
3.0851255e+05
1.7837765e+00
1.3930133e+03
397 HONH2NHO+H2O=ONH2NHOn+H3Op
f
3.5334119e+00
1.9776932e+05
1.8627688e+00
6.4239095e+03
b
8.3389465e+07
1.9776936e+05
1.8627688e+00
1.3622860e+03
398 HONHNHOH+H2O=HONHNHOn+H3Op
f
6.7723512e-11
3.2089705e+05
1.8077231e+00
1.3832413e+04
b
9.2198036e+07
3.2089706e+05
1.8077231e+00
1.3831487e+03
399 HONH2NHOHp+H2O=HONHNH2O+H3Op
f
8.3805713e+04
6.6205701e+08
8.1729314e-01
4.0641460e+03
b
1.9030085e+08
6.6205654e+08
8.1729324e-01
1.7600844e+03
400 HONH2NHOHp+H2O=HONH2NHO+H3Op
f
1.0367179e-02
2.2756174e+08
9.9110892e-01
8.7831953e+03
b
2.1973079e+08
2.2756174e+08
9.9110892e-01
1.6940756e+03
401 HONH2NHOHp+H2O=HONHNHOH+H3Op
f
2.1516621e+08
1.5603138e+09
7.1074246e-01
1.7980697e+03
b
1.6466132e+05
1.5603130e+09
7.1074253e-01
3.9373780e+03
402 HONH2NH2Op+H2O=HONHNH2O+H3Op
f
2.1662174e+08
1.1510535e+09
7.5601412e-01
1.7822643e+03
b
1.2855482e+05
1.1510518e+09
7.5601433e-01
3.9973853e+03
403 HONH2NH2Op+H2O=ONH2NH2O+H3Op
f
3.3905180e+07
3.6661794e+08
8.2976302e-01
2.1193717e+03
b
1.5857520e+08
3.6661805e+08
8.2976297e-01
1.6594273e+03
404 HONH2NH2Op+H2O=HONH2NHO+H3Op
f
4.1499880e+04
7.0097158e+08
8.3697408e-01
4.3241508e+03
b
2.2987749e+08
7.0097149e+08
8.3697410e-01
1.7542137e+03
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------395 ONH2NH2O+H2O=ONH2NHOn+H3Op
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